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1 Resumen extendido en español 
 
Las investigaciones acerca de comunicaciones basadas en Sistemas de Transporte 
Inteligente y redes vehiculares ad-hoc (redes evanescentes) tienen ya cierta historia. Durante 
la década pasada, hubo una buena coordinación tanto de los objetivos como de los contenidos 
de las actividades de investigación a nivel europeo. Los resultados de estos proyectos fueron 
evaluados a nivel europeo y sus resultados han sido incorporados dentro de las diferentes 
entidades públicas y privadas del sector automovilístico en Europa. Debido a esta estrategia 
acertada, la tecnología ya ha alcanzado un nivel de madurez suficiente como para introducirla 
en el mercado real, pero aún con funcionalidades básicas, tal como se puede comprobar a 
través de los resultados de las últimas redes piloto [1], [2], en las que se ha podido comprobar 
diferentes aplicaciones en experimentos a gran escala. El objetivo de convertir esta tecnología 
en sostenible, es y ha sido un requisito prioritario durante los pasados años, y se puede 
considerar como el gran logro del Consorcio Car-to-Car Communication Consortium (C2C 
CC) [3] en el que los fabricantes de automóviles, proveedores e institutos de investigación 
han coordinado sus trabajos y han preparado los estándares técnicos de forma conjunta. El 
proceso de estandarización está liderado por el Comité Técnico de Sistemas de Transporte 
Inteligentes (TC ITS) del Instituto de Estandarización Europeo (ETS) [4]. 
 
Los estándares correspondientes cubren todos los elementos básicos del diagrama de 
bloques del sistema de comunicaciones. Se definen tanto, la asignación de canales y los 
reglamentos correspondientes para el equipo de radio como los protocolos de capa superior, 
que, por ejemplo, permiten la diseminación eficiente de mensajes “multi-hop” o, incluso, 
evitar la congestión del canal. Se han incorporado modelos de datos claramente definidos para 
la mayoría de los mensajes importantes1, que son la base para su utilización en aplicaciones 
relacionadas con la seguridad. Sin embargo, a pesar de estos grandes logros todavía hay 
margen de mejora y optimización. Esto es especialmente cierto para la comunicación entre 
vehículos y las “Road Side Units” (RSU’s en adelante) en escenarios V2I. Aunque las RSU’s 
se consideran comúnmente como elementos fundamentales y necesarios de las redes Ad-Hoc 
Vehiculares (VANET) y están explícitamente incluidos en los estándares, sin embargo, no 
hay ni un análisis ni una adaptación específica que cubra los protocolos de comunicaciones en 
el caso de las RSU’s. La pila de protocolos se definió con un enfoque exclusivo para la 
comunicación entre vehículos (V2V). Debido al hecho de que la interacción entre los 
vehículos y estaciones de carretera es menos compleja, los protocolos V2V también 
funcionan para este tipo de comunicaciones. En el trabajo presentado en esta tesis doctoral, se 
analiza cómo aplicando directamente los mecanismos de comunicación V2V a entornos V2I, 
las prestaciones son muy ineficientes y se proponen nuevas soluciones y adaptaciones que 
mejoran de forma muy notable las prestaciones en entornos V2I. 
 
La diferencia fundamental entre las comunicaciones V2V y V2I es que los entornos 
de propagación de mensajes son mucho más variables para V2V que para V2I. Para un 
vehículo que se está moviendo a través de un entorno variante, las características del canal 
varían constantemente e incluso de forma muy severa e impredecible. Esto implica, que es 
imposible estimar la duración de las oportunidades de transmisión entre vehículos adyacentes. 
Por último, existe el riesgo de congestión del canal debido a que todos los remitentes 
potenciales (vehículos) de un mensaje pueden libremente re-enviar un número ilimitado de 
paquetes de datos. Para evitar estas situaciones de saturación, los diseñadores de aplicaciones 
                                                 
1 Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) 
Decentralised Environmental Notification Message (DENM) 
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V2V se acogen a un diseño basado en "buenas prácticas” evitando saturaciones innecesarias. 
Tal vez, uno de los postulados más importantes tenidos en cuenta por los programadores de 
aplicaciones V2V es mantener toda la información que debe ser comunicada dentro de un 
único paquete semánticamente autónomo. Dado el carácter variante e impredecible del canal, 
ésta es la única metodología que se puede aplicar con seguridad en V2V, ya que en el caso de 
fragmentar la información en varios mensajes, no se podría ni estimar, incluso, la 
probabilidad de que los paquetes de un mensaje fragmentado alcanzaran los vehículos vecinos 
(relevantes) y menos aún asegurar su llegada correcta. 
 
Para la comunicación entre RSU’s y vehículos, las condiciones de propagación son 
mucho más favorables. La RSU no se mueve. Por consiguiente, las características básicas del 
entorno son casi constantes, por lo que las condiciones locales del canal pueden ser 
consideradas más o menos estacionarias. Por tanto, si las características del canal son 
conocidas por las diferentes vías/carreteras de acceso hacia la ubicación de la RSU, esta 
información puede y debe ser utilizada con el fin de mejorar la fiabilidad de la comunicación 
V2I. Además, la mayoría de las aplicaciones instaladas en RSU’s están relacionadas con los 
vehículos, los cuales pasarán por su posición en algún instante de tiempo. En consecuencia, 
las trayectorias de los vehículos más relevantes son más predecibles en este caso que en redes 
V2V. Debido al hecho de que la RSU puede gestionar de forma centralizada el tráfico de 
datos tanto  del enlace ascendente como del enlace descendente, el riesgo de congestión en el 
canal también se minimiza. Adicionalmente, las RSUs pueden incluso mejorar el uso eficiente 
del ancho de banda. Sin embargo, la decisión tomada dentro del consorcio Car-to-Car 
Communication Consortium (C2C CC)  de no introducir una pila de protocolo adicional para 
la comunicación V2I, no debe interpretarse como que las ventajas antes expuestas no deban ni 
aprovechadas ni abandonadas. En este contexto, el objetivo de la tesis es explotar estas 
ventajas sobre la base de los protocolos de comunicación V2V ya establecidos, presentando 
nuevos algoritmos específicos para entornos V2I. 
 
Las recientes actividades de investigación en el campo de la comunicaciones V2I se 
han centrado fundamentalmente en el análisis de la eficiencia del tráfico de mensajes para 
diversas aplicaciones y, por tanto, han ido incorporando requisitos para la comunicación entre 
vehículos y RSU’s. Se ha comprobado que aplicaciones V2I basadas en modelos de 
intercambio de datos compactos con codificaciones eficientes a partir del intercambio de un 
solo paquete autónomo y autocontenido, presentaban muy bajas prestaciones y serias 
limitaciones en la capacidad efectiva de intercambio de información. Teniendo en cuenta que 
los entornos V2I son más predecibles que los V2V, se hizo evidente que se podría 
intercambiar con éxito más de un único paquete de datos, mientras que un vehículo pasa cerca 
de una RSU. En consecuencia, era posible fragmentar mensajes en múltiples paquetes de 
forma directa y sin tener que realizar evaluaciones complejas del entrono. El hecho de que 
este enfoque simple ha funcionado para algunas aplicaciones en entornos de prueba, no 
implica que puedan generalizarse sus conclusiones en entornos V2I reales. En este contexto, 
siguen sin respuesta varias preguntas importantes:  
 ¿Qué número de paquetes se puede utilizar para fragmentar mensajes de forma fiable 
(uplink / downlink) bajo diferentes condiciones de canal? 
 ¿Qué pasa si los fragmentos de paquetes individuales se pierden? 
 ¿Cuál es la influencia de la densidad del tráfico en la red viaria en estos límites? 
(Obviamente se deben incorporar ciertos conceptos básicos de modelos teóricos de 
tráfico vehicular para  obtener densidades de vehículos realistas y sus velocidades 
asociadas.) 
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 ¿Cuál es el momento o intervalo óptimo para transmitir la información entre vehículos y 
RSU’s? 
 ¿Qué potencia de transmisión se necesita? ¿Cuál es la eficiencia de utilización del 
canal? ¿Qué pasa si varias RSU’s se encuentran cercanas y solicitan datos a los mismos  
vehículos que transitan (por ejemplo, en un escenario urbano)? 
 
La tesis doctoral trata de abordar y dar soluciones a estas cuestiones y, dentro del 
documento se proponen algoritmos “ligeros”, que pueden ser fácilmente integrados dentro del 
conjunto de protocolos V2V ya establecidos. Los mecanismos expuestos tienen como objetivo 
maximizar la utilización de la capacidad de canal disponible y evitar la congestión del canal 
de forma proactiva. Las medidas presentadas para el control de la congestión se activan 
únicamente si el canal se satura. Aunque estas medidas son válidas para cualquier situación de 
congestión, no tienen sentido aplicarlas si la congestión se produce por mecanismos 
incorporados en las capas altas del protocolo de comunicación y conllevan la transmisión de 
mensajes a máxima potencia o retransmisiones innecesarias de paquetes.  
 
Aunque se entiende que las aplicaciones V2X deben reaccionar ante entornos variantes y 
difíciles, sería beneficioso que las capas inferiores pudieran garantizar algún tipo de "calidad 
de servicio" durante al menos el tiempo necesario para transmitir un cierto número de 
fragmentos. Para poder cuantificar este parámetro, se ha aplicado un modelo de canal 
probabilístico que permite obtener como métrica la probabilidad de entrega de los paquetes. 
 
La clarificación de todos estos aspectos permitirá no sólo asegurar un lanzamiento 
escalable de las aplicaciones que están ya en fase de desarrollo, sino que servirá para definir 
protocolos eficientes y fiables para comunicaciones V2I que potencialmente permitan la 
incorporación de nuevas aplicaciones. De esta forma, se podrán definir los requisitos de 
fabricación de RSU’s permitiendo su fabricación masiva y de bajo coste, favoreciendo un 
despliegue extenso de estas unidades que hará disponer de redes VANETS muy eficientes. 
 
El objetivo principal de este trabajo se centra en mejorar la eficiencia y la fiabilidad de 
las comunicaciones V2I considerando como referencia el sistema Europeo VANET2 como 
referencia, y su correspondiente "Arquitectura de Referencia de las RSU’s" como arquitectura 
de partida tal como se especifica en el estándar del Instituto Europeo de Normas de 
Telecomunicaciones (ETSI). Es importante puntualizar que todas las soluciones propuestas se 
pueden integrar en el conjunto de protocolos actualmente existentes con un mínimo esfuerzo. 
Sin embargo, como punto de partida del presente trabajo de investigación, también se han 
tenido en cuenta aportaciones relevantes de actividades de investigación a nivel mundial, no 
sólo de este campo sino de campos tan “inicialmente” poco relacionados como redes 
interplanetarias, o, campos más cercanos como el del estudio de redes terrestres tolerantes a 
retardos. También se han estudiado y aplicado modelos  probabilísticos de canal con el fin de 
estimar la probabilidad de entrega de oportunidades de comunicación individuales.  
 
Asimismo, ninguno de las modelos y métodos publicados en la literatura responden y 
resuelven totalmente a las preguntas fundamentales formuladas anteriormente aplicadas a 
redes V2I. Asimismo, la naturaleza de las soluciones existentes no abordan explícitamente la 
comunicación V2X y/o no contemplan su integración/armonización con la arquitectura de 
referencia de las RSU’s dentro de la arquitectura Europea. Es decir, las soluciones propuestas 
hasta la fecha no se pueden integrar fácilmente a los escenarios V2I. 
 
                                                 
2 Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network 
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A fin de abordar y resolver las puntos no resueltos en los entornos V2I se proponen 
dos algoritmos diferentes, uno para el enlace descendente y otro para el enlace ascendente. 
Denominamos enlace ascendente, el escenario en donde los vehículos envían cierta cantidad 
de datos a una RSU y esta unidad los procesa. Denominamos enlace descendente al escenario 
inverso, en el que la RSU transmite continuamente información a un grupo de vehículos en su 
zona de cobertura. Debido a que los requisitos aplicables a ambos escenarios son diferentes, 
es razonable definir algoritmos específicos y diferentes  para ambos enlaces. Por otra parte, la 
mayoría de aplicaciones se basan exclusivamente en uno sólo de los enlaces de comunicación 
por lo que se pueden tratar ambos enlaces de forma independiente en la mayor parte de los 
escenarios.  
 
En principio, los protocolos introducidos comparten activamente el ancho de banda 
entre todas las aplicaciones tanto en el enlace ascendente como en el enlace descendente. De 
este modo,  la RSU es el único elemento que tiene la posibilidad de procesar de forma 
centralizada todos los parámetros relevantes del escenario. De esta manera,  la RSU adapta, 
con esta información, el comportamiento de envío para ambos enlaces. Los nuevos 
mecanismos propuestos se han integrado dentro del estándar “European Station Reference 
Architecture”. La "Facility Layer" es la capa adecuada para incluir dichos mecanismos, ya 
que desde este nivel se tiene una visión general de todos los requisitos demandados por las 
aplicaciones y se puede comunicar las eventuales limitaciones de ancho de banda a las 
aplicaciones. En vez de enviar su tráfico V2I a través del “Communication Client” de forma 
no coordinada, las aplicaciones se registran en la nueva “facility” “Adaptive Management of 
Delay Tolerant Data Traffic”, que básicamente ejecuta los algoritmos propuestos. A partir de 
aquí las instancias “Communication Client” y “Service Announcement” puede acceder de 
forma centralizada a todas las aplicaciones V2I registradas. De esta manera, las “facilities” 
existentes y sus protocolos subyacentes son utilizados como antes y no necesitan ser 
adaptados. El "protocolo de señalización ligero” para la gestión del tráfico de datos de enlace 
ascendente puede ser simplemente transferido al servicio “Service Announcements” ya 
existente. De esta manera se logra uno de los objetivos principales: la fácil integración de los 
mecanismos de reciente introducción en la actual arquitectura de referencia de la RSU que se 
caracteriza en gran medida por las necesidades de comunicación descentralizada en entornos 
V2V. 
 
El nuevo enfoque introducido se basa en un modelo de canal probabilístico, que 
permite derivar una probabilidad de entrega de una cierta cantidad de paquetes de datos. Esta 
puede ser usada por aplicaciones como una especie métrica de "calidad de servicio". Hasta 
ahora las aplicaciones no tenían ni conocimiento de la probabilidad de entrega de paquetes de 
datos transmitidos ni de los límites contextuales. Es obvio que el rendimiento de los 
algoritmos introducidos depende de seleccionar una configuración adecuada. Más 
específicamente, esto significa que la parametrización del modelo de canal aplicado, debe 
reflejar lo mejor posible las condiciones reales del canal. Para muchos escenarios (no críticos), 
es suficiente con disponer de este tipo de estimación de base empírica. Esta situación se puede 
dar, por ejemplo, en el caso de una autopista en donde es suficiente la aproximación empírica. 
También se puede aplicar a escenarios limitado a distancias cortas. Sin embargo, para 
entornos urbanos más complejos, podrían ser necesarias aproximaciones más precisas con el 
fin de determinar la ubicación óptima de la RSU y así encontrar una configuración adecuada 
de los algoritmos aplicados. En este documento, se presentan una primeras configuraciones 
basadas en una campaña medidas realizadas en cooperación con el centro Alemán “German 
Areospace Center (DLR)”. Sin embargo, para campañas de medidas futuras, será conveniente 
definir estrategias de medida que permitan caracterizar mejor los parámetros relativos al 
desvanecimiento del canal 
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Además, el nuevo enfoque minimiza la potencia de transmisión con el fin de 
aumentar la reutilización espacial del canal. Este aspecto es poco abordado por trabajos 
anteriores. Basado en un modelo de canal probabilístico, para cada valor de potencia de 
transmisión, se puede calcular un rango de cobertura alrededor de cada RSU para el que se 
logra la probabilidad de entrega solicitada. A esta área  denominaremos ZORC (“Zone of 
Robust Communication”) ("Zona de Comunicación robusta"). A partir de este momento, sólo 
se consideran en el estudio aquellos vehículos que se encuentran en el interior de la ZORC 
tanto para el enlace ascendente como para el enlace descendente. Las simulaciones 
demuestran que incluso para valores de potencia de transmisión bajos que definen zonas poco 
extensas de cobertura ZORC, dichos valores de potencia transmitida son suficientes para 
garantizar el intercambio fiable de cantidades relativamente altas de datos. Esta es una 
contribución importante, ya que permitirá desplegar una alta densidad de estaciones RSU’s, 
que es el caso que nos encontraremos en zonas urbanas. 
 
En resumen se puede decir que las soluciones propuestas se adaptan dinámicamente 
a la situación actual del tráfico, las características del canal y las necesidades de las 
aplicaciones, maximizando la fiabilidad y la eficiencia de la comunicación en el entorno V2I. 
 
Los resultados obtenidos muestran claramente que los protocolos introducidos 
proporcionan un aumento notabilísimo en términos de eficiencia de uso de canal respecto a 
las aproximaciones que se aplican actualmente. Para el enlace descendente, el algoritmo 
propuesto ahorra entre un 45% y un 90% del ancho de banda en comparación con la 
metodología que se aplica generalmente en la actualidad. En cuanto a la reutilización de canal, 
el enfoque adaptativo supera a la solución más utilizada en casi un factor de seis. Los 
protocolos de adaptación para el tráfico de datos del enlace ascendente únicamente utilizan un 
15% del ancho de banda respecto al enfoque cíclico aplicado actualmente. En escenarios de 
congestión de tráfico, que son los más críticos, la solución propuesta sólo consume alrededor 
de 1 ‰ del ancho de banda que consumiría el algoritmo periódico. En resumen, se ha 
simulado que las soluciones propuestas realizan un ahorro inverso respecto a la criticidad de 
la situación. Se puede decir que el algoritmo ahorra cada vez más ancho de banda a medida 
que aumenta la densidad del tráfico. En este contexto, se pone de manifiesto la importancia de 
incorporar modelos precisos de vehículos. En consecuencia, la ventaja de los algoritmos 
propuestos se hace más evidente en los escenarios más críticos en comparación con los 
enfoques comúnmente utilizados. 
 
Además los algoritmos propuestos alcanzan como mínimo el mismo nivel de 
fiabilidad de comunicación que los utilizados habitualmente. El algoritmo de enlace 
descendente propuesto proporciona tasas de entrega con éxito de entre un 98% y un 100%. 
Los protocolos de enlace ascendente adaptativos alcanzan tasas de entre el 95% para la 
versión básica y el 100% para la versión extendida. En tráfico muy denso, que probablemente 
es el escenario más importante, todos los enfoques de adaptación propuestos son aún mejores 
en términos de entrega de mensajes que sus homólogos periódicos. Este es un resultado 
sorprendente ya que se concluir intuitivamente que la extraordinaria alta redundancia de los 
algoritmos periódicos, al menos debería conllevar tasas de entrega de mensajes perfectas. En 
este contexto, las simulaciones llevadas a cabo revelaron la importancia extraordinaria del 
denominado "problema del nodo oculto"3. La importancia de las colisiones entre mensajes 
relacionados es particularmente importante para las aproximaciones periódicas. A pesar de la 
inmensa redundancia, el número de paquetes de datos perdidos, obviamente, no puede ser 
compensado. En algunos escenarios de simulación se pudo observar que incluso el algoritmo 
                                                 
3 CSMA/CA channel access 
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básico para el tráfico de datos de enlace ascendente proporcionan mejores tasas de entrega de 
mensajes que su equivalente periódico aunque no retransmitiera ni un solo paquete (sin 
ninguna redundancia). 
 
 Esta situación, pone de manifiesto que un aumento en la potencia de transmisión 
puede ser incluso perjudicial. Una evaluación intuitiva podría llevarnos a la conclusión de que 
un aumento en la potencia de transmisión debería mejorar el rendimiento del sistema en 
cuanto a la tasa de entrega de mensajes. Sin embargo, los resultados de las simulaciones 
demuestran que bajo ciertas condiciones, dicho aumento de potencia puede tener 
consecuencias negativas graves4. El "problema del nodo oculto" presenta un gran impacto en 
el sistema. A pesar de comprobar que la influencia de estos efectos negativos,  son muchos 
menores en los algoritmos adaptativos propuestos en esta tesis respecto a los algoritmos 
periódicos, podemos realizar las siguientes recomendaciones: 
• Las RSUs deben utilizar activamente los canales de servicio en función de las condiciones 
locales.  
• La incorporación de mecanismos inteligentes para la asignación de canales de servicio en 
escenarios con alta densidad de RSU’s es otro aspecto interesante que debería 
observarse en el futuro. 
• Sin embargo, aún en escenarios con alta densidad de RSU’s, es posible que gran cantidad 
de aplicaciones pueden usar un único canal de servicio. Asimismo, y debido a la alta 
reutilización espacial del canal en los protocolos propuestos, el ancho de banda sólo 
necesita ser reutilizado en aplicaciones que residan en el mismo nodo (RSU), que son 
las denominadas aplicaciones "ego-applicactions" 5 . Esto posibilita una enorme 
capacidad de ejecutar aplicaciones, incluso en escenarios urbanos. 
 
Naturalmente, siempre existe margen de mejora. En las simulaciones actuales, 
muchos parámetros han sido configurados con valores fijos predeterminados. Por ejemplo, en 
las simulaciones se han fijado tanto la potencia de transmisión como la probabilidad de 
entrega requerida (es decir, el tamaño de la ZORC). Con valores fijados inicialmente en los 
escenarios de tráfico, también se predefinen implícitamente el número de paquetes que puede 
ser enviados por la/s aplicación/es. Esta configuración inicial, sin embargo, tiene suficiente 
validez como para evaluar y probar el rendimiento de los algoritmos propuestos. Sin embargo, 
en futuros entornos reales las aplicaciones deberán, naturalmente, no limitarse a 
configuraciones fijas. Por el contrario, las instalaciones que define el sistema de menores 
deberán configurarse de forma adaptativa en función las necesidades de la aplicación o 
aplicaciones que se ejecuten. Esto significa que las  soluciones propuestas deben configurar 
de forma adaptativa la potencia de transmisión de las RSU’s con el fin de transferir un cierto 
número de paquetes con una cierta probabilidad de entrega, que es el requisito solicitado por 
las aplicaciones. Adicionalmente, las capas más bajas del sistema, deben asegurarse en todos 
los casos de garantizar el ancho de banda disponible para el tráfico de datos tanto para el 
enlace ascendente como para el enlace descendente y en su caso limitar, las demandas de la 
aplicaciones. Por consiguiente, se deben considerar tanto la densidad local de RSU’s como la 
carga de sus canales asociados. 
 
También existe otra cuestión interesante en relación a las limitaciones aplicables a las 
aplicaciones y que en la actualidad todavía no se ha respondido. Para el contexto bajo estudio, 
son muy interesantes las conclusiones de investigaciones previas en el campo de Redes 
tolerantes a retardos  (“Delay Tolerant Networks” DTN). De acuerdo con estas conclusiones, 
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las aplicaciones deben ser capaces de adaptarse temporalmente a las limitaciones de la redes 
que puedan verse congestionadas. Más específicamente, las aplicaciones deben poder incluir 
información semánticamente autónomas6 en un número variable de paquetes7, que puede estar 
limitados por el sistema, en caso necesario. No tiene sentido que si una aplicación envíe x+1 
paquetes de datos si sólo se pueden transmitir con éxito x. El resultado sería que la 
información no podría ser procesada en el lado del receptor. Esto implicaría, además, que 
incluso la información transmitida con éxito, se acabaría desechando, y por tanto malgastando 
el escaso ancho de banda disponible. Por lo tanto, se prevé que no se puedan realizarse un 
ejecución directa y sin cambios de aplicaciones basadas en Internet. La consecuencia de 
aplicar este resultado es que no sólo las capas más bajas del modelo de comunicación V2I, 
sino también los diseñadores de aplicaciones necesitan tener en cuenta las condiciones de un 
entorno vehicular tan complejo. Debido a las razones mencionadas anteriormente, se puede 
concluir que la fragmentación secuencial de paquetes de gran cantidad de flujos de datos 
simplemente no va funcionar. Por el contrario, la información debe que ser fragmentada a 
nivel semántico. Esto aspecto sólo se puede lograr por las propias aplicaciones. La forma de 
abordar la fragmentación semántica no es trivial, y serán necesarias investigaciones futuras 
específicas en este campo a fin de encontrar la forma adecuada de llevarla a cabo.  
 
Otra mejora introducida en la presente tesis es la estimación de los tiempos de 
permanencia de los vehículos individuales dentro de la ZORC o zona de comunicación 
robusta". Esta estimación podrá ayudar a mejorar el rendimiento de los algoritmos, 
particularmente en escenarios de intersección. En este caso, los vehículos pueden tener 
diferentes destinos que conllevarían tiempos de permanencia diferentes en la zona de 
comunicación robusta. Por otra parte, en un escenario típico de intersección, sólo una parte de 
los vehículos se están moviendo realmente. Los otros están parados, por ejemplo en un 
semáforo o por la necesidad de ceder el paso. Por lo tanto, podría tener sentido considerar 
sólo los vehículos que realmente están en movimiento y para definir diferentes tiempos de 
permanencia en función de las principales opciones de destino. Respectivamente, el tiempo de 
permanencia más, se podría utilizar para desencadenar el comportamiento de envío de los 
algoritmos descritos. Incluyendo fuentes de información adicionales, podría ayudar a estimar 
la dirección de conducción de vehículos específicos. Podría ser un parámetro útil el estado de 
los indicadores de dirección (intermitentes), ya que se dicha información se emite 
regularmente a través mensajes de cooperación en la conducción. Además, la información 
sobre los carriles, que pueden ser asignados a los vehículos en algunos escenarios, podría ser 
una fuente de información adicional para esta mejora. 
 
  En el trabajo actual, el ancho de banda disponible se distribuye por igual entre 
aplicaciones del enlace ascendente y del enlace descendente. Se podrían considerar variantes 
más sofisticadas incluyendo una distribución asimétrica del ancho de banda. En este sentido, 
por ejemplo, se podría asignar toda la capacidad del enlace descendente al tráfico de datos del 
enlace ascendente, siempre y cuando no se hubiera registrado ninguna solicitud de 
transmisión de información en el enlace descendente. Especialmente hay margen de mejora en 
la asignación del número de paquetes permitidos por vehículo. Actualmente, la capacidad de 
enlace ascendente disponible es compartida igualmente entre todos los vehículos que se 
encuentran dentro de la "zona de Comunicación robusta". Esto incluye también situaciones en 
las que una parte de los vehículos que permanecen en esa zona ya han transmitido 
correctamente todos los fragmentos de mensajes, lo que significa que no van a enviar más 
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paquetes. En este caso, la capacidad "libre" no utilizada de esos vehículos se podría distribuir 
dinámicamente entre los vehículos restantes, que todavía tienen que enviar información.
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2 Introduction 
 
Research on communication based Intelligent Transport Systems and Vehicular Ad-
Hoc Networks has quite long history. During the past decade the goals and contents of the 
conducted European research activities were well coordinated. The respective results were 
centrally evaluated and conserved. Consequently the technology now seems to reach a 
maturity level, which principally allows a market introduction with basic functionality. This 
assessment can be proved by the results of the latest field trial activities [1], [2] in which the 
corresponding applications are tested in large scale experiments. The sustainability of the past 
years is the big achievement of the Car-to-Car Communication Consortium (C2C CC) [3] in 
which automotive manufacturers, suppliers and research institutes coordinate the work and 
prepare required technical standards. Standardisation itself is conducted by the Technical 
Committee for Intelligent Transport Systems (TC ITS) at the European Telecommunication 
Standards Institute (ETSI) [4]. 
The corresponding standards cover all basic building blocks of the system. The 
channel assignment and corresponding regulations for the radio equipment is defined as well 
as higher layer protocols, which e.g. enable efficient multi-hop message propagation or avoid 
channel congestion. There are even clearly defined data models for most important messages8, 
which are the fundament for several safety-related applications. However, despite these big 
achievements there is still room for improvement and optimisation. This is particular true for 
the communication between vehicles and fixed installed roadside stations. Although roadside 
stations are commonly recognised as an important pillar for the Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network 
(VANET) and explicitly addressed by the standardisation there is no specific adaptation for 
this special communication scenario. The entire protocol stack was defined with an exclusive 
focus on the communication between vehicles (V2V). Due to the fact that the interaction 
between vehicles and roadside stations is less challenging the V2V protocols also work for 
this case. However, the basic assumption of this work is that the applied V2V mechanisms are 
highly inefficient for the communication with the roadside and that the situation can be 
drastically improved with only few adaptations. 
The major difference is that the constraints for pure vehicular communication are 
much more variable than for V2I communication. For a vehicle, which is moving through 
varying environments, the channel characteristics are continuously changing. Severe 
differences are the norm and hardly to predict. Moreover the neighboured vehicles are also 
moving and their future paths are naturally not known. As a consequence estimations 
regarding the duration of a communication opportunity with a specific neighbour vehicle is 
also impossible. Finally there is the risk for channel congestion if all potential senders 
(vehicles) are freely allowed to send an unlimited number of data packets. All these attributes 
of pure vehicular communication implicated some “best practices”, which are usually 
considered by application designers. Maybe one of the most important postulates for 
application programmers is to keep the entire information to be communicated within a single 
semantically self-contained packet. Under the presented conditions of pure vehicular 
communication this law is absolutely right. Besides the continuous threat of channel 
congestion it is simply not possible to estimate the probability that all packets of a fragmented 
message reach the (relevant) neighbour vehicles. 
For the communication between roadside station and vehicles the conditions are much 
more relaxed. The roadside station is not moving at all. Accordingly the basic environmental 
characteristics are constant, which means that the local channel conditions can be assumed to 
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be more or less stationary. So if the channel characteristics are known for the different access 
roads towards the location of the roadside station it can be used in order to improve 
communication reliability. Furthermore most applications on roadside stations are related to 
vehicles, which will pass its location at some point in time. Consequently also the future paths 
of (relevant) vehicles are more predictable in this case. Due to the fact that the roadside 
station can centrally manage the uplink- and downlink data traffic the risk for channel 
congestion is minimised as well. In contrary, the roadside stations can principally even 
improve the efficient use of bandwidth. The valid request not to introduce an additional 
protocol stack for V2I communication does not mean that these advantages need to be 
abandoned.  In this context the goal of the document at hand is to exploit these advantages 
based on the established connectionless communication protocols. 
In recent research activities the applications related to traffic efficiency gained 
importance. The requirements to the communication between roadside stations and vehicles 
increased accordingly. Even with compact data models and efficient encoding the exchange of 
only a single self-contained packet was limiting the envisioned applications. Related 
discussions quickly revealed the comparably relaxed conditions of V2I communication. So it 
became obvious that more than just a single data packet could be successfully exchanged 
while a vehicle is passing the roadside station. Accordingly the messages were simply 
fragmented into multiple packets without any further investigation. The fact that this naive 
approach worked out for a few demonstration applications does not mean that it scales for any 
realistic V2I scenario. In this context several important questions remained unanswered: 
 How many message fragments can be reliably sent (uplink/downlink) under different 
channel conditions? 
 What if single packet fragments get lost? 
 What is the influence of the network density on these limits? By nature the basics of 
traffic theory need to be considered in order to derive realistic vehicle densities and 
related speeds. 
 What is the optimal timing/interval for vehicles and roadside stations to transmit their 
information? 
 What transmit power is required? How can the channel effectively be used? What if 
multiple roadside stations are closely co-located, each requesting data from the 
passing vehicles (urban scenario)? 
 
The work at hand tries to address these questions and proposes lightweight algorithms, 
which can be easily integrated within the established V2V protocol suite. The discussed 
mechanisms aim to use the available channel capacity with maximal efficiency and to 
proactively avoid channel congestion. The available measures for congestion control are 
largely just reacting if the channel gets saturated. These measures are principally valid. But it 
is senseless if the bandwidth is extensively wasted by higher communication layers through 
unnecessary high transmit power or redundancy (packet repetitions).  
Although it is understood that V2X applications need to be aware of the challenging 
environment it would be beneficial if lower layers could grant some kind of “quality of 
service” for at least a certain number of message fragments to be transmitted. In the present 
context a probabilistic channel model is applied in order to derive a delivery probability as a 
corresponding metric. 
The clarification of all these aspects is not only relevant for ensuring a scalable roll out 
of currently discussed applications. Efficient and reliable protocols for V2I communication 
potentially enable new applications. This is a prerequisite for potential new stakeholders, 
which may have an interest in investing in the relatively low priced infrastructure equipment 
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for roadside stations. For the market introduction phase the following statement is generally 
correct: The more roadside stations are deployed the better for the Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network. 
 
The subsequent chapters are structured as follows: 
 First of all an extensive summary of contributions, which are related to the 
communication between fixed and mobile stations, is given in chapter 1. Moreover the 
various approaches are put into the context of the target scenarios and the differences 
to the proposed solutions are discussed. 
 In chapter 1 some important architectural considerations, which are based on the 
European Station Reference Architecture [5], are summarised. An important aspect is 
the smooth integration of the new algorithms, which are specified in the further course 
of this chapter. 
 In chapter 1 the applied simulation environment and the basic traffic scenarios are 
introduced. In the following the results of the proposed algorithms in terms of 
communication reliability and efficiency are evaluated in depth. 
 The document ends with chapter 1. It gives a conclusion concerning the effectiveness 
of the newly introduced V2I mechanisms and a summary of open questions, which are 
left for future work. 
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3 State of the Art 
3.1 Principle Challenges 
 The following chapter emphasises on the technical evaluation of the communication 
scenario between mobile and fixed nodes; in particular the communication between vehicles 
and so-called roadside stations (“Vehicle to Infrastructure Communications – V2I”). 
Although the specialties of “Vehicle to Vehicle Communication” (V2V) are not discussed in 
detail they play a decisive role for the proposed strategies because a natural prerequisite for a 
market introduction is an optimized and cost-efficient integrated communication system. 
 
In V2I communications there are the following very basic, inherent challenges: 
 
 The connection duration (period in which communication is possible between vehicle 
and roadside station) is limited. Moreover without extra effort it can hardly be 
predicted because it depends from the speed and course of the mobile station as well 
as the varying channel conditions along its path (fast- and slow fading). Along with 
the channel conditions the maximal possible data rate significantly changes. 
 
 In addition the topology of the ad hoc network continuously changes and accordingly 
also “communication routes” are permanently changing. In contrast to wired networks, 
periods without any connection are the normal case for vehicular communication 
scenarios. Standard WLAN protocols that e.g. enable mobile computers to wirelessly 
connect to the internet do not work in the highly dynamic automotive scenario. 
 
 In principle many stations share the wireless medium. If all mobile stations within the 
coverage area of a roadside station simultaneously exchange data of arbitrary size the 
channel is not effectively used and potentially threatened by congestion. 
 
 The before mentioned circumstances often lead to the effect that the communication is 
disrupted although the mobile station still resides within the theoretic coverage area of 
the fixed station. 
 
 These characteristics drastically complicate the reliable bi-directional exchange of data 
between fixed and mobile stations. It is hard, if not impossible, to define general limits for 
this communication scenario (e.g. in terms of maximum throughput) because movement 
characteristics, network connectivity/-density and channel conditions are not stationary. 
Consequently the goal of the lower layer protocols is to optimise the communication in terms 
of effectiveness and reliability. It might be even more important that also application 
designers recognise these varying communication conditions as a basic “axiom” for V2X9 
communication. Finally the entire system must be flexible enough to adapt to each 
communication scenario with its respective characteristics. 
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3.2 Target Scenarios 
As already outlined in the introduction this work concentrates on the communication 
between vehicles and corresponding infrastructure communication nodes, so-called roadside 
stations. This paragraph shall help to correctly classify the investigated topics and the 
proposed mechanisms within the context of related research. A very important aspect is to 
understand that this work is based on the research results, which were derived during 
numerous European ITS10 projects and the corresponding ITS station reference architecture 
[6]. The single building blocks are currently standardised by ETSI TC ITS 11 . More 
specifically, it is concentrated on Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Use Cases, which make use of an 
adopted WLAN technology (ETSI ITS G5). 
Correspondingly the goal is not to enable standard internet connections for moving 
vehicles where a high degree of interaction between vehicle- and internet systems is required 
and which is based on connection oriented communication. Such setup is principlely highly 
questionable and maybe only applies to parking lot scenarios (standing vehicles => typical 
hotspot scenario). 
Use cases, which are relevant in the context of this work, are typically not based on 
bidirectional data exchange. Usually there are applications, which either reside on a roadside 
station in order to distribute information to the incoming vehicles or vice versa vehicle 
applications, which intend to deliver data to a nearby roadside station. In the following the 
first case is referred to as “downlink scenario“, whereas the latter case is named “uplink 
scenario”. The characteristics of up- and downlink scenarios are fundamentally different. 
While downlink data is mostly addressed to a certain group of vehicles (multi-/geocast), the 
uplink traffic majorly refers to a kind of “disconnected unicast”. For these reasons separate 
and independent protocols for the exchange of up- and downlink data appear reasonable. The 
basic characteristics of uplink and downlink communication are discussed in the following 
paragraphs.  
In the downlink scenario new vehicles are continuously entering the coverage area of 
the roadside station. Therefore the same or updated information needs to be repeatedly 
transmitted by the roadside station. In this context the very basic questions are how often the 
information needs to be repeated at what power and what is the maximal data volume? 
Thereby it must be considered that there is potentially more than just one roadside station in 
the vicinity, each of them potentially hosting more than just one application. Following the 
principles of VANET communication, the single nodes are acting independently based on 
decentralised protocols. Example downlink applications, which were prominently observed in 
corresponding European research activities, are the provision of detour information or the 
famous “Traffic Light Assist”. Basic implementations rely on comparably small data volume, 
probably fitting the preferred approach to pack the entire information into a single self-
contained data packet. However for more sophisticated versions the information has to be 
split into several packets, which is usually avoided for pure V2V communication, but 
principlely possible for pure V2I scenarios. This might e.g. be the case when the detour 
information shall not only consist of a raw turn advice but of multiple way-points describing 
the entire bypass route. More advanced approaches for the traffic light assist do not only 
intend to transmit signal phase information but also the topology of the intersection including 
e.g. turning lanes etc. Therefore the question on how to fragment such information and what 
are the related limits is highly relevant for this class of applications. 
In the uplink scenario the vehicles usually transmit collected information to a 
conditionally passed roadside station, which previously announced that it can process the 
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corresponding type of data. By nature this setup is more challenging since there is not only a 
single sender but potentially many senders, which are simultaneously intending to provide 
their information to the locally available roadside station. Like for the downlink case it must 
not be forgotten that there might be several roadside stations closely located, where different 
groups of vehicles try to deliver their data at the same time. Here the fundamental questions 
are when to start transmitting the data and how to ensure that the information is successfully 
received by the roadside station? The most prominent example application is “Probe Vehicle 
Data”. In this case the vehicles continuously collect data, like e.g. their speed profile, and 
anonymously send it to a roadside station. This data helps traffic management centres to have 
more actual and accurate information about the traffic flow on different road segments. 
Finally there are also applications, which make use of both communication links. 
Since the uplink- and downlink data exchange is principlely independent and mostly even 
decoupled in time and space this setup must not be confused with commonly known be-
directional communication links. In this sense it can be considered that related applications 
basically have two, more or less, independent branches, which respectively process received 
data and prepare information for transmission. A prominent example is the “Roadwork 
Assist”, in which vehicles “download” data at the construction site entry and “upload” 
information at the construction site exit. When the vehicle is approaching the construction site 
it receives relevant information like warning signs, number and widths of available lanes, 
road boundary information, expected travel times, etc. In turn, after its passage through the 
construction site the vehicles transmit recorded data such as speed profile to the roadside 
station. Depending on the size of the construction site the provision of downlink information 
and the processing of uplink data could principlely be managed by just a single roadside 
station. However, as it will be thoroughly discussed in the further course of this work, it 
should be considered that in this case higher transmission powers will be probably required, 
which causes comparably high channel load in a relatively large area (refers to “spatial 
channel reuse”). So if the basic channel load is already high inside construction site area it 
might be better to deploy a separate roadside station at the entry and the exit, which enables 
lower transmission power values. An example scenario could be a construction site in an 
urban environment where there is generally a relatively high density of roadside stations and 
vehicles. 
The European ITS G5 system and the corresponding standards are dominated by the 
requirements of decentralised V2V applications. Due to the fact that most of those 
applications require point-to-multi-point information distribution and because of the relatively 
short communication periods as well as the difficult channel conditions, connection-oriented 
communication is less applicable. The re-transmission of packet fragments would quickly 
lead to a problematic channel load. Thereby the corresponding benefit is even highly 
questionable because it is not clear if or when the affected receivers are reachable again. 
Therefore also well-known connection-oriented control protocols such as TCP are not used 
for most ITS G5 based applications. Due to the high uncertainty of packet delivery it is 
reasonable and widely spread for ITS applications to encode the entire content of a message 
in a single, self-contained packet 12 . Thereby it is assumed that due to redundant re-
transmissions and the operation of multi-hop propagation protocols at least one copy of the 
message reaches the “addressed” (=affected) vehicles. Meanwhile this concept was 
confirmed by many studies and empirical data of related research projects. 
So far in many V2X research activities roadside communication happens completely 
uncontrolled like it is the case for purely decentralised V2V communication. But this involves 
serious negative effects as they will be discussed later, e.g. in paragraph 3.3. In order to 
overcome these drawbacks the proposed algorithms shall enable the roadside station to steer 
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the communication behaviour of passing vehicles. However, the intention of the proposed 
algorithms is exactly not to introduce a centralised communication architecture for V2I 
scenarios. This would involve serious integration efforts in order to harmonise such approach 
with the existing, highly decentralised ITS G5 protocol architecture. 
As already outlined pure V2V applications often follow some “best practices”. 
Accordingly packet fragmentation is omitted. In contrast to V2V, for pure V2I scenarios the 
chance to successfully transmit fragmented data is significantly higher. First questions 
regarding the particular potential of the V2I communication link arouse from the German 
research project AKTIV [7]. Several applications had the need to exchange more than only a 
single data packet between the vehicle and the roadside station. It was obvious that the 
conditions are more stable and therefore more predictable for V2I communication scenarios 
(compared to pure V2V scenarios). Accordingly it was also clear that more than just a single 
packet (message fragment) could be reliably send in both directions (uplink and downlink). 
On the other hand the exchange of high amounts of “individualised” data by nature endangers 
to quickly congest the vehicular communication channel. In this context the following quite 
simple, but not at all trivial questions were posed: 
 What are the limits and how to use the channel in the most effective way? 
 What are the influences of the communication channel and the characteristics of 
different traffic scenarios? 
 How to minimise required extensions to the existing European, V2V-driven protocols, 
which were defined and standardised during the past two decades (minimisation of 
integration efforts)? 
In all European research projects these questions were never seriously addressed. Also 
in AKTIV there was only the time to prove very basic mechanisms for the distribution of 
downlink data. However in most cases corresponding applications just repeatedly transmitted 
an arbitrary number of packet fragments following a kind of “try and error” approach. For 
the demonstration of use cases with only a small number of communication nodes and 
comparably unproblematic applications the applied mechanisms naturally worked out. But it 
is also obvious that such approaches hardly scale. From the perspective of the author, the 
assumption that the applied V2I mechanisms still work in dense Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks 
is therefore not valid13. This was exactly the starting point for the research described in the 
context of this work. The general goal was to minimise (unnecessary) redundancy while 
maximising communication reliability, channel reuse as well as throughput in order to finally 
propose scalable answers to the fundamental questions, which are introduced above. This will 
not only help to reliably run the above mentioned applications. The gained potential for V2I 
applications might also motivate new groups of stakeholders to invest in infrastructure 
equipment and thus to boost the critical market introduction phase. 
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3.3 Related Work 
 Research related to the optimisation of the communication between fixed and mobile 
stations has a long history and consequently there are numerous valuable contributions that 
also apply to specific V2I use cases. In the following the different contributions are 
summarised in four categories: (MAC Optimisation, Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN), 
Scheduling and European Research and Standardisation). The respective contributions are 
firstly summarised and secondly discussed within the context of the mechanisms, which are 
newly introduced in this document. Each summary concludes with a table linking all 
discussed references and their major contributions to the following fundamental aspects, 
which are investigated in the work at hand: 
 
 roadside station Architecture 
 Optimised transmission timing 
 Spatial Channel Reuse 
 Message fragmentation and packet limits 
 Influence of Traffic Flow 
 Influence of local channel conditions 
 Quality metrics for applications 
 Integration with existing ETSI standardisation 
3.3.1 MAC Optimisation 
 There are numerous investigations on the adaptation of 802.11 MAC procedures in 
order to optimise V2X communication sequences. In [8] the authors seek for so-called “long-
term fairness” in V2I delay tolerant communication scenarios. The general goal is that each 
vehicle can exchange the same amount of data with a passed roadside station regardless of its 
speed. In order to achieve this Karamad et al. propose to dynamically adapt the minimum 
contention window parameter of the 802.11 DCF14 scheme according to the speed of the 
respective vehicle. In this way the residence time of the vehicles within the coverage area of 
the roadside station influences their respective channel access duration. Finally fast vehicles 
are assigned more channel access time than slow vehicles. Furthermore the authors advice to 
use RTS/CTS15 handshake mechanism in order to minimise the hidden station problem. 
 [9] extends this approach in order to additionally support “real-time services”. The 
authors propose a “Mixed-Service-Mobility” model in order to achieve a balance between 
long-time fairness for delay tolerant services (e.g. Probe Vehicle Data) and low average 
delays for real-time services (e.g. Local Danger Warning). The described mechanism finally 
also dynamically adapts the minimum contention window of DCF access scheme. 
 Very important MAC mechanisms are applied for avoiding network congestion 
(“Channel Congestion Control”). They are part of the European standardisation of 
communication based ITS. Since there is a dedicated paragraph on European research and -
standardisation these protocols are described there16. 
 
Discussion 
 
 Although fairness is to a certain extent implicitly considered by the proposed 
mechanisms it is not of major importance in the context of this work. As a consequence the 
                                                 
14 Distributed Coordination Function 
15 Request to Send / Clear to Send 
16 refer to 3.3.4 European Research and Standardisation 
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degree of fairness is most probably not optimal, particularly if the vehicles move at different 
speeds. However, if one considers the characteristics of traffic, high speed differences only 
appear in scenarios with rather low traffic density. Here the available bandwidth is obviously 
not the limiting factor for the relevant V2I applications. Therefore the goal of this work is to 
use the bandwidth more effectively, which is never granted by algorithms that are just aiming 
at fair bandwidth allocation. The simple reason for this is that the applications can still use 
(“waste”) the assigned bandwidth in an inefficient way. Consequently this document 
describes higher layer mechanisms, which are limiting the bandwidth of the applications on 
the single communication nodes. Finally the existing approaches are based on RTS/CTS 
handshake in order to avoid channel collisions. As it will be discussed at a later point channel 
collisions caused by the so-called “hidden station problem” are indeed a serious issue. 
However RTS/CTS handshake will not solve the problems for the considered V2I scenarios. 
The communication channels are shared with V2V communication where RTS/CTS 
handshake is not applicable 17 . So even if RTS/CTS would only be applied for the 
communication between vehicles and roadside stations, channel collisions could not be 
prevented. But even for V2I communication RTS/CTS solves the problem only if a single 
roadside station is considered. As soon as there are multiple, independent (but not 
synchronised) roadside stations, channel collisions will occur. Finally applying RTS/CTS 
mechanism would anyway conflict with the general goal to use the existing V2V protocols 
(ETSI) as far as possible. However since in the discussed solutions only the group of vehicles, 
which reside in a so-called “Zone of Robust Communication”,18 is assigned to transmit their 
information, hidden stations is practically not a problem. All affected vehicles overhear if one 
of their close neighbours occupies the channel. The only threat is that several vehicles 
simultaneously access the channel right after the roadside station sent its assignment. In order 
to overcome this each vehicle waits for a random period 19  before the transmission of 
information is started. Accordingly the simulation results show that channel collisions are 
minimal compared to currently applied procedures. Summing up all discussed aspects, 
minimising the transmission power is therefore considered to be the best solution in order to 
lower the channel collisions to an uncritical level. 
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[8] adjustment of 802.11b DCF parameters in order to ensure long 
term fairness (equal channel access time) between vehicles, 
which pass hot spots at different speeds 
 
       
[9] extends [8] in order to ensure low average delays for “real-time 
services” 
        
 
                                                 
17 V2V => decentralised point-to-multi point communication scenarios 
18 very close to the roadside station 
19 Back-off period 
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3.3.2 Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) 
 Recent approaches for the improvement of V2I communications aim to enable 
communication sessions that even endure longer periods in which the wireless link is 
disrupted. The basic scenario consists of an arbitrary number of roadside stations along the 
path of a vehicle. The coverage areas of the roadside stations are not overlapping, meaning 
that no direct communication is possible between the locally fixed roadside systems. 
Moreover in this case also the connection of the vehicle system to the internet or any other 
backend system is constantly lost. This setting is also referred to as “Intermittently Connected 
Networks” (ICN). The proposed principles are based on the so-called “Delay-Tolerant 
Networking” or “Disruption-Tolerant Networking” (DTN) approach [10].  
DTN itself has its roots in the research on the “Interplanetary Internet” (IPN) [11], 
which was originally introduced by the US national space agency NASA. IPN shall connect 
proprietary networks on other planets or space ships to the earth’s internet. Accordingly the 
major requirements are dominated by the conditions of deep-space communication. 
Compared to regular terrestrial internet communication enormous delays, packet corruption 
and extended outage periods caused by interplanetary communication distances and cosmic 
influences have to be considered. The ”Interplanetary Internet Special Interest Group (IPN 
SIG)”[11]/[12] summarises the complexity as follows: [quote] “While the Earth's Internet is 
basically a ‘network of connected networks’, the Interplanetary Internet may therefore be 
thought of as a ‘network of disconnected Internets’. Inter-working in this environment will 
require new techniques to be developed.” [unquote]. In [13] the very basic idea is described 
under the headline “A Postal Communication Model”. Accordingly the single networks are 
connected via so-called “Interplanetary Gateways”. Due to the fact that standard internet 
protocols do not perform well under the conditions of deep-space communication (long 
distances, variable delays, asymmetric data rates) it was decided to use more appropriate 
protocols for data exchange between the interplanetary gateways. On this path such 
“interplanetary protocols” would then encapsulate the standard internet protocols. Each 
interplanetary gateway also acts as a relay system. Thereby each intermediate relay 
(interplanetary gateway) stores the information until it could successfully be delivered to the 
successor relay. This “store and forward” scheme is part of the “bundling” protocol concept. 
Due to the responsibility of each intermediate relay to deliver the information to its successor 
the originator is released from storing the data until an “acknowledge” is received from the 
destination. This asynchronous approach allows the originator to allocate resources for new 
tasks and prevents “unnecessary” retransmissions caused by lost end-to-end acknowledges. 
The bundling protocol also foresees a special addressing scheme, which is different from IP 
addressing. Instead of assigning a unique identifier to each device within the network, which 
would require immense organisational efforts, so-called “endpoint identifiers” are introduced, 
which consist of two parts. The routing part is globally-unique and only defines the “region” 
in which the destination device resides, e.g. the corresponding interplanetary gateway. The 
administrative part finally defines the identifier of the destination device, which is only 
unique within its region. 
 In [14] Kevin Fall applies these basic concepts with a special focus on terrestrial 
challenged networks such as Mobile- and Military Ad-Hoc Networks as well as Sensor 
Networks 20  and introduces the term Delay Tolerant Networking. In this context the 
characteristics of challenged networks in terms of path-/link, network- and end system 
properties are evaluated in all detail. Identifying TCP/IP protocols to be inappropriate for the 
majority of such networks his major goal is to define an overlay protocol in order to achieve 
interoperability and interconnection among different (challenged) networks. The core 
                                                 
20 Deep Space Communication is not excluded 
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structure is directly derived from the IPN concept. An aggregation of messages is also 
referred as bundle. Different types of networks are interconnected via DTN gateways 
(Interplanetary Gateway), which additionally act as bundle forwarders (IPN relay 
mechanism) according to a “store and forward” scheme. The addressing of devices is based 
on so-called name tuples (end-point identifiers), which also consist of globally unique 
regions (=DTN gateway address) and locally unique node identifiers. 
 In the context of IPN/DTN [15] an additional, very important aspect is addressed. 
Here bundles are defined as a series of contiguous data blocks (e.g. packet fragments), which 
contain enough semantic information for the receiving application to process a benefit from 
the received data. This clearly means that bundles can only be compiled at application level 
(lower layers are not capable of assessing semantics) and that commonly known packet 
fragmentation schemes are not applicable. This convention is usually not considered in the 
implementation of standard internet applications and strongly supports the above mentioned 
assumption that it is very important for V2X application concepts to consider the 
“challenging” characteristics of the heavily “disruptive” and “time-varying” wireless 
channel.
 In [16] Khabbaz et al. observe a V2X scenario in which vehicles are used as “mobile 
routers” in order to interconnect (partly) isolated roadside station locations. An example could 
be that a roadside station with internet access sends bundles with information from the World 
Wide Web to incoming vehicles, which store and physically transport them until they are 
finally forwarded to the distant destination roadside station. This scenario is also known as 
two-hop vehicular intermittently connected network (TH-VICN). Since the two (isolated) 
roadside stations reside far off their respective communication ranges a direct and stable end-
to-end communication is not possible. Information can only be exchanged via the vehicles, 
which pass both, sender- and receiver station. As already described in the beginning of this 
chapter, even the communication between the roadside stations and the passing vehicles is 
rather unstable and unpredictable. As a consequence the end-to-end communication suffers 
from frequent disruptions and hardly predictable delays. For obvious reasons Khabbaz et al. 
describe the TH-VICN as a special terrestrial application of a DTN. Accordingly roadside 
stations and vehicle stations represent DTN relays with store and forwarding functionality. 
Moreover each roadside station works as DTN gateway for its respective region network. The 
goal of this work is to minimise the end-to-end bundle delivery delay, which is finally an 
optimisation process of queuing- and transit delays. The queuing delay is exclusively picked 
up at the source roadside station and finally depends from the mean vehicle arrival time. The 
transit delay depends from the speed of the DTN relay (i.e. the storing- and forwarding 
vehicle) as well as the distance between the source- and destination DTN gateways (roadside 
stations). The point is that due to the different vehicle speeds the first incoming vehicle at the 
source roadside station does not necessarily reach the destination roadside station as first 
vehicle. The other way around the fastest passing vehicle might also not reach the destination 
roadside station first because some other slower vehicle might have already passed the source 
roadside station before with sufficient “advance”. In this context the source roadside station 
does not know which one of the incoming vehicles is the optimal and when it will arrive. 
Therefore the authors propose a probabilistic bundle release scheme, which still preferably 
forwards bundles to fast vehicles but additionally considers the mean vehicle arrival time and 
the source-destination-distance. The mechanism is based on a Markov process that decides 
how long it is probably valuable for the source roadside station to wait for a fast(er) vehicle 
that will presumably reach the destination roadside station before the previously passed 
slow(er) vehicles. An extension named “bulk bundle release” exploits the available 
bandwidth more effectively because more than just one bundle is transmitted per release 
opportunity, which additionally reduces the average bundle queuing delay. This approach is 
compared to the simpler greedy bundle release scheme that only forwards the bundles to any 
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incoming vehicle, which means that the bundle transit delay finally only depends from the 
vehicle inter-arrival time. 
 Similar TH-VICN scenarios have also been described in other publications. In [17] 
arbitrary vehicles like e.g. busses, motorcycles or even bicycles are used as so-called “mobile 
access points” (DTN gateways/-relays) in order to carry information to “outlaying villages 
lacking a digital communications infrastructure”. In [18] the authors propose to dynamically 
release the resources of the roadside stations by applying busses as “moving infrastructure 
points” (DTN relays). Public transport vehicles are selected for this job, because they 
frequently appear at predictable times on known routes. 
Research in [19] is based on a test fleet of 30 busses that interconnect the campus of 
the Massachusetts University with the surrounding county. In contrast to the before discussed 
TH- VICN scenario information is also forwarded among the DTN relays (“bus-to-bus 
transfer”), which means that bundles often travel more than just two hops on their way from 
source- to destination region. In this work Burgess et al. particularly focus on the limited time 
for data transfer among DTN relays as well as between DTN relays and DTN gateways. 
Moreover in this context also storage is considered to be a limited resource. Therefore the 
scheduling concept classifies bundles to be sent as well as bundles to be discarded. The 
corresponding prioritisation is done based on the likelihood for successful bundle delivery, 
which is derived from “historical” data. Accordingly for each bundle a directed graph 
consisting of known DTN relays is constructed, which finally allows to assign a so-called 
“cost” to each known path towards the destination. The cost itself finally depends from the 
respective meeting frequencies of the single intermediate hops (DTN relays). 
Correspondingly a DTN relay, which is often met by other relays, contributes less to the cost 
than a DTN relay that is seen less often. 
Other approaches deal with multi-hop connectivity between a vehicle and a roadside 
station. In [20] Abdrabou et al. observe the maximum separation distance between adjacent 
roadside stations in order to enable “seamless” connectivity for a predefined data packet 
delivery delay. This work exclusively focuses on a scenario where the vehicle density 
involves disrupted communication; i.e. low- and high density scenarios are out of scope. 
Similar to [21] the connectivity (transmission range) of the nodes is described as a probability 
distribution, which depends from the node density. 
 
Discussion 
 
 It turns out that Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) and Interplanetary Networks (IPN) 
face very similar challenges like VANETs although the magnitude may be partially different: 
 Enduring outage periods 
 Untypical large delays 
 Packet corruption 
After all the ”Interplanetary Internet Special Interest Group (IPN SIG)” comes to the 
conclusion that the exchange of data in this environment “...will require new techniques to be 
developed.”  The author definitively supports this conclusion even in the context of VANET 
communication. The use of standard TCP/IP based WLAN Ad-Hoc links has considerable 
drawbacks [14] and might therefore only be applicable in parking lot scenarios where the 
vehicles are not moving. Instead innovative and harmonised solutions are required in order to 
cope with the particular challenges of the vehicular communication scenario. 
The fundamental definitions of Delay Tolerant Networks [14] can be perfectly mapped 
to the V2I communication scenario [16]. Due to their elementary importance they shall be 
shortly recalled at this point: 
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 roadside stations and vehicle represent DTN relays with store and forwarding 
functionality. 
 roadside stations may additionally represent DTN gateways, which are connected to 
“region networks”.  
 Vehicles carry information until a roadside station is met, which forwards the data 
to internet servers or other backend systems 
 roadside stations store data from the internet or other backend systems and forward 
it to incoming vehicles 
 Like in DTN the amount of data, which may be transferred by a single application is 
limited. In the context of this work the proposed algorithms delimit the number of 
packets (message fragments), which may be communicated by the single applications 
on the respective Roadside- or Vehicle Stations. Therefore the maximal number of 
message fragments principlely corresponds to the so-called bundle size, which is 
defined in the context of IPN/DTN. 
In this way the fundamental concepts of IPN/DTN are not only considered to be a perfect 
approach for typical V2I applications. They might enable to loosely connect vehicle 
applications to (delay tolerant) internet services. Therefore the general approaches as well as 
the high level architecture for roadside station systems, which are discussed in the further 
course of this work, follow the basic principles summarised above. 
However, in spite of these very important and highly relevant findings there are also 
clear differences (i.e. compared to [16]-[19]). First of all one has to consider that the observed 
communication scenario (“Two-Hop Intermittently Connected Networks”) is different from 
typical V2I scenarios. In this context the “Probabilistic Bundle Release Scheme”(PBRS) 
transmits the information only to single, dedicated nodes. This means that the transmission is 
delayed until probabilistically the optimal mobile station has entered the coverage of the fixed 
station. So there are special nodes, which are considered to be the optimal forwarder to carry 
the information to the designated but disconnected destination. In contrary for most V2I 
scenarios the information is either multi-casted to a group of incoming vehicles (“downlink”) 
or the vehicles transmit their information to the roadside station (“uplink”). So the work at 
hand does not at all focus on the communication between disconnected nodes. Therefore there 
are also no dedicated forwarding nodes with special tasks within a routing scenario. Multi-
hop propagation is entirely left to the well-known L3 ETSI protocols [22]. Instead this work 
concentrates on the optimisation of the direct communication between vehicle and roadside 
station. PBRS does not provide an optimised solution for this. Although current contributions 
consider a “roadside station Coverage Range” in order to derive the timeout (service 
deadline) of the selected forwarder, there is no precise solution on how to determine such 
coverage range. But exactly this is a very crucial point under these highly challenging channel 
conditions. Moreover there are no investigations on how much bundles can be released during 
the residence time of the forwarder (max. Number of packets per “release opportunity”), 
which is also an essential aspect of this work. Finally the results related to DTN do also not 
address the very poor communication performance at the fringe of the coverage area and 
related problems (e.g. “performance anomaly”), which will also be addressed in the further 
course of this work. 
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[10] Basic information on Delay Tolerant Networks         
[11]/
[12] 
Basic information on Interplanetary Internet         
[13] Introduces basic definitions of the Interplanetary Network (IPN) 
 Interplanetary Gateway 
 Interplanetary Protocols 
 Bundling Protocol / Store & Forward 
X        
[14] Derives IPN concepts for terrestrial applications (Mobile Ad-Hoc 
Networks) => Delay Tolerant Networking 
 TCP/IP identified to be inappropriate for most 
“challenged networks” 
 “overlay protocols” to achieve interoperability and 
interconnection between “common-“ and “challenged 
networks” 
X        
[15] Important refinement related to the definition of “bundles” 
 Contiguous data block, which contains enough semantic 
information for the receiving application to process a 
benefit 
 Packet fragmentation can only happen at application level 
 Commonly known lower layer fragmentation mechanisms 
are not applicable 
X   X     
[16], 
[17], 
[18] 
Investigations on a special V2I scenario: Two-Hop Vehicular 
Intermittently Connected Network  (TH-VICN) 
 Vehicles act as “DTN relays” in order to physically transport 
information between two disconnected roadside stations 
(store & forward) 
 X       
[19] TH-VICN => extension: bundles are additionally forwarded 
among “DTN relays” (vehicles)         
[20], 
[21] 
Multi-Hop Connection between vehicle and roadside station 
 Maximal separation distance of roadside stations to ensure 
“seamless connectivity” and pre-defined “packet delivery 
delays” for passing vehicles 
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3.3.3 Scheduling 
There are countless protocols aiming to maximise the reliability and efficiency of V2I 
communication, which are directly derived from computer scheduling theories. This basic 
approach is obvious, since in both scenarios potentially many actors need to share the same 
limited resources. While computer scheduling mechanisms mainly share processing time their 
“V2I relatives” handle time- and bandwidth-critical “communication requests”. However in 
either case uncontrolled access can lead to the collapse of the entire system. Along with the 
“native”  scheduling strategies (e.g. first in first out –FIFO, first in last out – FILO, shortest 
remaining time, smallest data first, etc.) also the main performance criteria (i.e.: throughput, 
latency, response time, fairness) are adopted. Moreover preemptive schedulers(ongoing tasks 
can be stopped for the benefit of meanwhile appearing higher prioritised tasks) and non-
preemptive schedulers (ongoing tasks are finished before re-scheduling) are known. 
Zhang et al. give an excellent overview about existing scheduling mechanisms for 
controlling V2I data access in [23]. Furthermore they implement the above mentioned native 
scheduling schemes and propose an improved application layer based algorithm, which 
became relatively prominent: D*S. The authors argue that in contrast to traditional 
communication scenarios the residence time of the mobile stations within the coverage area of 
the fixed station is not unlimited but extremely short. Therefore the so-called request deadline 
needs to be considered as an additional parameter. In this context their scheduling algorithm 
combines the deadline and the data size (=> D*S) of the single requests. Requests are sorted 
according to the result of the product between the corresponding deadlines and the data sizes 
(requests with lowest product are scheduled first). Moreover this paper addresses another 
important aspect, which is often ignored. While many works concentrate exclusively on the 
data download scenario (from roadside station to vehicle), this work considers the fact that the 
vehicles also send data to the roadside station (uplink). Following up- and downlink 
applications compete for the same channel and therefore the requests of both categories need 
to be scheduled. The effectiveness of the download scenario is additionally increased by 
“clustering” equal vehicle requests in order to multicast the corresponding data only once 
instead of sending the same data in multiple unicasts. This extended mechanism is named 
D*S/N, which also became popular in other publications. Besides the size and the deadline of 
the data also the number of requesting vehicles is considered (the more vehicles request the 
(same) data the higher the multicast priority). Naturally each request (vehicle) has its own 
deadline but only one factor can be accounted in the scheduling equation. There are different 
options to calculate this parameter: The earliest deadline is used, the mean of all deadlines is 
used, the median of all deadlines is used. Simulation results show that there are no big 
performance differences between those options. 
In [24] the authors pick up the D*S scheme described in [23] and extend it in order to 
consider the priority of emergency messages in the scheduling process. Their equation 
considers a “weight”: D*S/W. In this sense the weight of emergency messages is set to ∞ 
while the weight of regular data traffic is set to 1. For the download scenario they also make 
use of the previously describe “multicast” approach. 
Shahverdy et al. observe file download scenarios in [25]. They account for the fact that 
due to the short residence time of vehicles most file downloads cannot be completely served 
by only a single roadside station. Accordingly they propose to interconnect the single roadside 
stations in order to enable the vehicles to resume disrupted downloads at subsequent roadside 
stations. The roadside stations run a dedicated scheduler respectively for the start of a (new) 
or the resume of a (previously started) download (further schedulers for particular traffic (e.g. 
emergency messages) can be added). In this work different scheduling approaches for the 
single queues are observed. Finally the well-known D*S scheme again turns out to perform 
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best. Correspondingly this scheme is also applied to select which of the heads of the single 
queues is finally selected for the next transmission. 
In [26] the authors describe an algorithm for the scheduling of traffic that needs to be 
sent from a roadside station to passing vehicles. The work assumes that only few roadside 
stations will be located at fully developed locations including internet access, while others 
exist solely battery powered in isolated remote regions. The superior scenario can be 
considered as a typical TH-VICN in which passing vehicles are used as DTN relays to bridge 
the gap between isolated- and connected roadside stations. But this work concentrates on the 
source roadside station where scheduling is not only optimised for minimising end-to-end 
delay. In contrast, the proposed algorithm schedules the traffic considering the energy 
consumption in addition to data delivery delays. Accordingly these parameters are combined 
in a cost function that finally determines the scheduling order. The basic challenge is to decide 
when to stop buffering and to start transmitting the accumulated traffic to one of the incoming 
vehicles. 
So-called opportunistic scheduling techniques are particularly considering the special 
characteristics and requirements of highly mobile ad-hoc networks. In principle opportunistic 
algorithms select the mobile station, which has the highest channel quality for the current 
scheduling slot, for communicating to the fixed station. The primary goal of related 
mechanisms is to maximise the overall communication capacity. 
In [27], Hadaller et al. pick up a very important characteristic of uncoordinated V2I 
communications, which is generally known as “performance anomaly” (originally introduced 
in [28]). Performance anomaly means that mobile stations with poor signal quality lower the 
performance of mobile stations with good signal quality. Beyond that mobile stations with 
poor signal quality even lower the overall system throughput (in terms of the effectiveness 
and potential of all vehicles). Basically related symptoms have already been observed before 
in experiments with off-the-shelf 802.11b hardware [29]. Here Ott et al. classify the passage 
of a standard WLAN equipped vehicle through the coverage area of a standard WLAN access 
point in three phases. They observed relatively weak performance at the edges of the coverage 
area. The corresponding sections of the passage are named “entry-“ and “exit phase”. Good 
performance was only found close to the access point. The corresponding path is called 
“production phase”. These results have been also picked up by Hadaller et al. in [30]. In this 
work the authors thoroughly investigate the problem of vehicular internet access via standard 
WLAN access points. Up- and downlink as well as “transhipment” (similar to TH-VICN) 
scenarios were experimentally assessed. Non-surprisingly the result is that standard MAC 
(including connection setup/association procedures) and transport protocols perform badly in 
the vehicular environment. In particular the standard mechanisms [quote] “lack of 
environmental awareness” [unquote]. Finally the authors recommend best practices for the 
use of standard WLAN hardware in automotive scenarios. Probably the most important 
recommendation is to “avoid the fringe areas” (only to communicate during the production 
phase and to exclude the entry- and exit phases). 
Considering the fact that the wireless channel is a shared medium the major reasons for the 
described phenomena are relatively easy to comprehend (performance anomaly): 
 Due to the poor signal quality robust modulation schemes must be applied, which 
come at the cost of comparatively low data rates. Consequently it takes a longer time 
to transmit a certain amount of data compared to a scenario with good signal quality 
where higher data rates could be achieved. 
 Moreover the number of required re-transmissions caused by packet losses and missed 
acknowledges increases with decreasing signal quality. 
In this context the goal of Hadaller et al. in [27] is to maximize the overall system 
performance, which is considered to be the sum of individual vehicular throughputs. In order 
to achieve this, a new algorithm is introduced: MV-MAX (Multi-Vehicular Maximum). MV-
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MAX allocates the channel only for the vehicle with best signal quality. There are three 
different variations of the algorithm, which all enhance well known basic MAC procedures 
(802.11 PCF [31], 802.11k [32]). In principle the fixed station uses the SNR21 reported by the 
mobile stations in order to decide whether or not it is allowed to access the channel. The result 
is that the overall system throughput is improved by almost factor 4 compared to stations that 
strictly operate in 802.11b mode. Compared to so-called “time-fairness” [33] mechanisms22 
the throughput is improved by factor 2. 
 Opportunistic selection decisions are often based on channel state information (CSI), 
which is usually derived from previously exchanged data or training symbols (pilots). In [34] 
the authors address the problematic of wasted resources caused by feedback outages. In order 
to overcome this problem Sandrasegaran et al. propose to transmit CSI only in case it exceeds 
a defined threshold. In case of absent CSI the hybrid scheduling policy resorts the queue 
according to the FIFO principle. 
There are numerous works, which focus on the problem that CSI is principlely outdated 
because its estimation naturally always happens before the actual data transmission. This is 
particular relevant for scenarios with high channel variation like it is the case for vehicular 
communication. The basic approach is to use probabilistic models in order to improve the 
previously estimated CSI, which shall finally minimise the outage probability of subsequent 
data transmissions. In this context in  [35]  Nakagami-m fading statistics are considered to 
“improve” CSI. In [36] the authors use a minimum mean square error Bayesian estimator in 
order to predict the SNR during data transmission considering the outdated SNR (CSI) and 
current position data. 
In his dissertation Bruns focuses on a scenario where vehicles request different kinds 
and amounts of data from a passing roadside station (“download scenario”) [37]. Related 
applications are commonly classified as “infotainment services” and relay on link-based 
(peer-to-peer) connections (download of local map data segments, download of file based 
point of interest notifications [text or graphic], individualised traffic information, email 
download etc.). One value of this work is the extensive evaluation of the particular 
requirements of V2X communication. The basic sequence of the envisioned scenario is as 
follows: A roadside station continuously broadcasts so-called “service announcements” in 
which it informs incoming vehicles about available services (e.g. available downloads). Each 
vehicle, which is interested in specific data, sends a corresponding request to the roadside 
station. The roadside station sequentially serves the single requests and transmits the 
corresponding data packets to the dedicated vehicles. Due to the complex channel 
characteristics and the changing distance between vehicle and roadside station also the signal 
quality varies significantly over time. Typically a vehicle will experience poor signal quality 
when it enters and leaves the coverage area of the roadside station while the signal quality is 
good when the vehicle is close to the roadside station. Since the described “C2X-Server” is a 
so-called multi-rate system the single downloads may be served with varying data rates. 
Accordingly high data rates are achievable for vehicles close to the roadside station and low 
data rates for vehicles, which reside at the fringe of the coverage area. The total throughput of 
a download can be calculated as the integral of the used data rates over the corresponding 
service time segments. Since there is usually more than one vehicle in communication range 
the roadside station must schedule the different competing requests. In this context Bruns 
aims to maximise the number of finished requests. Moreover the efficiency shall be improved 
by discarding requests that cannot be completely finished before the corresponding vehicle 
leaves the coverage area of the roadside station (“service deadline”). Based on beacon 
information (i.e. position, speed and heading) the roadside station can estimate the residence 
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time of the vehicles within the coverage area. Due to varying speeds and additional appearing 
vehicles (requests) the optimal serving sequence needs to be continuously updated. The 
discussed scheduling approach is “pre-emptive”, which means that a download can also be 
interrupted by the roadside station in case meanwhile another job is ranked with higher 
priority. The general scheduling algorithm is theoretically described as a mixed integer 
programming (MIP) problem, which is a special form of the linear programming problem. 
Accordingly there is a linear function (objective function) of certain variables (at least one of 
them is of type integer) that allows comparing the value of possible job sequences (request 
sequences). As already described above in this case the goal is to maximise the number of 
completely finished downloads. Therefore the current optimal job sequence (download 
sequence) can be described by the following objective function: 
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Thereby the variable Ui principlely indicates whether or not the download request of vehicle i 
can be completely satisfied before it leaves the coverage area (before service deadline) 
=> U Є [0,1]:  
 
Ui=1 => download can be completely finished 
Ui=0 => download cannot be completely finished 
 
Moreover the priority of the single download requests may be considered by means of 
“weights” (Wi). Practically each possible combination of download request ordering is 
evaluated as follows: 
 
o For each request the download duration is estimated. It depends from... 
o The start of download (depends from duration of previous downloads) 
o The position of the corresponding vehicle relative to the roadside station 
during the download (possible data rates during the download) 
o In case the download cannot be completely served before the corresponding vehicle 
leaves the coverage area of the roadside station (service deadline) U is set to 0 
(otherwise U is set to 1). 
 
  In principle these calculations need to be done by the roadside station whenever a new 
download request is received or the speed of any considered vehicle (significantly) changes. 
Moreover Bruns argues that MIP approach may involve so-called “idle times”, which means 
that the roadside station stops between subsequent service intervals although valid jobs are 
scheduled. In order to minimise the overall processing time a second, subsequent MIP is 
proposed that minimises these idle times. However due to the relative high processing load 
two heuristic23 scheduling mechanisms are additionally discussed. In this context also well-
known “native” scheduling strategies (e.g. FCFS24, LCFS25, SJF26 etc.) are evaluated. Finally 
                                                 
23 heuristic models enhance computational performance by conceptual simplicity. These models often provide 
acceptable- but not optimal results. 
24 First Come First Serve 
25 Last Come First Serve 
26 Shortest Job First 
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enhanced models of “First Come First Serve” and “Highest Density27 First” are proposed. In 
both cases only those requests are scheduled that can be completely finished before “service 
deadline”. 
 
Discussion 
 
In [23] Zhang et al. define a scheduling scheme, which depends form the data size and 
the service deadline of the considered mobile stations. Like most of the available scheduling 
strategies the work mainly targets at a scenario that can be described as a kind of “on-demand 
download”. This variant is not exactly matching the scenarios, which have been observed in 
most European research activities on V2X communication. Moreover such “reactive” 
mechanisms might satisfy the needs of pure V2I communication but hardly harmonise with 
existing V2V communication protocols. Therefore in most of the European research projects 
the roadside stations were applying a kind of “push-based” multicast for proactively 
“downloading” their data to the incoming vehicles. A dedicated service request by the 
vehicles prior to the “download” (of individualised data) is not required at all. This is also the 
basic assumption for the protocols, which are introduced in the context of the work at hand. 
But beyond these fundamental differences there are even unequal approaches on common 
questions like e.g. the determination of the service deadline. In [23] the authors propose to 
estimate the “radio range” of the fixed station (roadside station), which is then broadcasted 
and used by the vehicles in order to estimate their respective service deadlines. The present 
work takes a completely different viewpoint. The author is the opinion that under these 
challenging conditions a fixed “radio range” can neither be calculated for the vehicles nor for 
a roadside station. Alternatively a probabilistic channel model is used in order to derive 
certain sender-receiver distances for preselected “delivery probabilities”. In this way it 
becomes possible to address special V2I problems like e.g. the performance anomaly, channel 
collisions or the optimisation of the “spatial channel reuse”. However in spite of all the 
differences Zhang et al. come to a general conclusion, which is also important in the context 
of the document at hand: In V2I communication scenarios up- and downlink applications 
share the same bandwidth. As a consequence all related “service requests” need to be 
considered by a sophisticated scheduling mechanism. Although up- and downlink scenarios 
are evaluated separately in the present work, the applied mechanisms can be easily combined 
in order to achieve this very important aspect. 
 The work described in [24] additionally takes care of the queuing of higher prioritised 
data (i.e. emergency messages). In contrast to that the prioritisation of different kinds of data 
is not considered in the further course of this document. Centralised scheduling of emergency 
messages on roadside stations is generally questionable. The reason for this is that emergency 
messages are mostly generated and distributed by vehicles in decentralised multi-hop 
scenarios where a roadside station may be only involved as an equal communication hop 
(forwarder) with no specific rights or tasks. So the role of the roadside station is limited to 
inject emergency messages into the VANET, to act as a regular forwarder or the keep the 
information alive in periods where the VANET is “scattered”. Therefore the categorical 
approach herein is that a certain amount of bandwidth should be reserved for high prioritised 
emergency messages, whose occurrence is hardly predictable. The rest of the bandwidth is 
then effectively used for “regular” data traffic, which is either continuously sent by the 
roadside station (downlink) or which is to be transferred by the vehicles at predictable 
occasions (uplink). Thereby the minimisation of the bandwidth required for these applications 
is one of the core topics of this work. 
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In [27] the goal is to maximise the throughput of the single mobile stations, which is 
related to (only) a single Access Point. The optimisation (=minimisation) of transmit power 
and the related optimisation of channel reuse are out of scope. But this is a very important 
topic for V2I communication since the density of roadside stations might presumably become 
comparably high (e.g. in city scenarios). Interfering traffic, which is related to neighbour 
roadside stations might become problematic (“hidden station problem”). This assumption is 
also supported by one of the statements presented in [38]: Not SNR is the critical parameter 
but SNIR 28 ! However, although the authors give valuable answers to the performance 
anomaly problem, channel reuse is not at all considered by the scheduling mechanisms 
described in [27]. Another difference is that Hadaller et al. always grant channel access to the 
vehicle with best SNR. The mechanisms for uplink communication, which will be introduced 
in the following chapters, grant channel access to a group of selected vehicles that reach a 
defined delivery probability. Consequently there might be several stations, which are 
simultaneously assigned by the roadside station and content for the channel according to the 
well-known CSMA/CA procedure. This is only possible since the target applications are not 
stream based. In line with the basic principles of V2X communication each packet is 
considered independently from other packets even if they are fragments of the same message. 
Therefore not the maximisation of the throughput of all mobile stations is the prior goal of the 
present work but the reliable exchange of an equal number of packets (message fragments), 
which is transparent to delay-tolerant, “V2X-aware” applications. Also in this context 
standard TCP turns out to be inapplicable. Instead a lightweight, connection-less mechanism 
for packet fragmentation and packet acknowledging is proposed, which can easily be 
integrated within the existing ITS station reference architecture. 
In [30] the authors define best practices for the use of commercial WLAN hardware in 
automotive scenarios. Probably the most relevant recommendation is to avoid the fringe of the 
coverage area of the access point due to the previously discovered performance anomaly 
phenomenon. This is also one of the principles for the mechanisms that will be defined in the 
following chapters. However, most of the “opportunistic” scheduling decisions ([27], [30]) 
are based on “channel state information” (CSI), which is usually derived from previously 
exchanged data or training symbols (pilots). Other research results prove that CSI is already 
outdated before the actual transmission takes place. This is an important aspect, particularly 
for highly dynamic channel environments as it is the case for the V2X communication 
scenario. Before this background in [35] Nakagami-m fading statistics are used to “improve” 
CSI based decisions. In [36] the authors use a minimum mean square error Bayesian 
estimator in order to predict the SNR during data transmission based the outdated SNR (CSI) 
and current position data. Exactly due to these unpredictable and highly dynamic channel 
conditions a probabilistic channel model is also the base for the mechanisms, which will be 
discussed in the further course of this work. 
In [37] Bruns investigates a scenario where vehicles download different amounts of 
data from a roadside server. Target applications intend to acquire individualised data (email-, 
map-, file download) based on connection oriented peer-to-peer communication (typically 
TCP/IP communication). So it is about a kind of multimedia download, in which the roadside 
station is more or less considered as an ordinary server (“C2X-Server”). The multicast-
scenario where the same information is regularly distributed to multiple vehicles (downlink 
=> in [37] referred to as “conglomerated serving”) is explicitly excluded from the 
investigations. Corresponding to the individual character of the information, which shall be 
provided by the roadside station, each single vehicle is considered separately in the 
scheduling process. Therefore the discussed mechanisms cannot be applied to the downlink 
scenario, which is investigated in the document at hand. 
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However, although uplink data transmission is not taken into account by Bruns the 
proposed mechanisms could potentially be adopted for this case. In contrast to downlink 
applications it is not about multicast but about point-to-point communication (unicast). 
Moreover the bandwidth needs to be shared between the single vehicles. Therefore the 
proposed scheduling scheme could be principlely applied in order to sequentially select the 
vehicle, which is allowed to transmit its (“individualised”) information to the roadside station 
(uplink). But also for this case there are the following fundamental differences between the 
scheduling scheme proposed by Bruns and the protocols introduced in the further course of 
this work. Bruns’ “C2x-Server” is a so-called “multi-rate system”, which allows high data 
rates for close vehicles and low data rates for distant vehicles. In contrast to this the protocols 
discussed herein completely exclude distant vehicles from sending their data in order to 
overcome the performance anomaly problem29 and to improve the channel reuse. In the 
context of the latter aspect the overall goal is to adaptively minimise the transmit power to a 
value, which still allows the robust exchange of information. The management of transmit 
power is also not considered in [37]. Moreover in the work at hand only a single data rate is 
allowed for close vehicles to send their data. This is “common usage” for V2X 
communication30. Introducing a multi rate system for V2I communication would require 
considerable extensions to the existing V2V communication architecture, which is not in 
accordance with the basic demand to find a solution that can be easily integrated. Another 
difference is that according to Bruns’ approach only a single vehicle would be allowed to 
transmit its data, while in this work all vehicles, which reach a predefined delivery probability, 
are assigned by the roadside station31. Furthermore Bruns’ MIP based scheme only considers 
download requests, which can be completely served. Thereby the size of the single download 
requests is predefined. These requests are then basically ordered according to the sequence, 
which achieves most complete downloads. This reflects the typical conservative, client-server 
oriented approach, in which only complete downloads of a predefined fixed size are 
considered to be useful. The superior goal is to support stream-based applications, which 
proved to be less suited for the vehicular environment. The applied TCP/IP protocol suffers 
e.g. from unnecessary retransmissions, which are caused by lost acknowledges. Anyway the 
acknowledging of single packets consumes (“wastes”) a considerable amount of the very 
limited bandwidth. Instead the present work aims at dedicated, “V2X-aware”- and delay-
tolerant applications, which can deal with different amounts of bandwidth that is dynamically 
assigned by the roadside station. More specifically the roadside stations assign a certain 
amount of data to the single vehicles, which can freely share it among the hosted uplink 
applications. As far as the TCP/IP is required this work refers to the DTN approach. 
Accordingly the single TCP/IP packets are encapsulated into another protocol, which is more 
suited for the “over the air transmission” between the vehicles and the roadside station. 
Accordingly in the uplink scenario the roadside station takes more the role of a DTN gateway 
instead of an ordinary internet server or router. In this way internet and VANET can be de-
coupled, which allows to apply the optimal protocol in the respective domain. An exemplary 
concept, whose basic principles can be easily integrated into the European Station Reference 
Architecture [5], is described in [39]. Concerning the end-to-end transmission control 
different approaches are discussed in the following chapters. For the downlink- and also the 
basic adaptive uplink algorithms no transmission control is provided. These mechanisms 
completely rely on the preliminary calculated delivery probabilities. The extended adaptive 
uplink algorithm considers a lightweight protocol in which only preliminary lost packets 
(message fragments) are (re-)requested by roadside station instead of acknowledging each 
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30 6MBit is found to be the most efficient data rate for V2X communication [93]. 
31 assigned vehicles content for the channel according to CSMA/CA like in typical V2V scenarios 
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single packet. Due to the fact that this very compact protocol can be simply piggybacked by 
the Service Announcements, which are continuously sent by the roadside stations, the 
additionally required bandwidth is negligible. So instead of introducing an entirely new 
protocol to V2X (TCP/IP) the well-known adapted and standardised protocols can be used 
with only marginal extensions. 
 A service deadline needs to be calculated for both, for Bruns’ approach as well as for 
the concepts, which will be introduced in the document at hand. Like in many other 
approaches a “coverage area”, which is derived from Channel State Information (CSI), is the 
basis for Bruns to calculate this service deadline. In contrast to this the present protocols 
apply a probabilistic channel model in order to determine a so-called “Zone of Robust 
Communication” for which the delivery probability of sent packets exceeds a pre-defined 
threshold. As already discussed before, the utilisation of probabilistic channel models is 
considered to be advantageous against the evaluation of CSI for the estimation of the channel 
in highly dynamic environments. 
 Another important difference is that in [37] the channel is considered to be error-free. 
Moreover interference caused by the continuously sent cooperative awareness messages or 
“foreign” data traffic is also not considered. Both aspects are inherently covered by the 
simulations, which were conducted in the context of this work. 
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[23] Overview on existing scheduling mechanisms in the context of 
V2I scenarios 
 Awareness that residence time of vehicles is not unlimited 
 Scheduling according to data size and deadlines of service 
requests D*S (task with lowest product is scheduled first) 
 Also uplink data requests need to be considered in the 
scheduling process 
 Extension: Equal downlink requests can be combined in a 
single multi-cast. Therefore the number of requesting vehicles 
can additionally be considered in the scheduling process. The 
more requesting vehicles the higher the priority (D*S/N) 
 X       
[24] Extension of [23] 
 Considers prioritised data traffic and introduces “weights” 
(W) 
 Scheduling according to lowest product D*S/W 
 X       
[25] Interconnection of roadside stations in order to enable resumed 
downloads, which were interrupted at previous roadside station 
locations 
 Dedicated queues for new and resumed downloads 
 Additional queues for other data traffic possible 
 Also applies D*S in order to select which of the queues is 
processed next 
X X       
[26] Typical TH-VICN32 scenario 
 Extends scheduling, which is optimised for end-to-end 
transition delay, with a cost function that additionally 
accounts for efficient energy consumption => mainly applies 
to battery powered roadside station Locations 
 X       
[28] Description of the “Performance Anomaly Problem” 
 Nodes with poor signal quality lower the performance of 
nodes with good signal quality 
 Nodes with poor signal quality lower the overall system 
throughput 
 Low data rates => longer transmission durations 
 Re-transmissions often required 
 High loss rates of end-to-end acknowledges 
 X       
[29] Further investigation on the “Performance Anomaly Problem” 
 Breakdown of a roadside station passage in three phases: 
entry, production, exit 
 X       
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[30] Evaluation of “performance anomaly problem” in various 
scenarios (uplink, downlink, transhipment = TH-VICN) 
 Standard WLAN MAC and transport protocols “lack of 
environmental awareness” and perform badly in the vehicular 
environment 
 “Fringe” of the coverage area of the roadside stations shall be 
avoided => only use “production phase” for transmission of 
data 
 X  X     
[27] Maximisation of the overall system throughput = sum of 
individual vehicle throughputs 
 Opportunistic Selection/Scheduling 
 Channel access is only granted to the vehicle with best 
signal quality (SNR33) 
 X       
[34] Refers to opportunistic scheduling schemes, which are based on 
the prior exchange of training symbols (Channel State Information 
– CSI) 
 Feedback outages represent a waste of bandwidth 
 CSI is only transmitted if it exceeds a certain threshold in 
order to avoid probable feedback outages 
 In absence of CSI FIFO scheduling is applied 
 X       
[35] Addresses the problem that Channel State Information (CSI) is 
often actually already outdated when the data is to be transmitted 
 Use Nakagami-m-Fading model in order to improve 
previously measured CSI 
X 
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[37] Refers to link-based/connection oriented download scenarios 
(“infotainment” applications => individualised data) 
 Applies “Service Announcements” in order to advertise 
available data downloads 
 Vehicles send download requests for particular data 
downloads 
 Different scheduling techniques are investigated in order to 
sort the single download requests 
 Goal: Maximise the number of completely finished 
downloads 
 Downloads, which cannot completely be finished are 
discarded 
 Considers variable data rates while vehicles are passing the 
roadside station 
 Achievable throughput of a vehicle is the integral over 
the single data rates from the (expected) start of the 
download until the “service deadline” (vehicle leaves the 
coverage of the roadside station) 
 X  X     
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3.3.4 European Research and Standardisation 
 In the past decade research activities on Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks and related 
applications remarkably increased. Even if one only considers the European area there are 
plenty of public funded research projects (e.g. [40], [7], [41], [42], [43], [44], etc.). Obviously 
not all these projects can be discussed in detail in the context of this thesis. Therefore only 
relevant activities are shortly described from a contextual point of view. Further on there is 
also a short overview on most important European standardisation activities that naturally also 
influence the strategies presented in the subsequent chapters. For sake of completeness this 
paragraph concludes with a small glance on related activities in North America and Japan. 
In Europe research on VANETs 34  is largely driven by the vision of automotive 
manufacturers to introduce a new class of safety system, which is based on the cooperation of 
vehicles (“cooperative systems”). The general idea is that information about hazardous spots 
or driving situations, which may be explicitly or implicitly existent in single vehicles or 
roadside stations, is shared in a distributed vehicular ad-hoc network. A classical example 
scenario is an invisible black-ice spot, which is passed by numerous vehicles without any 
serious incident before finally an accident happens; probably with severe consequences. 
Thereby it is very likely that one of the previous vehicles already detected the black-ice spot 
because its ABS/ESP system was engaging. Slight stabilisation corrections are not seldom in 
such scenarios and even happen without the notice of the driver. Consequently the valuable 
and potentially life-saving information is completely lost in today’s vehicles. In contrast to 
this a new system could use the information of available vehicle sensors in order to conclude 
on potential road hazards and to warn subsequent drivers by means of vehicular 
communication. Such cooperative active-safety systems have the potential for reducing the 
number of injuries and fatalities caused by road accidents. 
The integrated project “PReVENT-WILLWARN” [45] took on this approach and 
developed in cooperation with the German national project “Network on Wheels” [41] 
valuable, still valid concepts, which cover all communication layers as well as applications. 
Based on the evaluation of latest accidentology results the following example scenarios were 
intensively studied, integrated and finally demonstrated: “Low Friction”, “Obstacle behind a 
Curve”, “Low Visibility”, “Construction Zone”. The core system consists of the following 
four building blocks: 
 The “Hazard Detection Module” is directly connected to the in-vehicle network in 
order to derive road hazards from characteristic sensor data patterns. 
 The “Warning Message Management Module” clusters and rates hazard information 
related to a particular event or location. It can be considered as a kind of data base that 
combines messages that have either been generated by the ego-vehicle or which have 
been received from neighboured stations. 
 The “Vehicle to Vehicle Communication Module” finally transmits and receives so-
called “hazard messages” that contain the information related to a particular 
hazardous road event or -condition. 
 The “Positioning and relevance check Module” proves the “hazard messages” for 
local relevance and adds location referencing information to messages generated by 
the ego vehicle. 
  A detailed description of the entire system and the single modules is available in [46] 
and [47]. In the present context the findings related to the optimisation of the V2V 
communication scenario shall be shortly examined. There are the following basic, partly 
contradicting requirements to a V2V communication system: Hazard messages should quickly 
reach both, close-by and distant vehicles. The hazard message should not get lost in sparse 
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traffic but on the other hand the network needs to be prevented from congestion in dense 
traffic scenarios (“broadcast storm”). In [48] Hinsberger et al. summarise all communication-
dependent requirements and thoroughly evaluate well-known MANET35 routing protocols. 
Finally the authors propose a twofold approach. At first a “greedy” (opportunistic) multi-hop 
routing mechanism (derived from GPSR 36  [49]) is applied, which enables the warning 
message to efficiently propagate from the hazard location in the relevant directions. In order 
to keep the message alive in the zone of relevance a timer-based store and forward mechanism 
is complemented. This approach aims to “bridge” the gaps in “disconnected” network 
scenarios and is comparable to the store and forward schemes discussed in the context of 
DTN. In this context the message is re-broadcasted (“single-hop broadcast”) if the timer of a 
vehicle exceeds and no re-broadcast has been received from a neighboured vehicle before (the 
timer is reset otherwise). The corresponding timer value decreases with increasing distance to 
the hazard location. This means that preferably vehicles in the fringe of the relevance area 
rebroadcast the message. The goal of this approach is to forward the message to the incoming 
traffic before the corresponding vehicles leaves the zone of relevance. In turn the incoming 
traffic “physically” carries the message back towards the hazard location again. Additionally 
each vehicle, which comes close to the hazard location, re-transmits the message according to 
the previously described multi-hop scheme if it has not received another copy from a 
neighboured vehicle for a defined time span. Due to the fact that subsequent vehicles 
approach from different directions this mechanism ensures that the message repeatedly 
propagates from the hazardous spot in all relevant directions. The simulation results show that 
even in spare network scenarios the message is still delivered to affected vehicles. Moreover 
the number of message re-broadcasts saturates as the number of vehicles increases, which 
means that the network gets not congested. This proposed two-step approach is basically still 
valid and even became part of the European standardisation of communication based ITS 
(Greedy- and Contention Based Forwarding mechanisms shall be applied at network layer 
level [22]; Store and Forwarding mechanisms are discussed in terms of the facilities layer 
functions [50]).  
In [51] Torrent-Moreno proposes a multi-hop forwarding scheme (EMDV37), which 
extends the before mentioned GPSR-based multi-hop protocol. Like in the previous protocol 
each communication hop actively selects that neighbour as its successor, who is located the 
furthermost in the relevant propagation direction. Accordingly the distance between the single 
hops tends to be comparably large 38 , which means that the risk for an unsuccessful 
transmission increases. For this reason Torrent-Moreno extends the so-called “contention 
based forwarding” mechanism [52], which runs in parallel as a backup for the “superior” 
GPSR solution. Applying this protocol in each vehicle a timer is started as soon as a message 
is received. The timer value decreases with increasing distance to the previous hop (the 
propagation direction is also considered). In case the next hop selected by the GPSR 
algorithm does not get the message another, probably the second furthermost vehicle, will 
send the message after its timer has exceeded. All other neighboured vehicles overhear this re-
broadcast and immediately stop the corresponding timer and discard their queued copy of the 
message. The major conclusion from various research activities is that due to the high node 
mobility and the required low packet delivery latencies, link-based communication 
(connection oriented communication) is less suited for the dissemination of information in a 
vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET). The messages are rather “pushed” as a multicast and 
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propagate through the vehicular ad-hoc network. Required forwarding is commonly done by 
all vehicles applying distributed (non-hierarchic, decentralised)39 algorithms. 
In the context of several similar research projects throughout Europe some “best 
practices” have also been derived for safety-related V2X applications. Probably the most 
important “rule” is that the encoded message payload (including lower layer overhead: e.g. 
network-/ transport header, etc) must fit in a single MAC frame and may thus not exceed 
1500 Bytes. The entire hazard information shall be contained in a single packet, which 
propagates in a multi-hop scenario through the vehicular ad-hoc network (in the context of 
DTN a single packet would compose a bundle). Packet fragmentation mechanisms are 
excluded. The reason for this is that due to the challenging channel conditions, the limited 
bandwidth and the continuously changing “network topology” the probability to receive more 
than one packet is rather low; especially with increasing distance to the originator position 
(number of hops). Applying simple packet fragmentation in this scenario would entail that a 
big amount of hazard information could not get evaluated because single packet fragments are 
missing. This would lead to a dramatic degradation in the performance of related applications 
and an immense waste of bandwidth. 
Since this research area is clearly driven by safety-related applications in the early 
projects the focus was naturally on the integration of related algorithms into the vehicles and 
on vehicle-to-vehicle communication aspects. Although roadside stations were already 
basically considered they acted more or less as “stupid” beacons, which periodically 
broadcasted locally relevant information (e.g. a warning about a construction site). The 
system architecture was directly derived from the vehicle, which means that from a 
communications point of view a roadside station could be considered as a “stationary vehicle”. 
However, it is worth noting that even in this configuration a roadside station can have a very 
valuable effect: It can store locally relevant information, which it received from incoming 
vehicles and forward it to subsequent vehicles, which arrive at a later point in time. In this 
way relevant information “is kept alive” in sparse (“disconnected”) network scenarios. 
Therefore placing such simple (and comparably cheap) systems at accident hot spots could 
significantly improve the situation because in many accident hotspots the traffic density is 
rather low, which implies that related hazard information may get lost when pure vehicle-to-
vehicle communication is applied. Moreover relaying roadside stations can boost the market 
introduction of cooperative applications when the rate of equipped vehicles is still relatively 
low. 
But there are also numerous reasons for extending this simple “beacon approach” to a 
system, which is fully integrated in the existing roadside infrastructure environment. First of 
all the installation efforts will probably not dramatically increase since in any case there is the 
need for an appropriate housing and energy supply. Additional data connections will not bring 
much extra costs in most cases. Maybe the most important reason for an extended roadside 
station system is that many hazard messages can be fed into the vehicular ad-hoc network by 
traffic management centres or local roadside sensor systems. Furthermore “intelligent” and 
integrated roadside station systems have the potential for improving the traffic efficiency, 
which naturally has also a secondary effect on traffic safety. On the other hand also road 
operators can benefit from a roadside station system because it offers more detailed 
information on the actual traffic situation in nearly real-time. In this context such roadside 
systems can be beneficial for the market introduction of V2X communication systems since 
the road operators could have an interest for installing such systems along the roads. Early 
considerations about the architecture of such integrated roadside stations and their potential 
benefit has been described by Hinsberger et al. in [53]. 
                                                 
39 Regarding the classification of routing- and forwarding protocols also refer to [39] 
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Due to the particular architectural requirements in many following research activities 
the roadside stations were considered as “independent” systems. In the subproject “Traffic 
Management” of the German national research project “AKTIV” [7] the requirements of 
different V2I based traffic efficiency applications40 have been evaluated. Moreover the very 
different requirements of vehicular- and centre-bound communication have been discussed in 
detail. While the communication with approaching vehicles is characterised by link-less, 
“push-based” unicasts and multicasts the centre-bound communication is based on well-
known TCP/IP connections. Moreover very different encoding strategies are applied in the 
two domains. Since bandwidth was not a big problem for existing infrastructure networks 
related protocols are rather inefficient and therefore not suited for the scarce resources of the 
vehicular communication channel. These considerations result in a roadside station 
architecture, which completely decouples vehicular- and centre-bound communication. This 
architecture has been described in detail by Hinsberger in the closing report of the project [39]. 
Thereby some very basic principles of the envisioned “ITS Station Reference Architecture” 
[5] were already considered. In particular the applications are based on common 
functionalities that are comparable to selected “Support Facilities”. Moreover station 
internal- as well as centre-bound data exchange is based on a service-oriented architecture 
(“publish-subscribe-pattern”). There were also some first investigations on an optimised V2I 
transmit strategy of the roadside station, which were evaluated based on dedicated test drives. 
Since this is closely related to the core of this thesis the architecture and related results will be 
picked up in subsequent chapters. 
In the field trial “simTD” [54] the architectural concepts of “AKTIV” have been 
adopted and extended in terms of station management functionalities. Since the number of 
roadside station systems drastically increased from “AKTIV” to “simTD” a more automated 
system for surveillance and software maintenance needed to be applied. But the claim was not 
only to design a management system for a field trial but for a “real world” roadside station 
environment. The result is a scalable centralised management system that can principlely 
supervise an arbitrary number of stations. The concept also considers an extendable error 
management, which means that dedicated failures can be automatically fixed according to 
pre-defined “strategies”. Naturally there is also a web-based terminal, which can be used by 
operators to gain an overview about the system status of all connected stations as well as 
detailed information about single station components. Moreover this tool can also be used for 
distributing and (de-)activating of software modules on selected roadside stations. More 
detailed insights on the concept and the architecture are given in [55]. 
  
                                                 
40 e.g. assistance functions for roadwork areas, traffic signage, detour information, etc. 
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In order to harmonise the results from the research activities related to VANET safety 
applications the European vehicle manufacturers founded the non-profit organisation “Car 2 
Car Communication Consortium” (C2C-CC) [3]. This consortium mainly consists of 
different technical working groups, which regularly meet in order to design the single layers 
of the entire system. Very basic conventions for a European ITS communication system and 
corresponding applications are summarised in [56]. The envisioned protocol architecture is 
presented below (graphic is taken from [56]): 
 
 
Figure 1: Envisioned Protocol Architecture of C2C-CC41 
Principlely the architecture is open for multiple communication technologies. However the 
major research focus is on the development of the ITS-G5 (“European IEEE 802.11p”) 
technology42. In order to enable the above described connection-less, push based multi-hop 
communication, dedicated C2C-Network- and Transport layers are designed. These “C2C 
protocols” and the adapted WLAN technology are mainly used by traffic safety and –
efficiency applications. But there is also the possibility for added value applications 
(“infotainment”), which are mainly based on well-known TCP/IP connections. These 
applications mainly use “consumer-WLAN” technology to connect to a locally available 
access point (e.g. when the vehicle is on a parking lot or a gas station). Although the protocol 
architecture has principlely a layered structure there is a fundamental difference to the well-
known OSI appraoch: The C2C-CC protocol stack introduces the “information connector”, 
which enables the exchange of data across the single communication layers of the ITS 
station43. The reason for this is that in some cases the upper communication layers need 
information, which is only available at the lower communication layers. Moreover this 
approach enables a more effective use of the scarce bandwidth since information, which is 
required by different protocol layers only needs to be exchanged on a single layer. 
However, when it is about the communication among vehicles (and roadside 
equipment) of different manufacturers the prerequisite is interoperability of all 
communication layers and applications. Realising this as one of the major challenges for a 
market introduction the C2C-CC organised an event in 2008 in which full system 
                                                 
41 Graphic taken from [54] 
42 WLAN adapted to the needs of automotive environment 
43 According to the OSI model data exchange between different communication nodes is only allowed on the 
same protocol layer. 
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interoperability was demonstrated based on selected use cases. The essential difference to 
previous research activities is that this time not only the applications in the different vehicles 
were interacting44 but also the prototype communication equipment of five different suppliers. 
The success of this event was based on mutual agreement on the parameterisation of the 
different communication layers and the detailed structure of the protocols as well as intensive 
interoperability testing. The specifications of the demonstration systems are considered as one 
of the starting points for the European standardisation. Therefore the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) adopted the specifications as a technical 
report [57]. 
While basic technical questions are still discussed within the C2C-CC the actual 
standardisation of the entire system (including selected applications) is done at ETSI. 
Accordingly there are numerous standards that describe the system’s requirements and basic 
functionalities in detail. In the following it is tried to give a rough overview on the major 
building blocks of the specified system and to reference the most important standards. In 
principle there are two superior documents that define basic relations. The so-called “profile 
standard” [6] particularly defines PHY and MAC layer of the applied radio equipment 
operating in the 5GHz range. It basically adopts the “WAVE45” amendment of the WLAN 
standard [58] to particular European needs and the locally assigned frequency spectrum. In 
terms of roadside station systems a particular regulation guideline is relevant for the operation 
of the system in the ITS G5C band. According to [59] DFS46 and TPC47 must be applied in 
the corresponding frequency range in order to avoid interference with existing radar 
equipment. In this context the “profile standard” defines that roadside stations shall 
implement the DFS master functionality, while the vehicle systems act as DFS slaves. As a 
consequence the corresponding frequency range can only be used for vehicle to infrastructure 
communication (not for V2V!). For the operation in ITS G5A/B frequencies the MAC layer 
does not support packet fragmentation48, which shall be done at higher communication layers. 
  
                                                 
44 based on identical communication equipment 
45 Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments 
46 Dynamic Frequency Selection 
47 Transmit Power Control 
48 data exceeding the MAC frame length is discarded 
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 The “communications architecture” is summarised in [5]. In particular it gives a good 
overview on the “ITS station reference architecture”, which describes the most important 
functionalities of the single layers (graphic also taken from [5]). 
 
 
Figure 2: ITS station reference architecture49 
The “communications architecture” focuses on networking & transport- as well as facilities 
functions. Naturally the networking& transport layer contains adapted protocols for an 
efficient forwarding and transport of ITS information within the vehicular ad-hoc network50. 
The specifications finally refer to greedy- and contention oriented concepts. Related 
algorithms have already been discussed before in the context of the “PReVENT-WILLWARN” 
and ”NoW” projects. It shall be noted that these protocols are highly relevant for the 
optimisation of vehicular communication and that they are consequently relevant in the scope 
of this document. Detailed specifications of network- and transport layer functions can be 
respectively found in [22] and [60]. The facilities layer provides generic functions and data, 
which may be used by different applications. 
 Although the basic access layer mechanisms are widely covered by the “ITS-G5 
standard” there is an additional specification on “decentralised channel congestion control” 
measures that are also partly applied at this layer [61]51 (“DCC-Access”). As the name 
indicates the goal is to prevent channel overload, which would simply lead to the effect that 
communication based applications would entirely fail. This would be fatal for the introduction 
of a vehicular communication system since its major function is to prevent road accidents, 
which requires optimal reliability. 
It should be noted that channel congestion control is not only applied at MAC layer. 
Instead it is a so-called “cross-layer” function with additional components on “Network-
/Transport-” and “Facilities-/Application Layer”. Although there might be exchange of 
relevant data these protocols act more or less independently. At the time when this document 
was written there was only a standard on required MAC layer procedures [61]. But for the 
                                                 
49 © European Telecommunications Standards Institute 2010. Further use, modification, copy and/or distribution 
are strictly prohibited. ETSI standards are available from http://pda.etsi.org/pda/. [5] 
50 Push-/pull based, connection-less uni-/multicast, decentralised multi-hop propagation 
51 In the context of this document related mechanisms can be classified to the group of “MAC optimisation” (ref. 
to 3.3.1 MAC Optimisation). However, since there are dedicated standards channel congestion mitigation is 
described here. 
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NET layer e.g. efficient routing- and forwarding protocols can be considered as a part of 
congestion avoidance [22]. For the FAC/APP52 layer part there are specific rules for the 
dynamic generation of the continuously sent “cooperative awareness messages” (CAM) [62]. 
Instead of sending the CAMs at fixed (high) rates they are only generated when the 
movement vector of the vehicle significantly changes (defined gradients for velocity and 
heading). Naturally this only applies for vehicles since roadside stations are usually not 
moving (except e.g. moving construction sites).  
 
 
Figure 3: Cross-layer architecture of Decentralised Congestion Control53 
  First of all a short summary on the operating mode of “DCC-Access” functions is 
given [61]. In order to prevent channel overload “DCC-Access” dynamically controls the 
following parameters on a per-packet basis (per MSDU54): 
 Transmit power => Transmit Power Control (TPC) 
 Packet repetition rate => Transmit Rate Control (TRC) 
 Data rate => Transmit Data Rate Control (TDC) 
Moreover also the receiver’s sensitivity (Dynamic Sensitivity Control => DSC) is controlled, 
which in principle limits the number of neighbours within its collision domain (similar effect 
than TPC). With increasing network load55 the DCC methods are applied in order to keep the 
network load56 in predefined limits and thus to “reserve” a certain amount of bandwidth for 
highly prioritized warning messages. Related measurement parameters and limits are 
configured in the so-called “Network Design Limit” (NDL) data base. The single restrictions 
are organized in the “DCC Access Control Loop”, which is a state machine. 
 
 
Figure 4: DCC-Access State Machine57 
                                                 
52 Facilities / Application Layer 
53 © European Telecommunications Standards Institute 2011. Further use, modification, copy and/or distribution 
are strictly prohibited. ETSI standards are available from http://pda.etsi.org/pda/. [61] 
54 MAC Service Data Units 
55 Determined by “channel probing procedures”; e.g. observation of channel busy time, packet arrival rates, etc. 
56 primarily caused by continuously sent messages (i.e. CAM / Network Layer Beacons) 
57 © European Telecommunications Standards Institute 2011. Further use, modification, copy and/or distribution 
are strictly prohibited. ETSI standards are available from http://pda.etsi.org/pda/ [61] 
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In principle it defines three states58 according to the severity of the observed channel load in 
which congestion measures with different intensity are active. In order to prevent oscillation 
the NDL database contains different values for the transitions between neighboured states 
(hysteresis). In case the channel is free the corresponding state is “relaxed”. The state is 
changed to “active” or “restrictive” if the channel exceeds a certain load or is if it is even 
considered to be congested. It should be noted that these measures are running on each ITS 
station in a distributed (uncoordinated) way. Therefore the standard speaks of “decentralised 
congestion control”. In this context it becomes obvious that the well-known “hidden station” 
problem is also of relevance. The challenge is to ensure an effective congestion control on the 
one hand and to additionally guarantee fairness among the ITS stations on the other hand. 
Related to this problem Mittag et al. give valuable insights in [63]. 
Without questioning the extraordinary importance of the above described “DCC-
access” measures it seems clear that they are only one building block for a reliable and 
efficient vehicular communication. The point is that “DCC-access” reactively avoids 
channel congestion by limiting selected parameters after a critical channel load has been 
observed. But this does not at all imply that the channel is effectively used. Each application 
may still transmit its information at maximum power and repetition rate regardless of its 
actual communication needs. This potentially leads to the absurd situation that the channel is 
unnecessarily overloaded and that consequently the network resources for all vehicles and 
applications are (equally) limited by “DCC-access” although there are theoretically enough 
resources to fulfil the needs of each single application. This gap has raised increased 
importance in European research during the past few years. In [64] Sepulcre et al. introduce a 
proactive congestion control policy. The principle goal is to effectively use the bandwidth 
and thus to globally minimise the channel load. Thereby the application’s communication 
requirements in terms of tx-power and tx-rates are continuously deduced by estimating the 
channel conditions and the minimum distance59 at which the communication needs to be 
successful in order to fulfil the application’s purpose. Since for most applications there is no 
feedback for a successful communication (e.g. no acknowledge) this approach can also be 
considered as an “open-loop system”. Sepulcre et al. apply this policy in [65] and emphasise 
on the importance of application requirements for the performance of cooperative 
communication protocols. In the context of missing acknowledges and the probabilistic nature 
of the vehicular communication channel the concept is based on the following metric: 
Probability of receiving at least one packet (“copy”) before the “target distance”. Thereby the 
proactive protocol assumes that the application repeatedly transmits packets with a certain 
rate and power. For the European VANET system this applies mainly to the “Cooperative 
Awareness Application” [62]. This application is responsible to continuously transmit state 
information of each ITS station (primarily movement parameters of the vehicle). Based on 
this information the distance to each neighboured node can be derived. Moreover if a 
probabilistic channel model is applied the probability for a successful transmission can be 
calculated for every neighbour. Accordingly the combination of the single, statistically 
independent “transmit opportunities” results in the overall probability that a dedicated 
neighbour node successfully receives at least one of the transmitted “cooperative awareness 
messages” before a (safety-critical) “target distance” is reached. Also in [66] Gozalves et al. 
apply this basic principle and argue that due to the missing “RTS/CTS/ACK” mechanisms in 
VANETs “advanced radio resource management techniques” are required. The authors 
propose a proactive protocol for an effective transmission of “periodic state info” that is 
named “Opportunistic-Driven Adaptive Radio Resource Management (OPRAM)”. The 
                                                 
58 Sub-states are possible 
59 Distances to neighboured nodes can be obtained from the neighbourhood table, which is constructed from 
received beacons or cooperative awareness messages  
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protocol is mainly aiming at reliable but efficient message exchange for safety relevant 
collision avoidance applications. The main scenario is that two (or more) vehicles are 
threatened by collision while approaching an intersection at the same time from different 
directions. Given the speed, direction, position, driver reaction times and maximal 
decelerations of the two (or more) vehicles the respective minimal breaking distances can be 
estimated. These minimal breaking distances respectively map to the “OPRAM” parameter 
“target distance”. Each vehicle independently determines the time until it reaches the 
respective “target distance” location. From this duration and the “cooperative awareness 
message” interval the number of “transmit opportunities” can be derived. “OPRAM” 
calculates the combined probability out of the single “transmit opportunities” in order to 
ensure that at least one transmission is successful. Thereby it continuously optimises the 
repeat interval as well as the transmit power to what is required to reach a predefined overall 
probability of e.g. 99%. The principle idea is to lower the tx power while approaching the 
intersection. Due to the fact that the distance between the vehicles reduces, the probability for 
successful transmission can be kept constant. Nevertheless it still needs to be ensured that the 
combined probability of all “transmission opportunities” is above the targeted value. In this 
context “OPRAM” can be considered as an optimisation process of repetition rate and 
transmit power with the intension to minimise the network load. In addition the protocol 
defines that the transmission closest to the “target distance” is done at full power in order to 
practically exclude the possibility that none of the CAMs is received by the other vehicle. 
Since the tx-power and the repetition rate is proactively limited to what is supposed to be 
required by the application the channel is used in the most efficient way. Although the results 
from different research activities ([7], [54]) show that the basic assumption that only one 
successful transmission is sufficient to avoid collisions does not hold60 the authors contributed 
very valuable basic principles for VANET communication protocols: 
 the (varying) needs of the applications shall be (adaptively) considered in the 
communication protocols. Particularly transmission power and repetition rates shall be 
proactively minimised to what is required by the superior applications 
 missing acknowledging (e.g. “RTS/CTS/ACK”) and the probabilistic nature of the 
communication channel requires alternative adaptive resource management techniques 
(“open loop concept” based on the evaluation of rx-probabilities) 
 
Discussion 
 
So far the majority of public funded research projects in the VANET domain were 
mainly driven by the automotive industry. The fundamental motivation for investigating in a 
vehicular ad-hoc network is to avoid traffic accidents, which is naturally also the public 
interest. Due to the fact that the exchange of safety-relevant data between vehicles should 
preferably be possible without any communication infrastructure with low latencies, roadside 
stations are indeed of minor importance. Therefore in early research projects (e.g. [45]) the 
roadside stations had just the role of “stationary vehicles”, which should keep locally relevant 
information alive in “disconnected” (scattered) VANET scenarios. Only simple applications 
were deployed on the roadside station systems. However, over the years also traffic efficiency 
applications gained importance (e.g. [7], [54]). Thereby the role of the roadside station was 
extended in order to bridge the gap between Traffic Management Centres and vehicles. Along 
with this also the type and size of the data, which was exchanged between the roadside station 
and the vehicles, was extended. Naturally it was tried to apply the existing V2V-optimised 
protocols and mechanisms to the new V2I applications. Although it is obvious that this 
                                                 
60 Mechanisms specified in [58] are more applicable. 
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basically works out it is also clear that there is much space for optimisation, which finally 
motivated this work. 
In Europe the results of the various research activities were condensed by the Car-to-
Car Communication Consortium [3] and brought to the European Telecommunication 
Standards Institute [4] for standardisation. Numerous norms are available, which specify the 
details of the different building blocks of the so-called “Station Reference Architecture”. The 
architectural integration of the protocols proposed in the document at hand will be discussed 
in the next chapter. In terms of the use of bandwidth there are two relevant standards. [61] 
defines valuable mechanisms, which are indispensable for the avoidance of channel 
congestion. However these mechanisms are only acting reactively, which means that the 
corresponding measures are only taken if the bandwidth already got narrow. Accordingly this 
standard says nothing about the efficient use of bandwidth in V2I scenarios, which is in the 
focus herein. The second standard indeed describes a proactive approach in order to safe 
bandwidth. In [62] a mechanism is defined, which adapts the repetition rate of cooperative 
awareness messages according to the movement vector of the ego-vehicle (gradient of 
velocity and direction). But this approach can obviously not be transferred to the roadside 
station, which is not moving at all. Moreover it is not applicable to the targeted V2I 
applications, which are different from the Cooperative Awareness Service. 
 The proactive congestion control policy, which is introduced by Sepulcre et al. in [64] 
exactly reflects the motivation for the V2I protocols, which will be discussed further on. The 
goal is to effectively use the bandwidth and thus to globally minimise the channel load. Due 
to the absence of end-to-end transmission control and the highly dynamic environment 
probabilistic channel models are applied in order to ensure communication reliability. The 
protocol introduced by Sepulcre et al. assumes that the application needs to repeatedly 
transmit packets at a pre-defined rate and power. Mapped to the European VANET system 
this mainly applies to the “Cooperative Awareness Application” [62]. In the context of the 
document at hand the mechanisms defined in [64] principlely refer to the downlink scenario. 
But the fundamental difference is that in the presently considered V2I scenario only close 
vehicles need to receive the data, which is continuously sent by the roadside station. 
Therefore an absolute limitation of the transmit power becomes possible. This is generally not 
possible for the “cooperative awareness message” that shall potentially be received by all 
relevant neighbour vehicles, which may reside at varying distances. Therefore Sepulcre et al. 
continuously adapt the transmission power according to the current constellation of relevant 
neighbour vehicles.  
Together with Sepulcre Gozalves introduced the protocol “Opportunistic-Driven 
Adaptive Radio Resource Management (OPRAM) [66]. For each relevant neighbour vehicle it 
calculates the probability for a successful transmission of at least one copy of the repeatedly 
sent messages (e.g. CAM). For this the receive probabilities of the single packets (“transmit 
opportunities”) are simply combined. Thereby the transmit power and the repetition rate is 
continuously adapted in order to ensure that the combined receive probability exceeds a pre-
defined value (e.g. 99%) before the neighbour vehicles reach a critical distance. The target 
application is collision avoidance of vehicles at intersections. By nature safety related 
applications are highly delay sensitive and vitally depend on continuous updates 61 . 
Accordingly the data exchange already needs to start with high transmit power at far sender-
receiver distances, which also includes the fringe of the respective radio ranges where the 
delivery probability is still rather low. In the following OPRAM reduces the transmission 
power of the ego vehicle along its path towards the intersection. In this case high delivery 
probabilities can still be achieved if the relevant sender-receiver distances reduced below a 
certain value. 
                                                 
61 for this reason the certain reception of only a single copy of the CAM is actually suboptimal 
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However, although Gozalves and Sepulcre contributed very important principles62, 
which are also applied in the context of this work, their protocols are also not optimal for the 
relevant V2I scenarios. If one would map OPRAM to the downlink case the roadside station 
would never lower the transmit power as long as new vehicles are entering the fringe of its 
coverage area, which is definitively the case for the critical traffic scenarios. As already 
discussed before, the exchange of data at far sender-receiver distances (poor channel quality) 
is disadvantageous for delay tolerant applications. Therefore the protocols introduced in the 
subsequent chapters strictly limit transmission power and constrict communication to a group 
of vehicles for which the packet delivery probability reaches a predefined threshold (=> 
“Zone of Robust Communication”). The fundamental goal here is to achieve high 
communication reliability and high channel reuse at the same time. Although delivery 
redundancy is also investigated in the document at hand63 the repeated provision of (updated) 
information is not required by the targeted applications. Another important aspect for the 
considered V2I applications is the reliable transmission of fragmented information. For this 
reason the present document also highlights this topic and investigates in corresponding limits. 
For the extended uplink algorithm even a disconnected transmission control protocol is 
introduced, which can easily be integrated into existing architectures. Due to the fact that 
Sepulcre and Gozalves concentrate on the exchange of continuously repeated self-contained 
messages packet fragmentation is not relevant in their work.  
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[46],
[47], 
[48] 
Very basic concepts for V2V communication, which have been 
derived from the European research project PReVENT-
WILLWARN [45] 
 fundamental approaches for the exchange of road hazard 
information, which finally dominantly influenced the 
European Station Reference Architecture for V2X 
communication 
X       X 
[22] ETSI TS 102 636-4-1 
 L3 multi-hop propagation X       X 
[50] Draft ETSI TS 102 894 
 Implications on Store & Forward functionality X       X 
                                                 
62  - (varying) needs of the applications shall be (adaptively) considered by lower communication protocols  
 - transmission power and repetition rate shall be proactively minimised to what is required by applications 
- due to the disutility of connection-oriented transmission control and the highly dynamic nature of the 
communication channel, disconnected probability based resource management techniques are required in 
order to ensure communication reliability  (“open loop approach”) 
63 in terms of communication reliability 
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[51],
[52] 
Optimised strategies for L3 multi-hop propagation X       X 
[53] Benefits of a roadside station system and early architectural 
considerations X       X 
[39]  Exemplary implementation of a roadside station System, 
which already considered fundamental implications of the 
European Station Reference Architecture 
 First mechanisms for an optimised message multi-cast 
distribution on roadside stations (downlink scenario) 
X X X     X 
[5] ETSI EN 302 665 
 Communications Architecture 
 Introduction of ITS Station Reference Architecture 
X X 
[55] Refined roadside station architecture including scalable remote 
maintenance and surveillance functionalities X X 
[56] “Car-to-Car Communication Manifesto” 
 Basic concepts for V2X communication and architectural 
draft of relates communication nodes 
 Many aspects have been derived for ETSI standardisation 
X X 
[57] Fundamental agreements regarding system interoperability 
 One of the starting point for ETSI standardisation X X 
[6] ETSI ES 202 663 
 European Profile Standard 
 Describing the lower communication layers of WLAN based 
V2X communication 
 Basically derived from IEEE 802.11p [58] 
X X 
[59] ETSI EN 301 893 
 Important implications of regulations for ITS G5C service 
channels => Transmit Power Control and Dynamic 
Frequency Selection must be applied in order to avoid 
interference with existing radar installations 
 roadside stations to act as DFS Master (Vehicles are DFS 
slaves) 
 ITS G5C can only be used for V2I communication 
 Packet fragmentation is not supported on MAC layer for ITS 
G5A/B channels => Packet fragmentation shall be organised 
by higher communication layers 
X X X 
[60] ETSI TS 102 636-5-1 
 Basic Transport Protocol for V2X communication X  X 
[61] ETSI TS 102 687 
 Decentralised Congestion Control 
 Reactive mechanism, which limits the resources (e.g. 
transmit-power, data- and repeat rates, etc.) if the measured 
channel load exceeds certain thresholds 
X X 
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[62] ETSI TS 102 637-2 
 Defines Cooperative Awareness Service 
 Mechanism for adapting the repetition rate of cooperative 
awareness messages on vehicles 
 X X 
[64] Introduction of proactive congestion control policy 
 Use available bandwidth more efficiently and minimise the 
global channel load 
 “Open Loop” approach: Due to missing acknowledges in 
VANETS and the highly dynamic channel characteristics 
opportunistic, probability based protocols are required 
 Mainly aims at repeatedly transmitted information 
 Mainly refers to V2V cooperative safety applications 
(collision avoidance) 
X  X X 
[65] Based on [64] 
 Emphasises on the importance of application requirements for 
the performance of communication protocols 
 Used resources shall be adapted (optimised) to what is 
required by the applications 
 X X X 
[66] Based on [64] and [65] 
 Fundamental Conclusion: Due to missing RTS/CTS/ACK 
handshakes in VANET “advanced radio resource 
management techniques” are required 
 Applies an proactive opportunistic protocol for the efficient 
distribution of periodic state information 
 Adaptive optimisation of repeat interval and transmit power 
 Explicitly addresses collision avoidance at intersections 
X X X X 
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3.3.5 Related Activities in Japan and North America 
The North American V2X communication hardware is also based on the IEEE802.11p 
standard [58]. However there are fundamental differences on how the available 
communication channels are accessed. So while the upper communication layers of the 
European system follow ETSI’s TS/TR102xxx standard series the American system is based 
on the so-called WAVE 64  standards, which are specified by IEEE WG 1609 [67]. 
Accordingly there are dedicated standards for resource management as well as for 
networking- and security services. Multi-Channel Operations is specified in IEEE1609.4 [68] 
and describes how the different communication channels have to be used. Like for the 
European system there is one dedicated control channel and several service channels. The 
control channel is used for the exchange of high-prioritised safety related warning messages 
and the coordination of the service channels. The service channels may be used for added 
value services. Although the dedicated WAVE Short Message Protocol as defined in [69] can 
be principlely used on any channel it is majorly designed to transport safety critical 
information on the control channel. It is e.g. applied to distribute the Basic Safety Message 
[70]. The service channels will majorly be used to exchange TCP/IPv4,6 traffic in V2I 
communication scenarios. In contrast to the European system, which will most probably 
consist of two transceivers, there will be only a single transceiver that has to serve both, 
control- and service channels. Therefore 1609.4 does not only decompose the spectrum in 
different dedicated channels, it additionally divides safety- and non safety related operations 
in time. Accordingly each station periodically switches every 50ms between control- and 
service channels. It is noteworthy that the stations need to be synchronised in time. Otherwise 
the stations are not tuned to the control channel at the same time and (safety critical) data will 
get lost. During the control channel period besides safety relevant information also the so-
called WAVE Service Advertisements are sent by stations, which serve a specific application 
on one of the service channels. Stations that wish to use one of the advertised services simply 
tune to the defined service channel during the defined service channel interval. 
In the US research- and standardisation activities are mainly driven by the Vehicle 
Infrastructure Integration initiative [71] in cooperation with the US Department of Transport 
and respectively the Research and Innovative Technology Administration [72]. In 2005 the 
VII conducted the “Proof of Concept (PoC)” program that was initiated by the US DOT. The 
objectives of the tests were to assess the basic ability of the system to support the most 
important functions and to quantise its limits. The results are summarised in two final reports; 
one for the vehicle system (OBE) [73] and one the roadside system (RSE) [74]. The most 
relevant application in the context of this thesis is the “Probe Data Collection Service”, which 
is similar to the European “Probe Vehicle Data” application. It simply monitors a set of 
vehicle operation- and status data (e.g. vehicle speed, position and heading). If the vehicle 
enters the coverage area of a roadside station it transmits the collected data. Depending on the 
total size the data may be split into several so-called “snapshots”. A snapshot contains a 
sequence number for re-assembly. In addition to this basic application mode the roadside 
station may send an additional “Probe Data Management” message in order to control the 
behaviour of the PDC application of the vehicles within its coverage area. In this way vehicles 
in an intersection scenario may be directed to provide specific data at pre-defined intervals, 
which may increase intersection safety. 
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Applying Probe Data Management the roadside station has influence on the following 
application characteristics: 
 Select a group of vehicles that may contribute to PDC. 
 Define the mode of probe data collection (periodic, event-based, on start and stop) 
 Set the capture and transmit policies of the PDC vehicle application 
In this way the roadside station can influence the generation thresholds for the snapshots but it 
does not influence their content. The settings are only locally relevant meaning that they are 
only valid as long as the corresponding vehicles reside in the coverage area of the roadside 
station. 
In the context of the PoC several tests with a small amount of vehicle systems were 
executed and evaluated. Due to a principle problem with V-DTLS (Vehicular Datagram 
Transport Layer Security), which enables secure UDP data exchange it was not possible to 
simultaneously maintain several Probe Data Collection sessions. Accordingly only 
consecutive probe data uploads could be tested. Concerning the Probe Data Management it 
could be verified that in principle PDC parameters could be adapted on the fly in single 
vehicles. However the tests also resulted that only up to 60% of the PDC transmissions could 
be successfully finished, which means that the entire buffer of snapshots was received by the 
roadside station. The reason for this was that connections were often lost before all remaining 
snapshots could be delivered. By nature significant losses were especially observed at long 
distances between the corresponding vehicles and the roadside station. Also only five percent 
of the PDM messages were correctly received by the affected vehicles, which was also caused 
by instable links at the fringes of the coverage area of the roadside station. Finally it was 
concluded that more test data is required in order to assess the complex behaviour of the PDC 
application and PDM. However some improvements are already obvious. One fact that caused 
the relative high loss of PDC data is that the protocol was not able to continue already started 
PDC transmissions after an immediate link failure. Therefore it is expected that the 
performance will improve as soon as the protocol also considers re-connections. Moreover the 
authors of the PoC final report state that it might be informative to assess the basic transfer 
capabilities of the system. This can help to find protocols that stabilise the connections 
between vehicles and roadside stations and to largely eliminate very frequent connect and 
disconnect cycles. 
 
Japan has a long history in research, development and deployment of different ITS 
systems. The activities are mainly driven by the following parties: 
 
 Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation (MLIT), 
 Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication (MIC), 
 Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), 
 National Police Agency (NPA), 
 Advanced Cruise-Assist Highway System Research Association (AHSRA)  
 Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan (UTMS). 
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In 1996 new research ITS activities were appointed with the goal of realisation by 
2015. Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication obviously plays the major role in Japan’s ITS 
plans. In the meantime there is already a wide coverage of ITS infrastructure along highways 
and there are also centre-bound systems that process and distribute traffic-related information. 
Most important systems in this domain are: 
 
 ETC - Electronic Toll Collection 
 VICS - Vehicle Information and Communication System 
 
Electronic Toll Collection follows ARIB65 standard T55 [75]66. There the basic intentions for 
an electronic toll collection system are outlined. Accordingly such system should reduce the 
traffic congestion caused by regular toll gates, which should have positive secondary effects 
on time- and fuel consumption. According its major application scenario the standard is 
exclusively describing the communication between (a) vehicle(s) and a roadside system (V2V 
scenarios are not considered) at ranges up to maximal 30m. In the approach to the tolling area 
there are antennas that submit information, which guide the drivers to dedicated ETC lanes. 
There are dedicated antennas for each single lane that successively process the data of the 
passing vehicles (short range communication). 
The Vehicle Information and Communication System (VICS) is used to provide latest 
traffic information to the drivers via their in-car navigation system. Drivers can e.g. be 
informed about actual traffic regulations or -detour advisories. In this way road 
administrations and drivers shall equally benefit from the system. While the single drivers 
save time because they can selectively avoid congested areas on their route, road 
administrations can lower the length of traffic jams and its well-known negative secondary 
effects on the environment and economy. The core of the system is the so-called VICS-Centre 
where all traffic related information is collected and processed for “broadcast”. The data is 
provided by the Japan Road Traffic Information Centre which is on its part continuously 
informed by local road- and police administrations. VICS uses different technologies for 
distributing the traffic information to the vehicles. Infrared is mainly used for providing traffic 
information on federal roads while 5,9GHz DSRC equipment is majorly applied on 
motorways. Information about traffic conditions is also provided via FM broadcast. 
ARIB standard T75 [76] is defining a DSRC system for V2I communication, which 
supports applications beyond toll collection like e.g. VICS. Besides the provision of traffic-
related data the system shall also inform about local events or entertainment locations (Point 
of Interest). Internet-connecting IP-based services are also mentioned in the standard. The 
system supports general electronic payment, which can e.g. be applied on fee car parks. Like 
for the basic ETC system only communication scenarios up to 30m are envisioned. Medium 
access is based on a TDMA-FDD scheme that enables full-duplex communication between 
vehicle and the infrastructure by providing dedicated channels for up- and downlink. A 
dedicated communication profile ensures compatibility with ARIB standard T55 for ETC. In 
the context of the Smartway project MILT promoted further ITS extensions based on VICS 
infrastructure. Primarily safety-related applications should be added. Information about traffic 
jam ends should be locally transmitted to approaching vehicles in order to avoid rear-end 
collisions. Moreover drivers should e.g. be supported in merging scenarios. 
Latest analyses show that 80% of traffic accidents in Japan happen at intersections or 
other locations with poor visibility [77]. Moreover 70% of traffic accidents could probably be 
avoided if drivers were able to recognize the corresponding road hazards earlier. This 
                                                 
65 ARIB – Association of Radio Industries and Businesses 
66 ARIB standards online (partly in English) - http://www.arib.or.jp/english/html/overview/st_ej.html 
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motivated the responsible authorities to design an additional ITS system which primarily 
targeted at traffic safety related applications. In contrast to the other discussed systems it 
explicitly considers both, Vehicle-to-Vehicle- and Roadside-to-Vehicle Communication 
scenarios. In contrast to the European- and US ITS technology that operates in the upper 
5GHz spectrum the operational frequency of this system is around 700MHz, which enables 
larger communication ranges and principlely also non-line of sight communication. ARIB 
standard T109 specifies the technical details [78]. Physical- and Logic Link Layer are 
explicitly consistent with IEEE standards [31], [79]. However the system architecture of the 
upper communication layers is different from what is known from IEEE WLAN standards. 
According to the standard the system shall enable high-capacity, high speed and low latency 
communications. Broadcast ability of both, roadside- and vehicular system, is an additional 
new feature for Japanese ITS applications. Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications shall be 
supported up to a relative speed of 140km/h; Vehicle-to-Infrastructure communications shall 
work up to a speed of 70km/h. In contrast to the European system only the vehicle systems 
access the channel according to CSMA/CA 67  scheme while Roadside stations reserve 
exclusive time periods for broadcast transmission. This means that during the so-called 
“roadside-to-vehicle communication periods” the vehicles are not allowed to access the 
channel. Accordingly the vehicles only content for the channel (according to CSMA/CA) 
during the residual designated time periods. In order to divide the time for inter-vehicle- and 
roadside-to-vehicle communication there is a dedicated sub-layer inside the roadside station 
system. The roadside station continuously broadcasts related information in order to assign 
the corresponding time intervals and thus to avoid interference of inter-vehicle- and roadside-
to-vehicle communication. There are explicit definitions on how to synchronise (neighboured) 
roadside stations. The vehicles use the timestamps broadcasted by the surrounding roadside 
stations for synchronisation. 
 
Discussion  
 
In the United States the “Proof of Concept (PoC)” [74] brought interesting findings. 
Many requirements for the improvement of the prototype V2I system were derived. One 
aspect concerns the collection of “Probe Vehicle Data”, which is in fact one of the most 
important example applications related to uplink data traffic (also in Europe). In this context 
the most relevant conclusion of the final report is that only the definition of message formats 
is insufficient for the collection of probe vehicle data. For this the following reasons are 
given: 
 The evaluation of the tests revealed that the links are instable at the fringe of the 
coverage of the roadside station (=>confirms ”performance anomaly” thesis) 
 The communication timing is unclear (When to start the transmission of the probe data 
to the roadside station?) 
 Missing ability to resume data transfer after interim link losses 
 Adjustment of transmit power 
All these findings prove the need for underlying protocols that address the interaction 
between vehicle and roadside station. The algorithms proposed in the present document are 
exactly filling some of the gaps that were verified by the PoC. However, these algorithms 
were defined with a clear focus on the European station reference architecture. Therefore they 
cannot be directly applied to the US system. Moreover one of the demands of the VII68 is to 
find measures to stabilise the link robustness at the fringe of the respective coverage areas. 
Concerning this aspect the proposed solutions are based on a fundamentally different 
                                                 
67 Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collission Avoidance 
68 Vehicle Infrastructure Initiative [67] 
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approach. The communication at far sender-receiver distances is considered to be not required 
at all. 
The Japanese and the European systems are hardly compatible. Therefore the detailed 
architecture and related protocols cannot be directly derived. Due to the history of ITS in 
Japan there are e.g. dedicated systems for V2V (in 700MHz band) and V2I (typical short 
range communication - DSRC). Furthermore even the low level protocols are different69. 
Nevertheless there are some fundamental assumptions, which are also relevant for this work. 
ARIB standard T75 [76] e.g. concludes that the use of small communication areas improves 
the effective use of the frequency. In the context of the document at hand this aspect is 
referred to as the improvement of the “spatial channel reuse”. Accordingly communication 
happens only with close neighbours at comparably low transmit power, which is untypical for 
the European system. Furthermore ARIB standard T109 [78] defines protocols for the 
assignment of time frames in which either the roadside station is involved in communication 
or in which the vehicles exchange data. However the exact timing when the vehicles shall 
transmit their data and what transmit power shall be used is not addressed. Moreover there is 
no information about the maximal data volume that can be transferred between vehicles and 
roadside station or on how to cope with lost packets (message fragments). In general the 
typical uplink applications like the provision of Probe Vehicle Data are not in the focus of the 
Japanese standards. For the provision of traffic related information there are already dedicated 
systems (VICS – Vehicle Information and Communication System). Therefore the V2X 
standards mainly concentrate on safety-related scenarios. In this context the roadside station is 
mainly applied at intersections in order to prevent collisions. 
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[46],
[47], 
[48] 
Very basic concepts for V2V communication, which have been 
derived from the European research project PReVENT-
WILLWARN [45] 
 fundamental approaches for the exchange of road hazard 
information, which finally dominantly influenced the 
European Station Reference Architecture for V2X 
communication 
X       X 
[22] ETSI TS 102 636-4-1 
 L3 multi-hop propagation X       X 
[50] Draft ETSI TS 102 894 
 Implications on Store & Forward functionality X       X 
                                                 
69 e.g. in Japan channel access is organised according to TDMA/FDMA 
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[68] IEEE 1609.4-2010 
 Refers to US system 
 Also defines a Control Channel and several Service Channels 
 Describes multi-channel access for stations with only a single 
transceiver 
        
[69] IEEE 1609.3-2010 
 Refers to US System 
 Describes networking services 
 Also defines the WAVE Short Message Protocol, which is 
mainly used to carry safety-related information on the Control 
Channel 
 Used to carry the Basic Safety Message [70] 
        
[73] Final Report: Vehicle Infrastructure Integration - Proof of 
Concept - Results and Findings Summary – Vehicle 
 Refers to the US System 
        
[74] Final Report: Vehicle Infrastructure Integration - Proof of 
Concept - Results and Findings Summary – Infrastructure 
 Refers to the US System 
 Most relevant application: Probe Data Collection Service 
 Related messages may be split into several fragments 
 roadside station may additionally send Probe Data 
Management  messages in order to steer the behaviour of 
the related application on the incoming vehicles (adjust 
type and repetition rate of locally relevant information) 
 Results 
 Only about 60% of the Probe Data “uploads” could be 
successfully finished 
 Connections were often lost before entire set of message 
fragments could be successfully transferred 
 Severe problems (instability) at the fringe of the 
coverage area of the roadside station 
 Same Problems were observed for the Probe Data 
Management messages sent by the roadside station 
 Findings 
 Interrupted “uploads” cannot be resumed 
 Basic transfer capabilities need to be assessed 
 Protocols need to eliminate frequent connect- and 
disconnect cycles 
 X  X     
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[75] ARIB T55 
 Refers to the Japanese System 
 Only V2I up to 30m 
 Mainly applies to electronic toll collection 
 Directive antennas that cover single lanes 
        
[76] ARIB T75 
 Refers to the Japanese System 
 DSRC System for applications beyond toll collection 
 Vehicle Information and Communication System – 
VICS 
 Point of Interest notifications 
 Electronic payment for fee car parks 
 Only V2I of up to 30m 
 Channel access: TDMA-FDD => enables full duplex 
communication (simultaneous uplink and downlink 
communication) 
        
[78] ARIB T109 
 Focus on traffic safety 
 Explicitly addresses V2I AND V2V communication 
 Operates around 700MHz, which enables larger 
communication ranges and principlely also non-line of sight 
communication 
 Vehicles content for the channel according to CSMA/CA 
 Dedicated time periods are reserved for broadcasts of 
roadside stations 
 requires synchronisation of the roadside stations 
 requires synchronisation of the vehicles, which is done 
by the roadside station 
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4 Channel- and Traffic Adaptive Protocols for Efficient and 
Reliable V2I Communication 
4.1 General Tasks and Architecture of a roadside station System 
The roadside station has mainly two tasks: 
 First of all it needs to decouple the communication between the Vehicular Ad-Hoc 
Network and backend- or internet services. As it has already been described in the 
previous chapters the (communication) requirements of these two domains are such 
different that a direct interaction based on a unique protocol suite can hardly be 
achieved. Therefore the roadside station represents a kind of switching instance and 
applies the optimised protocols in the respective domains. In this sense the roadside 
station can be regarded as a “DTN gateway”, which either buffers information to be 
injected into the VANET or which forwards received vehicle data to the 
corresponding backend systems. 
 Secondly the roadside station needs to provide a framework, which allows installing 
applications. Naturally such framework is preferably independent from specific 
application domains. Its major purpose is to provide well defined interfaces to the 
required communication modules (V2I, backend communication, roadside systems 
such as traffic light- or gantry control systems). Moreover such framework should 
reflect the fact that a roadside station is often a remote system, which practically 
cannot be manually accessed. Therefore corresponding measures for software 
maintenance and system surveillance should be considered as well. Finally the 
framework should also implement basic functionalities, which are commonly required 
by (all) the applications. 
Figure 5 depicts an early service-oriented communication concept, which was 
specified and implemented in the context of the German national research project AKTIV [7]. 
The system is hierarchically classified into “Management Plane70”, “RSU Control Plane” and 
“RSU Plane”. The strict separation of vehicular- and backend communication is represented 
by the dedicated communication modules71  on the “RSU plane”. The core of the entire 
communication concept is the so-called “Data Distribution Module” (DDM), which 
distributes information based on a “publish-subscribe pattern”. In this way the applications on 
the roadside station may register for specific uplink and downlink data packets of the 
respective communication modules. Naturally the applications can also push messages to the 
DDM for either communication direction. In order to distribute the information to the relevant 
roadside stations the “Roadside Communication Centre” (RCC) implements another DDM. 
Accordingly the single roadside stations (BCMs) register for data, which is addressed to them. 
Centre-bound applications communicate to the roadside stations by pushing the corresponding 
data packets to the RCC. Due to this centralised distribution concept a prioritisation of centre-
bound downlink traffic becomes possible72. More details on the system can be found in [39], 
[53] and [80]. 
                                                 
70 In this context term “management plane” refers to traffic management and shall not be confused with roadside 
station Management. It contains the centre-bound applications. 
71 VCM - Vehicle Communication Module => applies V2X protocols 
BCM -  Backend Communication Module => TCP/IP based 
72 Especially required if the roadside station is attached to the RCC via a narrowband connection (e.g. cellular 
technology /GSM) 
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Although this implementation has its limits73, it is still a good example for the basic 
approach to decouple vehicular- and centre-bound communication. 
 
 
Figure 5: Exemplary approach for service-oriented backend communication of roadside stations 
Naturally some indications on the tasks and architecture of a European roadside station 
system are also defined by the standardisation. EN 202 663 [6] specifies very basic 
parameters of the access layer of the ITS-G5 technology. It lists e.g. the available channels 
and the respectively allowed transmit power limits. In terms of V2I communication there are 
the following very fundamental definitions: 
  “An ITS-G5 station shall operate outside the context of a BSS74”  
  “MAC services SCAN, JOIN, ASSOCIATE, AUTHENTICATE are not applicable”. 
 “All ITS-G5 STAs operating on ITS-G5A and ITS-G5B are treated equally as peer 
stations, disregard whether they are fixed or mobile” 
  
                                                 
73  - Applications cannot directly access TCP/IP for centre-bound communication => exchange of abstract 
“application layer packets” 
- only marginal station management capabilities 
74 Basic Service Set 
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Accordingly it is not allowed to operate a roadside station as a hotspot on ITS-G5A and ITS-
G5B channels. Moreover the following constraints for ITS-G5C channels are derived from 
general regulations of the 5GHz frequencies for WLAN/RLAN75: 
 Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) and Transmit Power Control (TPC)76 must be 
applied in order to avoid co-channel interference with existing radar installations. 
 Communication on ITS-G5C is only allowed between vehicles and a roadside station. 
The direct communication between vehicles is excluded 77 . Thereby the roadside 
stations take the role of the DFS master, while the vehicle stations operate in DFS 
slave mode. 
 The roadside station is responsible for the selection of the applied ITS-G5C channel 
the corresponding service advertisements and the general transmission control. 
A special characteristic of the V2X communication system is that particular 
applications are assigned to dedicated channels. Accordingly only the cooperative awareness- 
and the service announcement application as well as safety- or traffic efficiency related 
applications may use the so-called “Control Channel”. Other ITS applications are linked to 
one of the “Service Channels”. As already described above the roadside station is responsible 
for selecting the applied service channel(s) and to broadcast a corresponding Service 
Announcement. Incoming vehicles may be interested in one of the announced applications 
and tune its second transceiver to the corresponding service channel. 
Figure 6 has been derived from the general ETSI Station Reference Architecture (EN 
302 665[5]). For sake of clearness at this point only the most relevant facility modules are 
resolved. For further details on the facilities please refer to [50]. The stack consisting of “ITS 
Transport”, “GeoRounting” and “ETSI ITS G5”78 is used for the communication with passing 
vehicles while the TCP/IP (UDP/IP) stack is applied for centre-bound communication. The 
orange protocols on the upper right hand side of the graphic are required for the 
communication with local traffic light control systems or superior traffic light control centres. 
 
                                                 
75 Wireless Local Area Network 
 Radio Local Area Network 
76 In this context TPC refers to [100]/ [101] (not to be confused with V2X specific TPC for Channel Congestion 
Control) 
77 As a consequence the usage of ITS-G5C is only allowed for pure V2I communication 
78 [6], [61], [5], [41], [56] 
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Figure 6: Protocol Stack of a roadside station System 
In the following the tasks of the most important facilities are shortly explained: 
 The Communication Client uses the Communication Support facilities in order to send 
and receive V2X unicasts or geocasts. It is also responsible for en- and decoding of the 
single messages. Moreover it contains important security features like the signing or 
verification of message certificates. Finally it is responsible to trigger the repetitive 
sending of the cooperative awareness messages. 
 The Message Object table contains all decoded messages in an abstract format, which 
can potentially be processed by any application on the roadside station. This refers 
also to a special characteristic of V2X communication. Different from other 
communication systems the exchanged information is not only linked to a single 
(individual) application. Instead exchanged information may be relevant for multiple 
applications. 
 Applications may use the relevance check module in order to determine the local 
relevance of received messages, which may have a spatial context. The other way 
around this facility may be also used by applications in order to extend a generated 
message with valid spatial attributes. The relevance check makes use of the Map- and 
Geo-Referencing module, which provides basic positioning and optional (localised) 
map information. 
 The plausibility check is part of the security concept. It is used to prove specific parts 
of the message content for contextual sense. 
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The “proxy” and “protocol gateway” modules are not derived from the standards. However, 
in several research projects these components turned out as useful support facilities: 
 In principle the framework of the roadside station is completely passive. This means 
that if no application is installed messages are neither sent nor further processed. 
However there are some cases in which a received message needs to be forwarded79. 
Instead of having multiple applications, which only forward received messages of a 
certain type to the respective domain the proxy takes care for that. 
 The protocol gateway can be used to “translate” greedy data models, which are often 
used by centre-bound applications to compact data structures that are more applicable 
for V2I communication (and vice versa). It is understood that the integration of a new 
technology requires the compatibility to existing data protocols. But it makes no sense 
to invest immense efforts for the investigation of proactive and reactive channel 
congestion control measures if the bandwidth is finally wasted by inefficient 
application data models. Due to the fact that in the infrastructure domain bandwidth is 
usually not a limiting factor the exchanged information is often not efficiently encoded. 
Usually some kind of ASCII encoded XML-structures are e.g. used by traffic control 
systems in order to communicate via their broadband network. For V2I 
communication this needs to be mapped to a more compact representation. For the 
communication over the air usually ASN.1/PER80 is applied. 
In the past well elaborated mechanisms for the management of the prominently known 
CAM and DENM81 have been discussed. But recent summaries conclude that in the future 
there is also a need for the management of other data traffic such as Probe Vehicle Data [81]. 
This is exactly the intention of the newly introduced facility “Adaptive Management of 
Delay-Tolerant Data Traffic”. The detailed algorithms and protocols will be discussed in the 
subsequent paragraphs. At this point it shall be explained how this new facility can be 
integrated into the existing roadside station environment (Figure 7). The major goal of this 
management facility is to actively reserve bandwidth for delay tolerant uplink and downlink 
data traffic. Accordingly the prerequisite for this is that all locally installed applications 
register at the data management facility. Here the applications are also assigned to the locally 
available channels82. 
For downlink data distribution (message multicast/geocast) the basic approach is 
straight forward. Every applications just registers with the number of data packets (message 
fragments), which need to be distributed to the incoming vehicles83. The algorithms of the 
data management facility are parameterised accordingly and the data packets are efficiently 
distributed to the incoming vehicles. In case the total number of messages to be distributed 
exceeds the bandwidth reserved for downlink data traffic an arbitrary prioritisation scheme 
may be additionally applied in order to limit the number of packets per application. On 
vehicle side no specific processing is required. The vehicles just receive the message as they 
come across the coverage area of the roadside station. 
For the uplink data traffic the interaction between the vehicles and the roadside 
stations is a little more complex. In principle the data management facility controls the 
channel bandwidth, which is available for a defined period. In the uplink case the 
corresponding algorithms assign the bandwidth 84 , which is available in between two 
successive Service Announcements. Accordingly a certain number of data packets for each 
available uplink application is assigned to a certain group of neighboured vehicles. This 
                                                 
79 Either to the vehicles or to a centre application. 
80 Abstract Notation Syntax 1 / Packed Encoding Rules 
81 cooperative awareness message / Decentralised Environmental Notification 
82 Multiple applications may be assigned to the same channel 
83 The type of addressed vehicles may also be considered 
84 reserved for uplink data traffic 
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information is piggybacked to the Service Announcement, which is broadcasted by the 
roadside station. The assigned vehicles request the defined number of packets from their 
uplink applications and sent them to the roadside station. 
In this way the roadside station triggers the timing and the amount of data to be 
transmitted by the vehicles. As a result uplink and downlink data traffic can be adaptively 
balanced by the involved roadside station. 
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Figure 7: Schematic integration of adaptive management for delay-tolerant data traffic 
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In the context of the German field test simTD[54] a system for the management 
(maintenance) of roadside stations has been specified and implemented. Although the field 
test included only a relatively small number of roadside stations the presented approach is 
fully scalable. Figure 8 and Figure 9 give a schematic overview of the major building blocks, 
respectively on the roadside stations and the connected central management centre. In 
principle there are dedicated components for network-, configuration- and fault management. 
On each roadside station there is a corresponding instance, which is connected to a single 
superior counterpart in the management centre. Naturally there is only one physical 
communication channel for both: management- and payload data traffic. In order to ensure 
maximal availability a very important aspect is to prevent (faulty) applications from 
consuming the entire bandwidth of the backend connection. Therefore a logic instance 
(embedded operation channel) is introduced, which safeguards the management 
communication. Consequently applications installed on roadside stations may only 
communicate to their centre counterparts via a dedicated “Application Communication 
Channel”85. Further details on the management system for roadside stations can be found in 
[55] and [1]. 
 
Abbreviation  Description 
ACCC  Application Communication Channel Client 
CMC  Configuration Management Client 
EOCC  Embedded Operation Chanel Client 
FMC  Fault Management Client 
NMC  Network Management Client 
RMC  RSU Management Centre 
 
  
                                                 
85 Future implementations may allow roadside station applications to directly establish TCP/IP connections to the 
centre. In this case the management traffic will be ensured on operating system level. 
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Figure 8: roadside station Management 
 
Figure 9: roadside station Management Centre 
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4.1.1 Summary 
In order to describe the technical context of the mechanisms, which are introduced in 
the following paragraphs the general tasks and the basic architecture of roadside stations is 
summarised. Principlely one can say that roadside station systems bridge the gap between 
vehicular ad-hoc and centre-bound communication, whose characteristics are fundamentally 
different. Even the architecture of the roadside station actually reflects this decoupling, 
although the fundamental design is predetermined by the European Station Reference 
Architecture, which is common for all ITS stations (including Vehicle- and roadside stations) 
[5]. Accordingly there are dedicated modules that respectively handle the communication to 
centres and vehicles. These are part of a framework, which offers roadside applications basic 
services. Different from other communication systems the exchanged information is often not 
linked to a single (individual) application. Instead the data is usually relevant for several 
independent applications. Therefore it is reasonable to centrally process and maintain received 
data packets by just a single and independent facility, which offers the corresponding 
information to any locally installed roadside applications. Another important aspect of the 
framework is to enable remote maintenance and surveillance because roadside station systems 
are usually always “online” and permanently located somewhere along the road (out of reach). 
 Although several valuable concepts for the optimisation of the communication 
between fixed and mobile nodes exist (refer to chapter 1) none of them can be directly applied 
to the European vehicular communication system with reasonable efforts. In this context the 
goal is not only to introduce new mechanisms for the optimisation of V2I communication. 
The claim is to principlely describe a facility, which can be easily integrated into the existing 
European Station reference architecture. Naturally such facility also makes use of existing 
protocols and communication processes as much as possible.  
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4.2 A Probabilistic Channel Model and its Potential for Increasing 
Communication Reliability 
4.2.1 Channel Model & Delivery Probability 
  Due to the reasons addressed in paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 connection-oriented 
communication and related transmission control protocols are widely inapplicable for V2X 
communication. However in order to enable efficient V2I applications with increased data 
volume the resulting uncertainty related to the successful transmission of single packets 
(message fragments) needs to be compensated. Therefore in the context of this work an 
appropriate channel model is not only important for realistic simulations of the proposed 
algorithms and protocols, it becomes to a substantial part of these. In order to compensate the 
discussed uncertainty a probabilistic model is proposed in order to exploit the likeliness for 
successful receptions at peer stations. This approach saves bandwidth due to the missing 
protocol overhead for transport control and additionally it enables the exclusion of vehicles 
from communication, which reside at the fringe areas of the (maximal) coverage area of the 
roadside station. The following graphic shows the principle of the applied model in the well-
known format of a link-budget chain. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 V2I Link Budget 
  Naturally cable losses and antenna gains contribute to link budget as well as the 
transmit power. Usually the attenuation of antennas and cables of peer stations are not known. 
Although it would be relatively simple to add this information to the network-header (or a 
dedicated facility header) of continuously transmitted packets (i.e. CAM), in a first step it is 
assumed that the antenna gain at least compensates the cable losses. For functional 
communication systems the antenna gain is usually even bigger than the cable loss. However 
in this case the proposed algorithms would pessimistically assume a receive probability, 
which is worse than the reality. This may lead to a slight increased redundancy but it would 
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not lead to packet losses. Therefore this simplification is considered to be tolerable for first 
investigations. 
  The wireless communication channel is represented by the so-called Three-Log-
Distance path loss and the Nakagami-m fading model, which shall be explained in the 
following. The Three-Log-Distance model is derived from the well-known Log-Normal path 
loss model, which is often used of VANET scenarios (e.g. [82], [83]). The latter actually 
composes of a Log-Distance path loss with an additional, normally distributed summand that 
accounts for fading effects.  
 
Equation 1: Log-Distance Path Loss 
 
L = path loss 
d0 = reference distance (d0=1m) 
L0 = Free-Space path loss at reference distance (L0[1m;5,9GHz ]≈47,86dBm) 
n = path loss exponent 
d = sender-receiver distance 
 
Thereby the path loss exponent n is a measure for the channel quality (channel attenuation). 
For further details on Log-Normal path loss in VANET scenarios a lot of literature is 
available. The theoretical basics are also recalled in [84]. 
  Further analyses showed that path-loss exponent may drastically change over the 
distance. Therefore a single averaged path loss exponent results in poor performance for close 
and far sender-receiver distances. The so-called Three-Log Distance path loss model tries to 
overcome this drawback by introducing four distance fields, each with a dedicated path loss 
exponent. This path loss model was recently applied to VANET simulations [85]. The model, 
which is used in the context of this work, is based on the equations implemented by the well-
known NS-3 simulator [86]: 
 
 
Equation 2: Three-Log-Distance Path Loss 
L = path loss 
d0 = reference distance (d0=1m) 
L0 = Free-Space path loss at reference distance (L0[1m;5,9GHz ]≈47,86dBm) 
ni = path loss exponent of ith distance field 
di = maximal distance of ith distance field 
d = sender-receiver distance 
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Figure 11 exemplarily depicts a theoretical plot of the Three-Log-Distance path loss over 
distance for the following configuration (typical parameterisation for VANET simulations): 
 
L0[1m;5,9GHz ]≈47,86dBm 
d0= 1m 
d1= 200m 
n0= 1,9 
n1= n2=3,8 
 
The changing path loss exponent at a sender-receiver distance of 200m is clearly visible. 
 
Figure 11: Three-Log Distance Path Loss / f=5,9GHz; d1=200m; n0=1,9; n1=n2=3,8 
Instead of using a normally distributed summand to account for fast channel effects, in this 
work the Nakagami-m fading model [87] is applied. It is also widely accepted and applied to 
describe fast fading effects in VANET communication scenarios [51], [85],  [88], [89], [90], 
[91]. Nakagami-m fading is based on the following Probability Density Function (PDF): 
 
fሺx;m,Ωሻൌ 2m
m
ΓሺmሻΩm x
2m‐1 exp ቀ‐mΩ x
2ቁ ;m൒1 2ൗ  
Equation 3: Nakagami-m Fading Model / PDF 
f(x;m,Ω) = probability density for the given parameters 
x = given power for which f results the corresponding probability density 
m = m parameter 
Ω = expected power (e.g. rx power according to Three-Log-Distance path loss for a 
given tx-rx distance) 
Γ = gamma function 
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Thereby the m-parameter is a measure for the fading intensity. According to [92] m=3 
represents small fading intensity while m=1 results in severe fading. The following graphics 
(Figure 12, Figure 13) exemplarily depict the probability density function for an expected 
power of Ω = -69,9dBm. According to the schematic link-budget chain, which is introduced 
in Figure 10 the expected power results after the Three-Log-Distance path loss has been 
added for given tx power, tx/rx distance and antenna gain as well as cable attenuations. 
 
 
Figure 12: Nakagami PDF / m=1; Expected Power = -69,9dBm 
 
Figure 13: Nakagami PDF / m=3; Expected Power = -69,9dBm 
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Now, with Nakagami PDF (probability density vs. rx power) and the related Cumulative 
Distribution Function (CDF) the probability for the rx-power range -∞ ≤x ≤ Prx can be directly 
calculated: 
 
CDFሺx൑Zሻൌන PDF
Z
‐∞
 
Equation 4: Probability Density vs. Cumulative Distribution 
Pሺx൑Z;m,Ωሻൌ 2m
m
ΓሺmሻΩmන x
2m‐1 exp ቀ‐mΩ x
2ቁ dx;m൒1 2ൗ
Z
‐∞
 
Equation 5: Nakagami CDF 
This relationship can be directly applied in order to derive the probability for a successful 
packet reception, which is the case if rx-power is bigger than the receiver’s decoding 
sensitivity PrxThresh. 
CDFሺx൐PrxThresh;m,Ωሻൌ1‐CDFሺx൑PrxThresh;m,Ωሻ 
Equation 6: CDF and rx-probability 
 
Pሺx൐PrxThresh;m,Ωሻൌ1‐ 2m
m
ΓሺmሻΩmන x
2m‐1 exp ቀ‐mΩ x
2ቁ dx;m൒1 2ൗ
PrxThresh
‐∞
 
Equation 7: Nakagami-m fading CDF & rx-probability 
Figure 14 and Figure 15 exemplarily show the relation between Nakagami-m CDF and 
reception probability respectively for m=1 and m=3. 
 
 
Figure 14: Nakagami CDF vs. rx-Porb / m=1; expected Power = -69,9dBm 
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Figure 15: Nakagami CDF vs. rx-Porb / m=3; expected Power = -69,9dBm 
 
In summary with the described approach the probability for a successful packet reception can 
be calculated for any sender-receiver constellation in just two steps: 
 
1. Calculation of expected receive power using Three-Log-Distance path loss for given... 
a. ... tx power 
b. ... (assumed) antenna gains and cable losses 
c. ... path loss exponents n0-n2 and related field distances d0-d2 
2. Calculation of receive probability from... 
a. ... expected receive power (1.) 
b. ... given m-parameter 
c. ... assumed receiver decoding sensitivity 
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4.2.2 Delivery Probability & “Zone of Robust Communication” 
  Getting back to the original motivation the goal is to ensure high message delivery 
rates in V2I communication scenarios. Regardless of the communication direction86 the basic 
approach for proposed roadside station protocols is to only interact with vehicles for which a 
comparably robust communication can be expected. Therefore instead of processing the 
reception probability for any sender-receiver distance, the maximal sender-receiver distance 
for given transmit power and a requested delivery probability is calculated87. As a first 
assumption the resulting circular area around the roadside station location represents the so-
called “Zone of Robust Communication (ZoRC)88 . This concept shall help to overcome 
negative V2I communication effects like the previously discussed performance anomaly 
(refer to paragraph 3.3). Moreover it promises increased communication reliability in the 
absence of greedy and instable transmission control protocols. 
  The following graphs (Figure 16, Figure 17) exemplarily depict the delivery 
probability over the sender-receiver distance for different transmit power values according to 
the combined model consisting of Three-Log-Distance path loss and Nakagami-m fading 
(respectively for m=1 and m=3). The influence of the increased path loss exponent at a range 
of 200m is clearly visible from the edges of the plotted curves. It becomes obvious that even 
for comparably low transmit power values high delivery probabilities can be achieved at 
acceptable sender-receiver distances. Even under severe fading conditions (e.g. in 
metropolitan environments => m=1) and only 8dBm transmission power, the ZoRC radius for 
a requested delivery probability of 99% is still about 20m. 
 
Pሺx൐‐85dBm;mൌ1,Ωሻ൒99%	;	0൑tx‐rx	dist൑20m 
 
This means that the travel distance of the vehicles inside ZoRC is about 40m (=ZoRC 
diameter). For m=3 (=relaxed fading like e.g. in a highway environment) even -4dBm is 
sufficient to achieve the same conditions. 
 
Pሺx൐‐85dBm;mൌ3,Ωሻ൒99%	;	0൑tx‐rx	dist൑20m 
 
Note: expected receive power Ω = f [TLD = f(distance)] 
                                                 
86 “uplink”=V2I vs. “downlink”=I2V 
87 to achieve robust communication conditions in this case high receive probabilities are selected; e.g. 
 ܲሺݔ ൐ ௥ܲ௫்௛௥௘௦௛;݉, ߗሻ ൒ 99% 
88 max. sender-receiver distance resulting from given tx-power and requested rx-prob. =  radius of  ZoRC 
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Figure 16: Rx Prob vs. TX-RX Distance (m=1) 
  Naturally a higher transmit power is required under severe fading conditions in order 
to achieve the same ZoRC radius than under relaxed fading scenarios. However steep fading 
attenuations are mostly expected for urban scenarios where also smaller ZoRC sizes might be 
sufficient because of the relatively low speed of the passing vehicles. In highway scenarios 
larger ZoRC sizes are required because the vehicles are much faster. But in typical highway 
scenarios also rather moderate fading influence is expected. Therefore it can be assumed that 
in both cases relatively low transmission powers will be sufficient in order to ensure 
corresponding ZoRC sizes, which provide enough capacity for the amount of data to be 
exchanged by typical V2I applications. 
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Figure 17: Rx Prob vs. TX-RX Distance (m=3) 
  Some theoretical considerations related to the available data capacity of different 
ZoRC sizes are discussed in the following. First of all in Figure 18 the average ZoRC travel 
times are plotted over the ZoRC radius for different average vehicle speeds according to the 
following relationship: 
TZoRCൌ2RZoRCvത  
Equation 8: ZoRC Travel Times vs. ZoRC Radius and Avg Speed 
 
 
Figure 18: Exemplarily ZoRC Travel Times 
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  The plot illustrates that there are considerable average ZoRC travel times even for 
ZoRC radiuses, which are small compared to typical maximal transmission ranges of roadside 
stations. From these travel times the (overall) data capacity of the ZoRC can be obtained as 
follows:  
 
CൌB*TZoRCൌB* 2RZoRCvത  
Equation 9: ZoRC Data Capacity 
C = data capacity of ZoRC [MBit] 
B = data bandwidth [MBit/s] 
TZoRC = average ZoRC travel time [s] 
RZoRC = ZoRC radius[m] 
v = average speed of vehicles inside ZoRC [m/s] 
 
This data capacity has to be shared among all vehicles (and all related applications) inside the 
ZoRC. 
 
Figure 19: 3D-Plot: ZoRC Capacity vs. Speed vs. ZoRC Radius 
  The 3D plot above shows the discussed data capacity of ZoRC for varying vehicle 
speeds and ZoRC radiuses. In the following some exemplary values for ZoRC data capacity 
shall be calculated. In [93] Jiang et al. prove that a constant use of QPSK/CR= ½ is the most 
effective modulation scheme for many VANET scenarios. Therefore the corresponding 
6MBit/s is adopted as constant data rate for all further considerations. 
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Exemplary calculations of ZoRC data capacity C89:  
	
C൫Bൌ3MBit sൗ ,	vതൌ50 km hൗ ,RZoRCൌ10m൯ൌ4,32MBit=540kB 
C൫Bൌ3MBit sൗ ,	vതൌ200 km hൗ ,RZoRCൌ10m൯ൌ1,08MBitൌ135kB 
C൫Bൌ3MBit sൗ ,	vതൌ50 km hൗ ,RZoRCൌ100m൯ൌ43,2MBitൌ5,4MB 
 
This means that based on a maximal MTU size of 1500 octets for a standard 802.3 Ethernet 
frame, even in the worst case example the theoretical data capacity for a ZoRC of 20m 
diameter still equals 90 packets. This data capacity has to be shared by all vehicles that reside 
inside the ZoRC. Naturally this depends from ZoRC radius but also the traffic density. For the 
considered worst case example it appears obvious that not many vehicles will reside in such 
small area if their average speed is 200km/h. However in order to assume realistic traffic 
densities and related average speeds the basic theories of traffic engineering shall be 
considered for further calculations. Equation 10 describes the relation between traffic flow 
[vehs/h], traffic density [vehs/km] and the corresponding average vehicle speed. These flow-
density relations can be empirically determined for different number of lanes and road types. 
The corresponding graphs are generally known as “fundamental diagram”.  
 
[km/h] speed  v
[1/km]density   traffick 
[1/h] flow  trafficq
*





v
qk
vkq
 
Equation 10: Fundamental Equation of Traffic Flow 
Figure 20 exemplarily shows the relation of the average vehicle speed and the traffic flow for 
a motorway in a city region with two lanes and different amounts of so-called Heavy Goods 
Vehicles (HGV)90.  
                                                 
89 In the depicted examples only 3 MBit/s instead of 6 MBit/s was considered as available bandwidth. This is due 
to the fact that in a first assumption the capacity shall be halved for “up-“ and “downlink” communication 
scenarios. 
90 Vehicles with a gross combination mass (GCM) of over 3500 kilograms 
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Figure 20: Traffic Density vs. Vehicle Speed [94]91 
This can be used in order to derive the average data capacity for a single vehicle during its 
journey through the ZoRC. This is primarily of interest for “uplink” scenarios where each 
single vehicle intends to deliver a certain amount of packets to the roadside station92. Thereby 
the traffic density for a known average speed can be read from the corresponding fundamental 
diagram (e.g. Figure 20). 
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Equation 11: ZoRC Capacity per Vehicle 
cvehicle = average data capacity for each vehicle inside ZoRC[Bit] 
C  = data capacity of ZoRC [Bit] 
B = data bandwidth [Bit/s] 
TZoRC = average ZoRC travel time [s] 
RZoRC = ZoRC radius[m] 
v  = average speed of vehicles inside ZoRC [m/s] 
k(v)  = traffic density [1/m] 
 
  
                                                 
91 This extract from the FGSV rule set “HBS-2001”, edition 2009, was reproduced with permission of the 
Research Society for Road and Transportation Association. Decisive for the application of the FGSV rule set and 
regulations is the version with the latest edition date, which is available from the publisher FGSV, Wesselinger 
Str 17, 50999 Cologne, www.fgsv-verlag.de. 
92 In „downlink“ scenarios the entire ZoRC capacity is available for roadside station 
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Example calculation for the average data capacity of a single cZoRC vehicle inside ZoRC: 
 
v = 100km/h; HGV = 0% 
Figure 20  q = 3400veh/h = 0,94veh/s 
Equation 10  k= 0,034veh/m 
 
1.  
a. RZoRC = 20m 
 average number of vehicles inside ZoRC: k*2R = 1,36veh (>1) 
 Equation 11  cvehicle ≈ 399kB 
 
b. RZoRC = 30m 
 average number of vehicles inside ZoRC: k*2R = 2,04veh (>1) 
 Equation 11  cvehicle ≈ 399kB 
 
Although the ZoRC size and therefore also the corresponding average vehicle travel 
time has been increased the data capacity per vehicle remains constant. This is due to the fact 
that also the number of vehicles inside ZoRC proportionally increased. In Equation 11 it can 
be seen that the theoretical data capacity per vehicle actually only depends on the available 
bandwidth (applied modulation scheme) and the traffic flow. This relation is rather simple but 
it somewhat contradicts the common sense that the increase of transmit power leads to an 
increased data capacity of a single vehicle. Figure 21 shows the data capacity for a single 
vehicle over the average vehicle speed and the ZoRC radius in a 3D-plot. There it can be also 
seen that cvehicle remains constant for average vehicle speed between 80km/h and 120km/h. For 
an average vehicle speed of 125km/h cvehicle mostly increases with ZoRC radius. This is 
because at such relatively high average vehicle speed the traffic density is such low that only 
a single vehicle can consume the entire data capacity of ZoRC (cvehicle = C), which in turn of 
course increases with ZoRC size. 
 
2.  
  RZoRC = 10m 
 average number of vehicles inside ZoRC: k*2R = 0,68veh (<1) 
 Equation 11  cvehicle = C = 270kB 
 
In the example above only a single vehicle resides inside ZoRC so it can consume the entire 
data capacity of ZoRC. 
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Figure 21: Data Capacity per Vehicle vs. Speed vs.  ZoRC Radius (3D) 
4.2.3 First Considerations for Determination of Local Channel Conditions at 
roadside station Locations and Related Parameterisation of Channel 
Models 
  By nature the channel conditions in VANET scenarios are generally characterised by 
very frequent and partly severe changes. This is especially true for vehicles, since they are 
constantly moving through a changing environment. A vehicle may e.g. start its journey in an 
metropolitan area where comparable high buildings are closely aligned alongside the road. 
Only a few moments later it already travels through an environment, which is less civilised 
but maybe wooded instead before it finally enters a broad open highway. Only in this small 
but very common example the propagation conditions completely change from scene to scene. 
Moreover also the traffic density may affect the propagation conditions if the line of sight 
between communicating nodes is blocked by non-equipped vehicles, which might presumably 
happen relatively often during the market introduction period of ITS G5 technology. So far in 
European research these highly infrequent characteristics have determined the development of 
all protocols and applications regardless of the communication scenario, which means there 
are no differences between V2V- and V2I mechanisms. At a first glance this makes absolutely 
sense since different protocols might introduce a higher complexity, along with higher costs 
and technical risks. However the assumption of this work is that it is worth to have a closer 
look on the differences of channel conditions in V2V- and V2I scenarios. The goal is to 
achieve much higher performance, efficiency and robustness for V2I scenarios with only 
small extensions of the available V2X protocol suite. Therefore the special attributes of V2I 
communication shall be shortly examined in the following. 
  The trivial but decisive difference between a roadside station and a vehicle station is 
that roadside stations simply do not move! Relating to the above depicted example it means 
that the environmental influences on channel conditions remain constant for a roadside station, 
while they were changing several times for the exemplary vehicle in a short time frame. It is 
also assumed that the shadowing effects in dense traffic are also less severe in V2I 
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communication scenarios since the antenna of roadside stations are mounted comparably high, 
which means that the line of sight angle between communicating nodes is advantageous 
compared to V2V scenarios. However, in relation to increased traffic density there are also 
other effects, which negatively influence the performance of V2X communication: 
CSMA/CA causes packet collisions due to hidden stations. Moreover “Performance 
Anomaly”, as discussed in the previous chapter, may negatively influence V2I 
communication. The mechanisms discussed in the course of the subsequent chapters also 
consider these aspects and aim to minimise related negative effects. 
  As already described the computation of the so-called Zone of Robust Communication 
(ZoRC) is the base for these algorithms. Thereby ZoRC is derived from Three-Log-Distance- 
path loss and Nakagami-m fading models. The parameterisation of these models93 finally 
describes the local environmental propagation conditions. Consequently for a good 
performance of the proposed roadside station protocols it is important that these parameters 
are correctly configured according to the specific local environmental characteristics. The 
channel conditions are different for every roadside station and maybe even for every access 
road, which is leading up to the location of the roadside station. For the simulations, which 
were conducted in the context of this work empirically validated parameters were used in 
order to readjust for typical conditions of urban- and motorway scenarios. This approach is 
valid since the goal of these simulations was NOT to determine the local parameterisation of a 
roadside station system at a particular location but to prove the basic performance of the 
proposed algorithms. In order to determine the correct parameterisation of a certain roadside 
station location by means of simulation very sophisticated microscopic environmental models 
would be required in order to represent buildings including the corresponding surface material 
and other objects such as trees etc. Another possibility is to evaluate measurements for the 
different access roads of the considered roadside station location and to configure the system 
after its installation. The optimal roadside station location could be also exactly determined by 
such measurements. As a first assessment of this approach signal power measurements have 
been conducted at a typical urban crossing in Braunschweig, Germany94. Thereby the path 
loss exponents for different access directions were evaluated. It is assumed that this 
measuring method can be directly applied in order to derive the Three-Log-Distance path loss 
parameters of a roadside station at a defined location. It is understood that for a final 
assessment of the approach many more measurements in various locations would be 
necessary. However, the discussed measurements are considered to be valuable since they at 
least validate the basic assumption, which is the justification for further investigations and 
extended measurement campaigns. 
  The details of the measurements can be also found in [95]. Therefore only the basic 
concepts and the results are discussed here. The following graphic shows the intensity of 
measured rx power on all access roads of the examined intersection. There are groups of three 
discrete power ranges, which correspond to the respective colours (green, yellow and red). 
                                                 
93 ni, di, m 
94 Crossing „Altewiekring“/“Kastanienallee“ 
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Figure 22: Schematic rx Power Map at Crossing "Altewiekring"/"Kastanienallee", Braunschweig, 
Germany 
rx power Colour code 
prx >= -80 dBm green 
-87 dBm <= prx < -80 dBm yellow 
prx < -87 dBm red 
 
  This relatively simple graphic allows a first assessment of the roadside station 
coverage of the access roads and gives a qualitative impression of the local channel conditions. 
Therefore such plots could be used on-site in order to estimate whether the currently 
examined roadside station position is worth for further evaluation or whether the 
measurements should be repeated with another roadside station position. 
  Other parameters such as packet loss ratio could also be visualised in such a “map-
view”. However a more detailed evaluation of the measurement data gives more insight. 
Figure 23 shows the derived averaged path loss exponents for different distance segments, 
each of 50m length. In this context the path loss exponents are considered as a more precise 
indicator for the channel quality in the corresponding distance-segments. The presented graph 
shows an unexpected, abnormal characteristic that needs to be examined. As it can been seen 
the path loss exponents for the first distance segment (0m-50m) in southern-, western- and 
eastern access directions are extraordinarily high. The reason for this is that the measurements 
for these access directions were actually started on a parking lot very close to the roadside 
station location but in absence of line of sight. Nevertheless numerous packets have been 
received at this spot but at relatively poor receive power for the corresponding line-of-sight 
distance. As a consequence the derived path loss exponent was artificially increased. 
Therefore if such method would be applied in reality such “misleading” data needed to be 
filtered out. 
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Figure 23: Average Path Loss Exponent for Different Distance Fields 
Figure 24 depicts the packet loss rates for the considered distance segments. As expected, it 
turns out that packet loss rates and path loss exponents are closely related. 
 
 
Figure 24: Average Packet Loss Rate for Different Distance Fields 
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  The next plot shows the measured receive power values over the sender-receiver 
distance for the northern access direction. Moreover the theoretical receive power, which was 
calculated from Log-Distance path loss model has also been printed for varying sender-
receiver distances. Thereby for every distance segment the previously derived path loss 
exponents was used. So actually the corresponding graph represents a segmented “Log-
Distance path loss model” with twelve distance segments and dedicated path loss exponents. 
The plot verifies that the Log-Distance path loss model is principlely suited to describe 
VANET environments. 
 
 
Figure 25: Measured rx-power and Performance of Log-Distance Path-Loss Model 
In order to use this measurement approach to parameterise the Three-Log Distance 
path loss model for a specific roadside station location, the measurement data needs to be 
mapped from twelve distance segments to just three distance segments. Accordingly only 
three “averaged” path loss exponents are obtained from evaluation, which could directly be 
used in order to configure the roadside station. The other way around the roadside station 
system could consider more than three distance fields. For the present example about five 
distance fields appear reasonable since five substantial changes of the path loss exponents can 
be seen in the corresponding graphic. It is also considerable to use different resolutions for 
different access roads. Otherwise the path loss exponents for the distance fields could also be 
obtained by averaging the path loss exponents of the corresponding access directions. 
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Figure 26 depicts the standard deviation from the mean receive power for each distance 
segment. In this sense the standard deviation can be considered as an indicator for the fading 
intensity. However in the context of the discussed measurement campaign no dedicated 
mechanism for the evaluation of the fading intensity was observed, which could be applied to 
the Nakagami-m parameter. This is part for future work. 
 
 
Figure 26: Standard Deviation of Measured rx power for Different Distance Fields 
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4.2.4 Summary 
Until now for the communication between vehicles and roadside stations almost the 
same principles have been applied like for the communication between vehicles. These are 
entirely characterised by the inherently inconstant and unpredictable propagation conditions. 
Instead for V2I communication scenarios the channel is much more static and therefore 
advantageous compared to V2V. Therefore it is obvious that the communication between 
vehicles and Roadside stations could be much more effective. In this context the basic 
motivation for this work is to exploit these benefits for V2I communication. Thereby it is 
assumed that much higher performance, efficiency and robustness for V2I scenarios can be 
achieved with only minimal adaptations to the existing V2X protocol suite. 
The present paragraph introduces a combined Three-Log Distance path loss and 
Nakagami-m fading model as the basis for the concepts that are presented and evaluated in the 
further course of the document at hand. The probabilistic nature of the applied model allows 
deriving the likeliness for successful packet receptions at peer stations, which is in the 
following referred to as “delivery probability”. Based on this a fundamentally new and 
innovative approach for the optimisation of V2I communication is introduced. The starting 
point for all subsequent measures is the calculation of a so-called “Zone of Robust 
Communication” (ZoRC) around the roadside station. As the name indicates in this area the 
delivery probability exceeds a pre-defined high value for a given transmit power. 
The principle idea is that vehicles outside of the ZoRC are excluded from the 
communication with the roadside station. Inside of the ZoRC high packet delivery rates can 
be expected, which additionally means that the efforts for end-to-end transmission control can 
be minimised95. Moreover the negative effects of insufficient communication reliability at far 
sender-receiver distances are avoided (e.g. “performance anomaly”[28]). The principle 
feasibility of this approach is proved by some theoretical calculations, which show that even 
for low transmission power values the ZoRC sizes are sufficient to serve typical (delay 
tolerant) V2I applications. 
In order to assume realistic traffic scenarios the fundamentals of traffic theory have 
been considered (typical vehicle speeds for different vehicle densities and road types). 
According to the knowledge of the author traffic theory has also never been considered for the 
evaluation of previous V2I communication concepts. But this is a very important aspect 
because vehicle density and related average speeds are determining the required bandwidth 
and average vehicle “service durations”. Even if a traffic simulator is used unrealistic vehicle 
densities and speeds can be still be configured, which inevitably leads to either excessively 
critical or relaxed communication scenarios. In this case the results for the observed V2X 
communication protocols will hardly reflect their performance in reality. According to the 
assessment of the author the fundamentals of traffic theory are indispensable for the realistic 
evaluation of observed V2I protocols because there is currently no possibility to test their 
behaviour in large scale traffic scenarios. For this even the field trials simply do not provide 
enough vehicles. 
Another important topic is the realistic parameterisation of the applied channel model. 
Although the channel conditions around a roadside station are comparably static a proper 
configuration is naturally still required. In principle this needs to be done for each single 
location of a roadside station in order to assess the local propagation characteristics as much 
as possible. Only in this way the proposed protocols can perform well. Now the question is 
how the local channel parameters can be determined. For many typical rural or highway 
scenarios empirical average values may be sufficient. However for some more complex 
                                                 
95 Due to their connection-oriented nature conventional transport protocols (e.g. TCP) are inapplicable for V2X  
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scenarios96 it might be even difficult to define the optimal location of the roadside station. 
Moreover the channel characteristics may heavily differ for the different access directions 
towards the location of the roadside station. In these cases the most reliable way for the 
parameterisation of the applied channel model is to conduct targeted measurement campaigns. 
A very basic concept for the measurement based determination of the Three-Log-Distance 
parameters has been introduced and exemplarily evaluated by practical tests in the city of 
Braunschweig/Germany. Depending from the complexity of the scenario it is principle also 
possible to consider different configurations for the single access roads or even to consider 
more than just three distance fields if the path loss conditions are changing more often. This 
measurement concept needs to be extended in order to derive the fading intensity over the 
different access roads, which is required to configure the applied Nakagami model. However 
this is part of future work. 
  
                                                 
96 maybe in urban environments 
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4.3 Efficient Message Distribution by roadside stations (“Downlink 
Scenario”) 
4.3.1 Preliminary Work97 
  In latest European research activities roadside stations continuously repeated 
messages98 at fixed intervals, usually at 1Hz [45], [42], [43], [54]. Moreover messages were 
sent at comparably high or even full transmission powers. The basic assumption is that this 
naive mechanism for message distribution is inefficient because passing vehicles probably 
receive the packets with unnecessary high redundancy. High transmission power values 
naturally involve that the channel is occupied even at far distances to the roadside station 
although for related application it is sufficient if the data is only locally available. This causes 
unnecessary high channel loads in these distant areas. The relevance of this relation becomes 
obvious if one exemplarily considers a typical urban scenario where roadside stations may be 
located close-by. In the best case neighboured roadside stations are in each other’s coverage. 
Then the affected roadside stations could select different Service Channels in order to 
simultaneously serve their local applications. The alternative is to sequentially use the same 
Service Channel. The Control Channel, however needs to be shared anyway. In the worst case 
the considered roadside stations are not located in each other’s coverage area. This may lead 
to hidden-station collisions if the respective coverage areas partly overlap. In order to 
overcome this problem the distance between the affected roadside stations could be increased 
so that their coverage areas do not overlap. But the location of roadside stations depends from 
the applications that shall be served in a clearly defined area. For this reason the goal of the 
corresponding roadside station protocols should be to minimise the transmit power to what is 
required for the application and thus to maximise the so-called “spatial reusability” of the 
selected channel. 
  Motivated by these simple, but nevertheless highly relevant considerations, the initial 
goal was to define an adaptive roadside station protocol for message broadcast and multi-cast, 
which... 
 ... reduces the number of redundantly received messages by passing vehicles  
 ... minimises the required transmission power in order to maximise the spatial re-use 
of the used channel 
 ...ensures that preferably all messages are received by the affected vehicles 
 
  First ideas were observed in the context of [96]. The proposed algorithm aims to 
minimise the number of redundant messages that are received by passing vehicles. This 
means the focus is on the adaptation of the repetition rate for periodic messages. The 
minimisation of the required transmit power was not considered in this work. The preliminary 
assumption is that each application on the roadside station can define at least one “Point of 
Latest Reception” (PLR). Thereby PLR is the location at which addressed vehicles need to 
have the message received in order to ensure a proper application performance. Information, 
which is e.g. related to a construction site, need to be processed by the approaching vehicles 
before they reach the entry. In this example the entry of the construction site defines the PLR. 
  Now the algorithm on the roadside station continuously evaluates the neighbourhood 
table for vehicles that approach their “registered” PLRs. In this case the roadside station 
immediately broadcasts the corresponding message. It is assumed that all other vehicles that 
                                                 
97 The approach and results, which are described in this paragraph, were developed with the support of the 
Federal Ministry of Economics and Technolohy in the context of the German national research project AKTIV 
(19P6018O) 
98 mostly broadcasts or multi-casts 
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are stored in the neighbourhood table also receive the messages. So if one of these vehicles 
also reaches its PLR the related message is not re-broadcasted again. The results show that the 
principle approach is valid. Compared to a standard algorithm with periodic repeat interval 
the number of transmissions could be significantly reduced although most affected vehicles 
still get the required information before the corresponding PLR. However in the work many 
simplifications were assumed. The simulation environment was rather simple with only a 
trivial channel model (Only Two-Ray-Ground path loss model was applied). Therefore it 
remains unclear how the described algorithm performs under more realistic channel 
conditions. Moreover it is assumed that the vehicle reaching the PLR successfully receives the 
related message. This must not necessarily be the case even if the PLR is close to the roadside 
station. E.g. the message might get lost due to a packet collision on the channel. In such case 
the affected vehicle would get the message too late. This may be negligible for some 
applications but it should be tried to eliminate such undesired effects as much as possible.   
 
  In the German research Project AKTIV [7] first practical test results were obtained for 
a similar approach. The details of the test can be found in [39]. The implemented algorithm 
adapted the repeat rate for multi-cast messages according to the communication range and the 
average speed of the neighboured vehicles. In order to continuously estimate the 
communication range the maximal vehicle distances in the neighbourhood table were 
averaged. From the average speed of the passing vehicles an average travel time could be 
derived. The goal was that passing vehicles receive at least one copy of all messages that are 
distributed by the roadside station. To achieve this it would theoretically be sufficient to 
repeat the messages with a period that equals the average vehicle travel time. However, 
packet losses were expected for some vehicles that e.g. reside at the “fringe” of the calculated 
communication area when the message is repeated or for vehicles, which are moving much 
faster than the average vehicle speed. Therefore a certain redundancy was allowed in order to 
minimise these packet losses. 
Tൌ2Rnvത  
Equation 12: AKTIV: Repeat Period for Message Distribution 
T = repeat period for messages to be distributed 
R = estimated communication range 
n = requested redundancy (theoretically the message would be received by passing  
  vehicles n times) 
v =average speed of neighboured vehicles 
 
  It was expected that compared to periodic retransmission this algorithm increasingly 
saves bandwidth with decreasing average vehicle speed. This would exactly take effect when 
the network load is critical, which usually happens at high vehicle densities and 
corresponding low speeds. In turn the algorithm was expected to increase the repetition rate 
with increasing average vehicle speed. But since at higher average speeds the network load 
was expected to be relatively relaxed this should be harmless. 
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The following graph shows theoretic repetition intervals for different requested redundancy 
values and average vehicle speeds. 
 
 
Figure 27: AKTIV: Repeat Period vs. Vehicle Speed 
  The theoretical potential of the approach is obvious. Even for a requested redundancy 
of six, an average speed of 140km/h and an expected radio range of 440m the repetition rate 
can be reduced by 75% compared to a one Hz-periodic algorithm. The reduction is even 
bigger if the communication range is increased and/or the requested redundancy is lowered. 
  But this approach is based on some simplifications. Since the average communication 
range is estimated from received messages (CAM) but applied for message distribution, it is 
principlely presupposed that the channel is predominantly reciprocal. Moreover although a 
certain redundancy was considered, the algorithm does not explicitly address the low receive 
probability at the fringe of the coverage area. Finally the investigations did not consider the 
optimisation (minimisation) of transmission power. The detailed test results are discussed in 
paragraph 5.1. 
4.3.2 Adaptive Channel-Aware Algorithm for Multicast Message Distribution 
  The minimisation of the number of unnecessary redundant messages received by the 
vehicles is still one of the major objectives of the proposed algorithm for message distribution. 
But it additionally aims to maximise the spatial reuse of the channel by minimising the 
transmit power to what is effectively required in order to ensure high message delivery rates 
on vehicle side. 
  Moreover it explicitly addresses the question on how to reasonably consider the 
uncertainty for successful message delivery at the fringe of the “coverage area”. The key for 
the answer to that question is the awareness that such static “radio range” or a related 
“coverage area” does not exist99. Therefore the previously discussed approach to consider 
such “radio range”, which is either derived from a simple path loss model or by averaging of 
                                                 
99 no distance can be defined for which a successful packet reception could be guaranteed 
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the maximal distances of neighboured nodes, is disadvantageous. As exposed in paragraph 
4.1.1 the use of probabilistic channel models is an appropriate way to describe the highly 
dynamic effects of the vehicular communication channel. The channel models may also be 
applied by communication protocols as a mighty tool in order to increase the reliability for 
successful message delivery in the absence of transmission control protocols, which are less 
applicable for VANET scenarios. In contrast to a radio range the probability for a successful 
message delivery can be calculated from a properly parameterised probabilistic channel model. 
  Therefore the described algorithm is based on a combined Three-Log-Distance path 
loss and Nakagami-m fading model as presented in 4.2.1. Accordingly a so-called Zone of 
Robust Communication (ZoRC) can be derived for which the packet delivery probability 
exceeds a requested value. For the subsequent calculation of the repeat interval only vehicles, 
which reside inside ZoRC are considered. Since a high packet delivery probability is 
requested (e.g. 99%) it is assumed that all of these vehicles will successfully receive the 
messages sent by the roadside station. Since vehicles, which are outside of the ZoRC are not 
considered until they finally enter it, the problem of uncertain message delivery is eliminated. 
Due to the fact that preferably low transmission powers shall be used to distribute the 
messages it is obvious that corresponding ZoRC are rather small. However, the theoretical 
calculations in paragraph 4.2.1 prove that even in these scenarios there is enough data 
capacity for each vehicle. It should also be noted that the receive characteristics100 of the 
neighboured vehicles are not known at the roadside station. Although only small extensions to 
the cooperative awareness message could change this, it is assumed that it is sufficient to 
assume constant, rather pessimistic values for the receive characteristics of all vehicles. In this 
case it is expected that regular operating receivers will perform better, which means that the 
real delivery probability for the corresponding vehicles is even higher than calculated. 
  Figure 28 shows an example for a typical downlink message distribution scenario. The 
roadside station is located in the approach of a construction site. A corresponding application 
intends to distribute traffic signs and other relevant data to incoming vehicles. There, the 
received messages are processed in order to display relevant information or to assist the driver 
on his way through the construction site.  
 
 
Figure 28: ZoRC Example Scenario for Downlink Message Distribution 
                                                 
100 antenna gain, cable loss, decoding sensitivity 
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In this case the message distribution algorithm is obviously configured in a way that the 
vehicles potentially receive the message three times on their way across the ZoRC101. Thereby 
the repeat period for the message is adapted to the average speed of all vehicles inside the 
ZoRC102. This means that in spite of the theoretically high probability for message delivery a 
certain redundancy is still considered by the algorithm. There are two major reasons for this: 
First of all it shall compensate potential inaccuracies in the parameterisation of the channel 
model. The performance of the proposed algorithm in reality substantially depends on a 
proper parameterisation of the channel model. First considerations on how to obtain the 
parameters are discussed in paragraph 4.2.3.  However in reality the stored configuration will 
hardly represent the local channel conditions to a 100% even if intense measurements were 
conducted for the corresponding location. Secondly the algorithm does not account for packet 
losses, which are caused by channel collisions. But from the simulations of the described 
algorithms it could be observed that the related hidden station problem is generally a very 
relevant issue for VANET communication.  
  From this example also another interesting aspect becomes clear. For some 
applications the location of the roadside station may be relevant for the effectiveness of the 
proposed message distribution algorithm. It is obvious that the depicted vehicle should get the 
information before it reaches the entry of the construction site. Therefore this location 
represents the so-called “Point of Latest Reception”. Accordingly the roadside station should 
be mounted at a position, which allows the incoming vehicles to cross the entire ZoRC before 
they reach the Point of Latest Reception. If the point of latest reception resides inside the 
ZoRC instead, it affects the repeat interval because the requested redundancy is still ensured. 
In this case the distance between the entry point (ZoRC) of the vehicles and the point of latest 
reception determines the repeat interval instead of the ZoRC diameter. The repeat interval 
increases accordingly. 
  Finally the discussed algorithm can handle comparably huge messages, which need to 
be fragmented into self-contained packets. As described in paragraph 3.2 V2V applications 
tend to condense the entire information, which is required on receiver side into a single, self-
contained packet. This is reasonable for pure V2V communication scenarios but for V2I 
scenarios there is a potential to reliably send multiple packet fragments. The relevance of this 
aspect firstly arouse in the German research project AKTIV [7]. The roadside station should 
distribute more detailed information related to a construction site. But the corresponding data 
volume exceeded the space of a single packet103. 
 
Figure 29 depicts the sequence of the proposed algorithm for message distribution. In the 
following the single processing steps shall be consecutively explained. 
By nature the first step is the initialisation of the algorithm. Major parameters are: 
 Transmit power of roadside station 
 (Pessimistically) estimated average receive threshold of vehicles 
 Data rate 
 Frequency 
 Three-Log-Distance parameters (n0-n2/d0-d2) 
 Nakagami-m fading parameter (m) 
 Requested redundancy 
 Packet size and number of packet fragments (size of message) 
Based on the configuration the radius of the ZoRC is numerically determined. 
                                                 
101 requested redundancy equals three 
102 the example only depicts a single vehicle inside ZoRC with three opportunities for reception. 
103 although compact data models and efficient encoding was used (ASN.1/PER) 
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  The algorithm itself shall be periodically executed. Naturally the performance 
increases with decreasing execution period TProcessCall. In reality there is always a trade-off 
between performance and available processing power. In any case it must be ensured that 
TProcessCall is small against the average ZoRC travel time of the vehicles. Due to the approach 
to maximise the spatial channel re-use the corresponding travel times will be rather short. In 
the simulations, which were conducted in the context of this work, the algorithm was 
therefore executed every 10ms. 
  The maximum number of packets that can be transmitted during a single process 
interval is thus also limited: 
 
௉ܰ௥௢௖௘௦௦஼௔௟௟ ൌ ܤ ∗ ௉ܶ௥௢௖௘௦௦஼௔௟௟ܵ௣௞௧  
NProcessCall = maximum number of message segments (packets) that can be transmitted 
during a single process interval 
TProcessCall = process call period [s] 
B  = available bandwidth [Bit/s] 
Spkt  = packet size [Bit] 
 
If the total number of message fragments exceeds NProcessCall, the packets are sent in multiple 
subsequent process calls. 
In order to achieve the requested redundancy the entire message consisting of the single 
fragments needs to be cyclically repeated. However, also the period for a single message 
repeat cycle is limited. 
 
௥ܶ௘௣௘௔௧ெ௜௡ ൌ ௧ܰ௢௧௔௟ ∗ ܵ௣௞௧ܤ  
 
TrepeatMin = minimal period for the repetition of the entire message[s] 
Ntotal = total number of packets (message fragments) 
Spkt = packet size [Bit] 
B  = available bandwidth [Bit/s] 
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The CAM period with which the positions of the neighboured vehicles are updated is usually 
between 100ms and 1000ms. In relation to small ZoRC sizes a vehicle may have already 
covered a large distance during that time frame. Therefore it is necessary for the algorithm to 
interpolate the position of each vehicle in the neighbourhood table for every process call. 
 
ሬܲԦ௜ ൌ ሬܲԦ௜଴ ൅ ݒԦ௜ ∗ ∆ݐ௜ 
Equation 13: Interpolation of Vehicle Positions 
 
Pi = interpolated position of ith vehicle 
Pi0 = position of ith vehicle as reported in latest received CAM 
vi = speed of ith vehicle as reported in latest received CAM 
∆ti = elapsed time since the generation of latest received CAM for vehicle i 
 
Since the goal of the algorithm is to only communicate when the probability for successful 
message delivery exceeds the defined value nothing needs to be done if no vehicle resides 
inside the corresponding ZoRC. Only uncompleted repeat cycles, which may have been 
started in one of the previous process periods, are cleared. Otherwise if there is a vehicle 
inside the ZoRC first of all the algorithm continues to transmit the unsent message fragments 
of a previously started repeat cycle104. 
  If all packet sequences of a repeat cycle have been sent, which means that the entire 
message has been completely transmitted, the start time for the next repeat cycle is calculated. 
The message repeat interval is adapted to the average speed of the vehicles within ZoRC. 
 
Trepeatൌ 1Nred *
2RZoRC
vത  
 
Trepeat = repeat period for the entire message 
RZoRC = ZoRC radius 
Nred = requested number of redundant messages to be received by vehicles 
v = average speed of vehicle inside the ZoRC 
 
If the time since the start of the previous repeat cycle reaches Trepeat a new repeat cycle is 
started and the corresponding first packet is sent. Afterwards also subsequent message 
fragments are sent until either NTimerCall is reached or the entire message is transmitted.  
 
Note: There are applications, which are dedicated to particular vehicle types. It is obvious that 
it makes no sense to repeat a message for trucks in case only passenger cars reside 
inside the ZoRC. Moreover only the average speed of the vehicles of the addressed type 
is relevant for further calculations. 
  
                                                 
104 Note: As already described it may happen that not all message fragments can be sent during a single process 
call if the corresponding period is too small. 
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Figure 29: Sequence Chart - Adaptive Channel Aware Multicast Algorithm 
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4.3.3 Summary 
So far in most European research projects only very trivial algorithms for the 
distribution of messages from a roadside station have been applied (“downlink scenario”). 
Usually the messages were simply periodically repeated at comparably high rates (1Hz) with 
maximal transmission power. The effectiveness of these approaches was never in the focus of 
related projects. However it is obvious that such carless use of bandwidth will lead to 
problematic situations if the roadside stations closely collocated, which is e.g. the case in 
urban scenarios. Therefore the goal is to minimise the transmission power and repeat rate to 
what is actually required in order to reliably serve delay tolerant V2I downlink applications. 
Throughout the past years different investigations have been done by the author 
including some practical tests, which have been conducted in the context of the German 
national research project AKTIV[7]. The major focus was on the reduction of unnecessary 
redundancy by means of the optimisation of the repeat rate for messages to be distributed by 
the roadside stations. The protocol, which is finally proposed within this document, is 
basically the result of all these experiences. However there are also some important aspects, 
which have additionally been observed in order to really asses the entire problem. In 
particular the minimisation of the transmit power is required in order to optimise the “spatial 
channel reuse” of the applied protocols. Finally also the assessment of the communication 
reliability for fragmented messages of different sizes has also been evaluated. This extensive 
evaluation of the downlink scenario, which integrates transmission power, repeat rate, 
communication reliability and message fragmentation, is new within the V2X domain. 
As already described only the vehicles, which reside inside the Zone of Robust 
Communication (ZoRC), are considered for the adaptation of the newly introduced downlink 
protocol. Accordingly the repetition rate is dynamically adjusted to the average travel time of 
the vehicles through the ZoRC. For the vehicles inside the ZoRC high delivery rates can be 
expected. It is furthermore assumed that even low transmission power values, which relate to 
rather small ZoRC sizes, are still sufficient to reliably transfer comparably huge fragmented 
messages. 
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4.4 Algorithms for Efficient and Reliable Data Uplink of Vehicles 
In the previous paragraph an algorithm for efficient message distribution of roadside 
stations has been proposed (downlink). Now the opposite scenario in which vehicles intend to 
transmit information to a passed roadside station is highlighted (uplink). By nature the 
bandwidth consumption of uplink applications may be substantially higher than for downlink 
applications. The reason for this is obvious. In downlink scenarios there is only a single 
transmitter while in the uplink case the number of potential transmitters can become very 
large. Accordingly the bandwidth efficiency of the proposed uplink mechanisms is even more 
relevant. 
So far in many V2X research activities uplink communication happens uncontrolled 
like it is the case for purely decentralised V2V communication. This involves serious negative 
effects as they have already been discussed earlier, e.g. in paragraph 3.3. In order to overcome 
these drawbacks the proposed algorithms shall enable the roadside station to steer the 
communication behaviour of passing vehicles. 
Unlike to V2V scenarios, this is possible for pure uplink communications since the roadside 
station is the exclusive receiver, which is aware of all potential transmitters. In V2V scenarios 
potentially addressed vehicles are even not aware of the intension of surrounding vehicles to 
transmit information. Moreover in most cases there is not a single receiver. Most information 
is addressed to a dedicated multi-cast group of surrounding vehicles (Geocast). 
However, at this point it shall be made clear that the intension of the proposed 
algorithms is exactly not to introduce a centralised communication architecture for V2I 
scenarios. This would presumably require intense integration efforts in order to harmonise 
such approach with existing ITS G5x protocol architecture, which is strongly characterised by 
the de-central nature of pure V2V communication. Moreover the entire system would become 
more complex and therefore maybe more expensive and even less robust. Therefore the 
roadside stations shall not act like e.g. a typical WLAN-access point. Power- and proactive 
transport control for a group of explicitly associated communication nodes (Vehicle Stations) 
are out of scope. The principle approach for the proposed algorithms is to use existing ETSI 
ITS G5 communication protocols as far as possible and to minimise required extensions. 
Nevertheless in order to enable the roadside station to manage the sending behaviour 
of surrounding vehicles, control data needs to be exchanged somehow. The roadside station 
needs to know about the presence and the exact positions of the vehicles. In turn the vehicles 
need information about when to transmit how much data and at what power level. For the first 
part the required information is already existent in the neighbourhood table of the roadside 
station105, so there is no need for vehicles to send additional information. For the second part 
the roadside station shall append the required control data to the so-called Service 
Announcement frames, which are continuously sent on the Control Channel in order to 
advertise supported applications and related Service Channels. In order to control the sending 
behaviour of incoming vehicles, corresponding algorithms are required on both sides 
(Roadside- and Vehicle Station), which interact according to a reactive (connection-less) ad-
hoc protocol. 
As outlined in paragraph 4.2.2 a so-called Zone of Robust Communication (ZoRC) is 
derived from a probabilistic channel model. The name indicates that the delivery probability 
within the ZoRC exceeds a high value for a given transmit power and channel model 
configuration. Therefore the roadside station shall generally only grant channel access to 
vehicles, which reside inside this area. This shall e.g. avoid that the packets of distant vehicles 
collide on the channel at the location of the roadside station and help to significantly reduce 
the number of required re-transmissions, which are required under relatively instable 
                                                 
105 Vehicles continuously broadcast position and other status data in the corresponding CAM 
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communication characteristics. Moreover due to the active selection of the transmitting 
vehicles instead of cyclic re-transmission, the unnecessary high number of redundant packets 
received by the roadside station is also drastically reduced. 
The ZoRC can naturally only be calculated by the roadside station because vehicles 
cannot be aware of the local channel- and propagation characteristics. Accordingly, the 
proposed algorithm on vehicle side is not based on the described channel model. Moreover a 
single vehicle cannot know about all stations in the neighbourhood of the roadside station. In 
this sense the algorithm on the roadside station selects the vehicles, which are allowed to 
transmit data at a defined power level and equally shares the available bandwidth. The 
algorithm on the vehicle side only reacts on corresponding assignments contained in the 
Service Announcements, which have been received from the roadside station. 
Due to the fact that the data sent by the vehicles is only addressed to a single roadside station 
it is only of punctual relevance. In this context the goal of the proposed roadside station 
algorithm is to minimise the transmit power of the passing vehicles in order to maximise the 
spatial reuse of the channel. This involves comparably small ZoRC sizes, which may 
nevertheless still provide enough data capacity (4.2.2). 
  Like in the downlink case the performance of the proposed algorithms in reality 
substantially depends from a proper parameterisation of the channel model. However in 
reality the stored configuration will hardly represent the local channel conditions to a 100%. 
In order to consider potential packet losses that may happen in spite of the expected high 
delivery probability there is also an extended version for the proposed algorithms. 
4.4.1 Basic Algorithms 
As already described the proposed algorithms shall support vehicle applications with 
increased data volume. This means that a single “message” may be fragmented into several 
packets, which are independently sent. Each packet fragment contains a consistent message 
identifier, a fragment sequence number as well that the total number of message fragments. 
The single fragments are sent by the vehicles in strict order (according to the sequence 
numbering). The roadside station applies the Service Announcement frame in order to 
indirectly control the sending behaviour of the V2I application on the vehicles, which reside 
inside the ZoRC. 
The following figure exemplarily shows a typical interaction between Roadside- and 
Vehicle Station. In the depicted scenario vehicle ‘i’ enters the ZoRC, transmits its data and 
finally leaves the ZoRC again. Although vehicle ‘k’ actually overhears the corresponding 
Service Announcements it does not send any data because it is not inside the ZoRC and 
therefore not assigned by the roadside station. 
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In detail the interaction between the involved stations proceeds as follows: 
 The basic approach is that the algorithm on the roadside station is periodically 
executed. In the sequence chart the related processing cycles are highlighted in blue 
colour. In the following these are referred to as “Service Announcement Cycle”. 
 Although the roadside station receives CAMs from vehicles ‘i’ and ‘k’ during the 
Service Announcement Cycles one through five, there is no further action. The reason 
for this is that the interpolated positions of the respective vehicle is still outside the 
ZoRC 
 That changes in Service Announcement Cycle six, when the interpolated position of 
vehicle ‘i’ is inside the ZoRC. Now the roadside station immediately starts to send 
Service Announcements in order to request vehicle ‘i’ to transmit a defined amount of 
data packets on a defined power level. Thereby the amount of allowed data packets is 
basically derived from the following parameters: 
o average speed of vehicles inside the ZoRC 
o ZoRC radius 
o bandwidth, which is allocated by the roadside station for this particular uplink 
application 
o number of vehicles inside the ZoRC => in the context of this work the 
allocated bandwidth is equally shared among all vehicles, which reside inside 
the ZoRC. However also different policies may be implemented at this point. 
But this is outside the scope of this work. 
In this example the allowed number of data packets randomly equals half the total 
number of message segments n to be transmitted by vehicle ‘i’. 
 Vehicles ‘i’ and ‘k’ both receive the Service Announcement. Vehicle ‘k’ evaluates that 
it is not considered in the list of vehicles, which are allowed to send. Accordingly it 
remains silent. This is different for vehicle ‘i’, which is assigned to send. Accordingly 
it sequentially transmits the first data packets of the message until the number of 
packets allowed by the roadside station is reached. Since the entire message consists 
of twice the fragments than allowed, vehicle ‘i’ needs to wait for the next Service 
Announcement cycle in order to resume the transmission. 
 In Service Announcement Cycle seven the roadside station evaluates that there are still 
packets (message fragments) missing for vehicle ‘i’. Therefore a new Service 
Announcement is issued, which again only contains the ID of vehicle ‘i’ and the 
maximum number of allowed packets. 
 As soon as vehicle ‘i’ receives the second Service Announcement it completes the 
transmission of the message, which was started during the previous Service 
Announcement cycle. 
 In Service Announcement Cycle eight the roadside station evaluates that there are no 
missing message fragments for vehicle ‘i’. Since there is no other vehicle inside the 
ZoRC (also not vehicle ‘k’) no further service announcements are broadcasted As a 
consequence also vehicle ‘i’ remains silent before it finally leaves the ZoRC in cycle 
nine. 
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Figure 30: Uplink: Message Sequence Chart - Basic Algorithm 
Figure 31 and Figure 32 respectively show the basic algorithm for Roadside – and Vehicle 
Station as a flow diagram. 
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roadside station: 
Initially the uplink algorithm of the roadside station numerically determines the radius 
of the ZoRC for a configured delivery probability (usually 99%) based on the channel model 
presented in paragraph 4.1.1. In the following the algorithm is cyclically processed according 
to a corresponding period TprocessCall, which is initially configured. 
Thereby it is very important that TprocessCall is small against the estimated average travel 
time of the vehicles TtravelEstimated inside the ZoRC. 
 
TprocessCall≪TtravelEstimated 
 
Otherwise vehicles may e.g. cross the entire ZoRC while the roadside station was not able to 
send a single Service Announcement. Accordingly for the corresponding simulations the 
requested ratio of TProcessCall and TtravelEstimated was defined as 1:10. If the algorithm on the 
roadside station calculates an average ZoRC travel time which degrades such requested ratio 
TProcessCall must be adapted. 
 
TtravelEstimatedൌ2RZoRCvത  
 
TtravelEstimated = estimated average travel time of vehicles through the ZoRC [s] 
RZoRC = radius of the calculated ZoRC [m] 
v = average speed of all vehicles within the neighbourhood table of the  
  roadside station [m/s] 
 
Note: 
1. TtravelEstimated naturally depends from the exact length of the street(s), which pass(es) 
through the ZoRC. For simplification the diameter of the ZoRC was adopted in order 
to represent this length. Since the ZoRC will be rather small the involved error is 
considered to be small. More advanced roadside station systems may e.g. use stored 
map information in order to exactly determine the travel distance of the vehicles, 
which reside inside the ZoRC. However this is out of the scope of the work at hand. 
2. TtravelEstimated is only the estimated travel time of the vehicles through the ZoRC. It is 
calculated from the average speed of all vehicles within the neighbourhood table, 
which includes also vehicles that reside outside the ZoRC. This is required in order to 
decide whether it is necessary to interpolate the positions of the vehicles or if the 
resolution of the position involved with the current CAM interval TCAM of the vehicles 
is sufficient for the further calculations. 
 
TCAM≪TtravelEstimated 
 
For the corresponding simulations the requested ratio of TCAM and TtravelEstimated was 
also selected 1:10. If this ratio was missed the positions of all vehicles in the 
neighbourhood table were interpolated. Theoretically it is possible to interpolate the 
positions of all vehicles in each Service Announcement Cycle. But with increasing 
number of vehicles this may consume a considerable amount of processing time. But 
exactly in scenarios with comparable high vehicle density the average ZoRC travel 
time is rather long, which means that the position resolution involved with the CAM 
intervals may be sufficient. In this case the interpolation of positions would be not 
required and related processing time can be saved.  
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If necessary, the positions of the single vehicles in the neighbourhood table are interpolated 
according to the before mentioned considerations. In the next step the available bandwidth is 
equally shared. 
 
௩ܰ௘௛௜௖௟௘ ൌ ܤ ∗ ௣ܶ௥௢௖௘௦௦஼௔௟௟ܵ௣௞௧ ∗ ݊  
 
Nvehicle =allowed number of packets for each vehicle inside the ZoRC 
TprocessCall = process call period (period with which the algorithm is processed) [s] 
B  = available bandwidth [Bit/s] 
Spkt  = packet size [Bit] 
n  = number of vehicles inside the ZoRC 
 
Note: 
If Nvehicle is smaller than one TprocessCall needs to be increased according to the 
following conditions: 
TprocessCallMinൌ 1*Spkt*nB  
 
The minimal process call interval can be calculated for Nvehicle=1. This means that the 
interval is long enough for each vehicle to transmit a single packet. However, the 
finally selected process call interval may be selected even longer, so that more packets 
can be sent by each vehicle during a single Service Announcement cycle. Thereby the 
following constraint, which was already mentioned above still needs to be fulfilled. 
 
TprocessCall
TtravelEstimated ൑0,1 
 
If these calculations are done the algorithm sends a corresponding Service Announcement, 
which defines the assigned vehicles, the allowed number of packets for each vehicle and the 
allowed transmit power. 
 
Vehicle Station: 
Since the basic algorithm on vehicle side (Figure 32) only has to send its message fragments 
according to the assignments of the roadside station (Service Announcement) it is comparably 
simple. As already explained before, the basic vehicle algorithm only sends the message once. 
This means that each single message fragment is only transmitted one time regardless whether 
in the following Service Announcements for the respective ego-station are still received or 
not. 
If there are still message fragments to send, the vehicle verifies whether it has been 
assigned for transmission in the Service Announcement received from the roadside station. If 
this is not the case it means that the ego-station is outside the ZoRC and nothing has to be 
done. In the other case the vehicle starts to transmit as many message fragments (packets) as 
allowed by the Roadside station. As also explained before, the message must be transmitted in 
the course of several Service Announcement cycles if the number of corresponding fragments 
exceeds the number of packets allowed by the roadside station. 
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Figure 31: Uplink: Basic Algo roadside 
station 
 
Figure 32: Uplink:  Basic Algo Vehicle 
Station 
 
In general there are two options for the detailed implementation of the basic algorithm 
on vehicle side. The roadside station principlely approves vehicles for transmission until they 
either leave the ZoRC or the respective message is entirely received (all message fragments). 
Now the algorithm on the vehicle side may either continuously repeat the entire message 
according to received Service Announcements or stop after the entire message was once 
transmitted. In spite of the fact that not all message fragments have been received by the 
roadside station, the preferred way for the basic algorithm is to stop after the message was 
initially transmitted. Due to the expected high delivery probability it is assumed that only very 
few fragments might get lost during the initial transmission. If the vehicle continuously 
repeats all message fragments it must be expected that the communication channel is 
unnecessarily loaded (high redundancy). 
Therefore vehicles should only repeat dedicated message fragments, which were lost 
during previous Service Announcement cycles. This is exactly the approach of the extended 
version of the presented algorithms. 
Naturally this comes at the cost of an extended protocol. Both approaches are 
considered in the further course of this work in order to find out whether such protocol 
extension is legitimate or whether packet losses resulting from the basic approach are 
tolerable. 
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4.4.2 Extended Algorithms 
Figure 33 exemplarily depicts the interaction of the extended algorithms for uplink 
data control. The intension is to consider the retransmission of data packets, which are 
potentially lost in spite of the expected high packet delivery probability. As described before 
it is expected that it is highly inefficient if affected vehicles would simply repeat the entire 
message just because a few segments were lost. Therefore the Service Announcement shall be 
extended with additional data fields in order to enable the roadside station to inform these 
vehicles about message fragments that were lost during one of the previous Service 
Announcement cycles. Each single message fragment contains a consistent message identifier, 
the total number of message fragments as well as the corresponding sequence number. Since 
all message fragments are sent in strict order the roadside station may derive lost packets from 
the information contained in received packets. 
The detailed process can be principlely seen in the following message sequence chart: 
 In this example vehicle ‘i’ entered the ZoRC just before Service Announcement Cycle 
1. Therefore the algorithm on the roadside station immediately initiates a Service 
Announcement with the known content. Since the roadside station did not receive any 
message fragment from vehicle ‘i’ before the additionally added list of lost packets 
(lost(i)) is empty. 
 Upon the reception of the Service Announcement vehicle ‘i’ immediately starts to 
transmit the first part of its message. 
 In Service Announcement Cycle two the roadside station firstly evaluates the packets 
received by vehicle ‘i’. Based on the information related to the sequence numbering it 
is possible to identify packets that were lost during previous Service Announcement 
cycles. The sequence numbers of these missing fragments are now added to the 
corresponding list (lost(i)) of the new Service Announcement. Note that the sequence 
numbers of the remaining fragments, which were not now sent by vehicle ‘i’ during 
the previous Service Announcement Cycle are also added to lost(i). 
 After receiving the second Service Announcement vehicle ‘i’ knows exactly which 
fragments got lost during the previous Service Announcement Cycle. The 
corresponding fragments are retransmitted before the remaining (not now sent) 
fragments are initially sent. Thereby the maximal number of packets allowed by the 
roadside station is still considered. 
 In Service Announcement Cycle three only the unsent fragments are missing. So only 
their sequence number is now added to lost(i). The roadside station broadcasts the 
corresponding Service Announcement 
 After that the vehicle transmits the remaining fragments. 
 None of the remaining fragments were lost during Service Announcement three, 
which means that the entire message of vehicle ‘i’ was completely received. Since no 
other vehicles reside inside the ZoRC the roadside station does not send any Service 
Announcement in Service Announcement cycle four. 
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Figure 33: Uplink: Message Sequence Chart - Extended Algorithm 
Apart from the fact that the sequence numbers of missing message fragments are now 
added to the Service Announcement frames, the process of the basic algorithm of the roadside 
station principlely remains unchanged. Therefore only the flow chart of the extended vehicle 
algorithm is shown in Figure 34 and shortly explained. Upon the reception of a Service 
Announcement the vehicle algorithm firstly verifies whether the ego-ID is part of the list of 
vehicles, which are assigned for transmission. If this is the case the list of sequence numbers 
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of missing message fragments lost(i) is processed. If lost(i) is empty it means that the roadside 
station did not receive a single message fragment, which is most probably the case if the 
vehicle did not start the transmission at all. Therefore the vehicle transmits the first message 
fragments according to the maximal number of allowed packets. If lost(i) contains sequence 
numbers of lost fragments, the vehicle algorithm first of all starts to re-transmit the 
corresponding packets. If the maximum number of allowed packets is not reached it continues 
to transmit the remaining fragments, which were not sent so far. 
 
 
Figure 34: Uplink:  Extended Algo Vehicle Station 
In order to enable the interaction between the Roadside – and Vehicle Station algorithms a 
corresponding data protocol is needed. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show exemplary protocols, 
which may be respectively used by the Roadside- and the Vehicle Station106. The roadside 
station simply piggybacks the depicted data bytes to the broadcasted Service Announcement 
frames. The Vehicle Stations attach the corresponding information as header in front of the 
data packets (message fragments) to be transmitted. 
  
                                                 
106 The depicted protocols were implemented for the simulation of the proposed algorithms 
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The protocol applied by the roadside station in order to control the sending behaviour of 
neighboured vehicles contains the following information: 
 Overhead data: Message Type, Time Stamp, Source ID 
 For each assigned vehicle there is a fixed structure that contains the required 
information. The single “vehicle structs” are simply sequentially attached to the 
message. Thereby the total number of contained “vehicle structs” is defined before the 
first one. 
 Each single “vehicle struct” consists of the following information. 
o The vehicle identifier is used to address a particular Vehicle Station. If a 
vehicle finds its ego-ID in one of the “vehicle structs” it means that it is 
assigned to transmit data packets. 
o Allowed number of data packets (message fragments) 
o Number of missed packets (message fragments). 
o After the number of missed message fragments the corresponding sequence 
numbers are listed. 
 
Note that the described protocol allows the roadside station to assign a different amount of 
data packets to the single vehicles. This may be e.g. used when the algorithm on the roadside 
station additionally considers the priority of different vehicle applications. However this is 
part of future work. 
 
Byte 1 Byte 2 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Message Type Time Stamp 
Time Stamp 
Time Stamp Source ID 
Source ID 
Number of vehicle entries = n 
vehicle ID (1) 
vehicle ID (1) max number of pkts (1) 
max number of pkts (1) number of missed pkts (1) = m 
number of missed pkts (1) = m ID missed pkt (1) 1 
ID missed pkt (1) 1 … 
… 
ID missed pkt (1) m 
… 
… 
… 
vehicle ID (n) 
vehicle ID (n) max number of pkts (n) 
max number of pkts (n) number of missed pkts (n) = k 
number of missed pkts (n) = k ID missed pkt (n) 1 
ID missed pkt (n) 1 … 
… 
ID missed pkt (n) k 
Figure 35: Uplink: Protocol Bytes Service Announcement Extension 
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The protocol for the vehicles consists of the following data fields: 
 Overhead data: Message Type, Time Stamp, Source ID 
 The message ID is consistent for all fragments of the same message. 
 A sequence number identifies the corresponding message fragment. 
 The total number of fragments belonging to a single message is also defined. 
 The number of contained data bytes concludes the “header”. 
 After this the single data bytes (payload) are sequentially added. 
 
Byte 1 Byte 2 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Message Type Time Stamp 
Time Stamp 
Time Stamp Source ID 
Source ID 
Message ID 
Message Fragment Sequence Number 
Total number of Message Fragments 
number of data bytes = n 
data byte 1 data byte 2 
… 
… 
… 
data byte n-1 data byte n 
Figure 36: Uplink: Protocol Bytes for Payload (Message Fragment) 
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4.4.3 Summary 
Compared to the downlink scenario an efficient organisation of vehicle data uplink is 
even more relevant. The reason for this is obvious: In the uplink scenario there is not only a 
single transmitter. Instead potentially numerous vehicles intend to simultaneously transmit the 
fragmented messages of different applications to the roadside station. In disadvantageous 
situations even only a single uplink application on a single roadside station can threaten the 
communication channel in terms of congestion. 
In this context the goal of the proposed algorithms is naturally to achieve the opposite; 
meaning to enable maximal roadside station- and application densities while reliable 
communication is ensured. For this the roadside station principlely controls the transmit 
behaviour of the incoming vehicles. In detail sending periods and allowed transmit power 
values are dynamically assigned to dedicated groups of vehicles. Compared to the currently 
applied “approach”, in which the vehicles are allowed to send at any time and transmit power, 
a drastic improvement in terms of bandwidth efficiency is expected. Generally the roadside 
station only allows comparably low transmit power values and grants channel access only to 
vehicles, which reside inside the correspondingly small Zone of Robust Communication 
(ZoRC). This shall reduce packet collisions and unnecessarily high redundancy at receiver 
side (roadside station) while high message delivery rates shall be still ensured. 
The use of the existing ETSI ITS G5 communication protocols is an important 
constraint for the proposed solution. Therefore conservative power- and transport control 
protocols are out of scope. Instead the required control data is simply piggybacked to the 
Service Announcement frames, which are continuously sent by the roadside station. All status 
data, which is required from the vehicles is already existent in the Neighbourhood Table of 
the roadside station107. Such integrated and extensive approach for the optimisation of vehicle 
data uplink has never been described before. 
In principle the bandwidth, which is available in between two successive Service 
Announcements can be freely distributed among the selected vehicles. However in most cases 
the bandwidth will most probably be equally shared. In principle it is important that the 
Service Announcement interval is adapted to the average travel time of the vehicles through 
the ZoRC. The parameterisation of the simulation, which will be discussed in the further 
course of this work, foresees that the vehicles shall receive in average ten Service 
Announcements during their journey through the ZoRC. Depending from the average vehicle 
speed and the size of the ZoRC it might be additionally required to interpolate the positions of 
the corresponding vehicles because the spatial resolution, which is related to the CAM 
interval of the vehicles, might be too inaccurate. 
For the uplink scenario a basic and an extended version of the algorithm is presented. 
For the basic algorithm it is assumed that each message fragment only needs to be sent once 
by the vehicle because the delivery probability within the ZoRC is rather high. With the 
extended version the roadside station is additionally able to re-request dedicated message 
fragments, which were still not received during one of the previous Service Announcement 
cycles. For this only small extensions to the basic protocol are required. 
                                                 
107 related information is derived from the cooperative awareness messages, which are continuously sent by the 
vehicles. 
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5 Results 
After the target scenarios and the state of the art of related work have been 
differentiated in chapters two and three, the theoretical background and the proposed adaptive 
protocols have been described in chapter four. Before this background in the present 
paragraph the results of the tests and simulations of the specified mechanisms are discussed in 
detail. In the first subsection the results of the tests from the AKTIV project (motorway 
downlink scenario) are summarised. The second subsection deals with the results, which were 
derived from numerous simulation runs for selected up- and downlink scenarios. 
5.1 Relevant Results from the AKTIV Project108 
As discussed in paragraph 4.3.1 the goal of the test drives in the context of the AKTIV 
project was to obtain first results in terms of the potential of adaptive algorithms for message 
multicast distribution under real world conditions109. Accordingly in the corresponding work 
only the downlink scenario was examined. A detailed description of the results can be found 
in the official closing project report of University of Applied Sciences Saarland HTW [39]. 
Due to the contextual relevance the major findings are recalled in this paragraph. 
During the operative phase of the project ten roadside stations were permanently 
integrated with existing infrastructure equipment along the motorway BAB 5 close to 
Frankfurt/Germany. Over a time span of about one year the systems were continuously online. 
Remote access was enabled via the so-called “roadside station Communication Centre”, 
which resided in the facilities of the Hessian road authorities (“Hessen Mobil” [97]). This 
server was connected to the single roadside stations either via the road network of “Hessen 
Mobil” or via cellular communication technology. Beyond the administrative access this 
connection enabled to transmit application specific information from the traffic management 
centre to the vehicles and vice versa. Besides the fixed installed systems there were additional 
transportable roadside stations, which could be deployed for selected test scenarios (also 
connected to traffic management centre via cellular communication). In order to execute a 
small endurance test also 15 company vehicles of project partners, which regularly moved in 
the test corridor, were equipped. However for observing the differences of periodic- and 
adaptive roadside station protocols for message multicast distribution also condensed, 
coordinated test runs were organised. Thereby the entire vehicle fleet passed selected roadside 
stations under different predetermined conditions. Figure 37 shows the selected route for the 
test vehicles on which eight of the fixed installed roadside stations were met twice, 
respectively on the forward- and return paths. Start- and end point for each test run was the 
traffic management centre Hessen. The route led via the motorway access “F-Rödelheim”, the 
BAB 648 and the interchange “Westkreuz Frankfurt” to the BAB 5 in southern direction. In 
the further course the test vehicles turned via the motorway access “Zeppelinheim” in order to 
return to their starting point in the opposite direction. 
                                                 
108 The approach and results, which are described in this paragraph, were developed with the support of the 
Federal Ministry of Economics and Technolohy in the context of the German national research project AKTIV 
(19P6018O) 
109 Theory of adaptive algorithm is also described in paragraph 4.3.1 
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Figure 37: AKTIV Tests - Route for coordinated test drives (A5 near Frankfurt a.M., Germany)110 
For each of the following scenarios the route was driven several times: 
 All vehicles drive in a group with a homogenous speed of about 90km/h 
 All vehicles drive in a group with a homogenous speed of about 110km/h 
 All vehicles drive in a group with a homogenous speed of about 140km/h 
 All vehicles drive in a group with a homogenous speed of about 90km/h and the last 
vehicle overtakes the others. 
 Vehicles do not need to follow a predefined speed but they should stay together as a 
compact group 
 
                                                 
110 Map section taken from: http://maps.google.de/maps 
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In this way over 1500 vehicle contacts111 could be generated only during the coordinated test 
runs. In order to draw the comparison between periodic and adaptive message multicasting, 
respectively four roadside stations operated in the respective modes: 
 
Periodic protocol: 
 AQ112110 
 AQ107 
 AQ76 
 AQ104113 
 
Adaptive protocol: 
 AQ116 
 AQ66 
 AQ69 
 AQ71 
 
For a better distinction the roadside stations operating the adaptive algorithm are highlighted 
in Figure 38. The dotted blue horizontal line represents the number of messages which were 
received in average by a single vehicle during a single contact with a roadside station 
operating the periodic algorithm (=100%). The graphic shows that the adaptive algorithm 
saves in average between 65% and 85% of the bandwidth with a delivery rate between 96% 
and 99%. Accordingly this result proves the basic assumption that an adaptive repetition rate 
for message multicasting significantly saves bandwidth, while at the same time relatively high 
message delivery rates can still be achieved. This was the motivation to investigate for a more 
sophisticated protocol for message multicasting as it is described in paragraph 4.3.2. 
 
                                                 
111 „vehicle contact“ = scenario in which a single vehicle passes a roadside station independent from the fact 
whether messages are successfully submitted or not 
112 In Germany the single outstations containing road infrastructure equipment are named according to the 
corresponding motorway segments (=“Autobahnquerschnitt” – AQ) 
113 AQ104 was not considered in the evaluation because it was placed at the turning point of the vehicles, which 
caused unnatural long connection times for only a single vehicle contact. 
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Figure 38: AKTIV Tests - Avg. delivery rate VS. avg. redundancy 
From the graphic above it can furthermore be seen that the delivery rate is even different 
among the single roadside stations with adaptive message repeat interval. Therefore this 
parameter is resolved in a more differentiated way in Figure 39.  As it was already expected at 
the time when the different test scenarios were defined it makes a difference whether the 
vehicles pass the roadside station at equal speed or whether single vehicles drive faster than 
the others. For the scenarios in which the vehicles moved with constant speeds of respectively 
90km/h, 110km/h and 140km/h the delivery rate was 100%. Instead for the scenarios with 
variable speed and overtaking manoeuvres the optimal delivery rate could not be reached 
(94%-97%). 
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Moreover the figures show that the roadside station at AQ116 has obviously the worst 
delivery rate (at least for the critical scenarios). Therefore it is interesting to investigate in the 
particular differences of this specific roadside station location: 
 First of all it must be considered that AQ116 is the only station, which is not mounted 
in the middle of the motorway (between the two carriageways). Instead the 
corresponding CCU114, which is carrying the antenna, was placed on the right hand 
side of the carriageway in northern direction. As a consequence the roadside station 
could not cover both carriageways with a symmetric signal strength distribution. 
 Numerous dedicated test- and measurement drives were conducted in order to evaluate 
the reasons for the slightly degraded performance of AQ116 compared to the other 
roadside station locations. It turned out that the coverage of the considered roadside 
station was generally bad for both driving directions (northern and southern). However 
the output power of the corresponding CCU was within the defined tolerances. 
Moreover the coverage of the southern carriageway was even slightly better than for 
the northern carriageway. This was not expected because the CCU was mounted on 
the right side of the northern driving direction. Extended measurements in all 
directions revealed that the RSSI115 was much higher than expected for the direction, 
which is orthogonal to the motorway. The CCU was not mounted on the top of the 
gantry but on its vertical pole instead. This led to the undesired fact that the steel pole 
was very close to the antenna at a distance of only a few centimetres. From the results 
of the test drives it was concluded that this setup obviously must have substantially 
manipulated the characteristic of the antenna. 
This example clearly proves that the exact location of the antenna is not only a matter of 
theoretical considerations. If the basic rules of antenna theory are not considered, it has direct 
perceptible consequences in reality, which means that the performance of affected roadside 
stations is drastically reduced from the beginning. 
 
                                                 
114 CCU – Communication & Control Unit 
115 RSSI – Received Signal Strength Indicator 
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Figure 39: AKTIV Tests  - Delivery rate of adaptive algorithm for different speed scenarios 
The following table shows the results of the endurance test. Due to the fact that the focus of 
the AKTIV project was on the deployed applications all roadside stations were operating the 
periodic algorithm, which should ensure that the performance of the applications is not 
negatively influenced by unpredicted communication issues. Nevertheless for sake of 
completeness the results shall be shortly examined at this point. In total more than 1600 
vehicle contacts could be recorded during the test period. As it can be seen the availability 
and the delivery rates are very high. However it must not be forgotten that this comes at the 
cost of extraordinary high redundancy. 
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roadside station-
ID 
roadside station 
Loc 
vehicle 
contact
s 
averaged 
“radio 
range” 
absolute number of 
vehicle 
contacts without 
reception 
Delivery 
rate 
17 AQ 110 244 450,27 0 100,00%
16 AQ 107 205 442,51 3 98,54%
18 AQ 116 240 304,25 3 98,75%
11 AQ 66 156 291,54 2 98,72%
12 AQ 69 245 537,93 0 100,00%
13 AQ 71 236 472,27 4 98,31%
14 AQ 76 200 399,99 0 100,00%
15 AQ 104 92 625,76 0 100,00%
1618 440,57 
Figure 40: AKTIV Tests - Delivery rate of endurance test (uncoordinated vehicle contacts) 
Despite of the fact that these first practical test results basically approved the assumptions in 
terms of bandwidth efficiency and message delivery rate of advanced multicast protocols, it 
must not be forgotten that in the considered scenarios only a few self-contained packets were 
transmitted to the incoming vehicles. Moreover only a small number of test vehicles were 
available. But as it turned out from later investigations the density of equipped vehicles has a 
significant influence on the performance of related protocols. For these reasons a refined 
protocol for message multicasting was implemented and evaluated by means of simulations. 
5.2 Simulation Results 
This section represents the simulation based evaluation of the uplink- and downlink 
algorithms as they have respectively been proposed in paragraphs 4.3.2, 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 
Before the results are discussed in detail there is a short description of the applied simulation 
tool and required extensions. Naturally also the selected environments and traffic scenarios, 
which were the basis for the single simulation runs, are introduced beforehand. 
5.2.1 Simulation Setup 
  All simulations were conducted with the “V2X Simulation Runtime Infrastructure” 
(VSimRTI). This simulation environment is developed by the “Daimler Centre for 
Automotive Information Technology” (DCAITI), which is a joint initiative of Daimler AG and 
Technical University of Berlin. Detailed information on the simulation environment including 
a list of related publications can be found under [98]. Therefore in the following only the 
aspects, which are relevant in the context of this work, shall be shortly summarised. 
  VSimRTI is basically not a simulator itself. In principle it is even not dedicated to a 
particular simulation scenario, although it has been developed with a focus on future ITS 
technology. As the name indicates it is an environment, with which different simulators can 
be coupled at runtime. In order to be able to estimate the benefits, but also to find out about 
potential undesired side-effects of envisioned ITS applications, it is essential to equally 
represent real characteristics of communication and traffic in the simulation setup. Such 
quality can hardly be achieved by a single simulation tool, not least because different tools are 
developed and refined by different research disciplines. Naturally one possibility is to conduct 
the traffic- and communication simulation in successive independent runs. However since 
most ITS applications are aiming to positively influence selected traffic scenarios this option 
is not sufficient. In order to prove their claims it is necessary to influence the movement of 
single vehicles at runtime based on data, which was recently exchanged between the 
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respective communication nodes. VSimRTI exactly provides this functionality by organising 
a parallel execution of traffic- and communication simulation, which is organised in discrete 
steps. Accordingly the framework cares about the synchronization and interaction of the 
involved simulators. Moreover the runtime already comes with basic ITS features like e.g. the 
continuous exchange of standard-conform CAM data. Besides proprietary data formats 
applications can also spontaneously send DENM (asynchronous exchange of data messages). 
Considering latest standardisation efforts VSimRTI is not only interesting for the 
development of ITS applications but also for the development of underlying support facilities, 
which provide generic services to such applications. Therefore the environment was also 
selected to prove the protocols, which are discussed in the context of this work under realistic 
traffic- and communication conditions. 
  In the applied setup the traffic simulator SUMO116 [99] and the network simulator 
JiST/SWANS 117  [100] were coupled through the runtime environment (VSimRTI). 
Principlely in each simulation step the position of the single vehicles in SUMO is 
synchronised with the position of their respective counterpart in JiST/SWANS. After that the 
corresponding instances of the protocols on the roadside station and the vehicles process 
receive massages and prepare data to be transmitted during the next simulation step. 
SUMO is capable to create a realistic traffic environment through the import of real map data 
from which the simulated road network is generated. Moreover the simulator offers 
professional microscopic configuration of road infrastructure systems such as traffic lights 
and induction loops. Also the detailed characteristics of different vehicle types as well as their 
distribution and the overall vehicle density can be exactly defined. To account for the impact 
of human behaviour different driver models are available, which can be assigned to the 
simulated vehicles according to definable distributions. All these features were actively used 
in order to ensure a realistic traffic environment. The use of SUMO is furthermore considered 
in paragraph 5.2.2, which introduces the simulated traffic scenarios. 
JiST/SWANS is a JAVA-based communication simulator, which already comes with 
basic models (WLAN-PHY/MAC) that are required for the assessment of VANET scenarios. 
However the applied models for path loss and fast fading were additionally contributed in the 
context of this work. The Three-Log-Distance path loss model was exactly implemented as it 
has been described in paragraph 4.1.1. For the Nakagami-m fading model the following 
assumptions were the basis for the corresponding implementation: According to Equation 3 
the probability density function of Nakagami distribution is given as follows:  
	
fሺx;m,Ωሻൌ 2m
m
ΓሺmሻΩm x
2m‐1 exp ቀ‐mΩ x
2ቁ ;m൒1 2ൗ  
 
For b:=m/Ω and p:=m the Gamma distribution (Equation 14) obviously equals the Nakagami 
distribution. This relation was already applied for the simulation of Nakagami-m fading in 
NS3 simulation ([85] and [51]). 
 
gሺxሻൌ b
p
Γሺpሻ x
p‐1e‐bx 
Equation 14: Gamma Distribution - Propability Density Function 
Accordingly a JAVA library for the generation of Gamma distributed variates was used in 
order to derive the nakagami-m fading attenuation for each single potential receiver node. 
Moreover the Gamma distribution was also used by the proposed algorithms in order to derive 
                                                 
116 Simulation of Urban Mobility 
117 Java in Simulation Time / Scalable Wireless Ad hoc Network Simulator 
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the ZoRC (refer to paragraph 4.2.2). Figure 41 and Figure 42 exemplarily show the delivery 
probability as well as the packet loss over the sender-receiver distance respectively for m=1 
and m=3 (severe and relaxed fading conditions). Thereby the receive statistics (amount of lost 
packets) was derived out of 10000 test samples, which were respectively generated for 
discrete steps of the sender-receiver distances. More test plots can be found in Annex VII. 
The results of the conducted tests are fully in line with [85] and [51]. 
 
 
Figure 41: Exemplary plot of delivery probability VS. tx-rx-distance for different tx power values (m=1) 
 
 
Figure 42: Exemplary plot of delivery probability VS. tx-rx-distance for different tx power values (m=3) 
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Besides the proper configuration of the applied simulators and the implementation of required 
extensions, naturally also the examined algorithms needed to be realised in the context of the 
simulation. Therefore a short summary of the corresponding implementations is given in the 
following passage. 
All discussed protocols basically implement the following interfaces of the VSimRTI-
API118 in order to adapt to the simulation environment (Roadside- and Vehicle Station): 
 Initialisation of the algorithm instance: 
o public void initialize(  ComponentFactory componentFactory, 
Logger logger)  
 
 Obtain messages, which have been received by the ego-node in the current simulation 
run 
o public void receiveMessage(TypedV2XMessage typedV2XMessage) 
 
 Execute periodic processes (e.g. Sending of Service Announcement) 
o public void timerCall(long arg0) 
 
The following interface is used in order to send packets within the subsequent simulation step: 
 com.dcaiti.vsimrti.fed.app.api.interfaces.CommunicationModule.sendUdpMessag
eTopo(sAnn) 
 
In this way for each single node (roadside station or Vehicle Station) there is an instance of 
the corresponding algorithm, which is basically able to send packets and to process received 
data. 
In order to avoid potential channel collisions that might be caused by simultaneous 
channel access upon the reception of a Service Announcement, the vehicle algorithms 
implement a kind of “back-off” mechanism. This ensures that each vehicle algorithm waits a 
random duration before it actually starts with transmission (on facility layer level). 
Beyond the core functionality of the discussed algorithms also some facility components 
needed to be realised. VSimRTI can be configured in order to continuously generate and 
transmit cooperative awareness messages (CAM) for each single ITS Station. In the present 
configuration, the CAMs for the roadside station were generated every 500ms, while the 
CAM generation of the vehicle nodes followed the adaptive mechanism, which is described in 
[62]. 
Whereas the transmission of CAMs is organised by VSimRTI, the processing of 
received CAMs is naturally up to the implemented algorithms. Accordingly received 
information is stored in a so-called “Neighbourhood Table”, which also includes the remove 
of stale data during corresponding maintenance cycles. Since the CAM periods may be long 
compared to the ZoRC travel times, the resolution of reported positions is insufficient. 
Therefore the positions of neighboured stations are interpolated between the reception of 
successive CAMs (also refer to Equation 13). 
One of the most important implementations refers to the logging of received data 
because it is the basis to generate the desired results. Along with the approach of station 
bound instances of the algorithm there is also a dedicated log-file for each single station. For 
each single received message the relevant information is stored in the corresponding log-file 
(time stamps of real- and simulation time, identifier of sender station, message identifier, 
message sequence number, maximal number of message sequences). In this way it is possible 
to exactly evaluate the receive statistics for each single neighbour of the roadside station, 
which appeared during the simulation time.  
                                                 
118 Application Programming Interface 
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Finally also the data protocols for the fragmentation of payload data has exactly been 
implemented according to paragraph 4.4.2 (Figure 35 and Figure 36). 
5.2.2 Simulation Scenarios 
In the previous paragraph the applied simulation environment for the evaluation of the 
considered up- and downlink algorithms was introduced. For a realistic traffic scenario the 
generation of the simulated road network is an important aspect. As already explained before, 
for traffic simulation SUMO [99] was adapted to VSimRTI [98]. This simulation environment 
comes with a tool, which can be used in order to import real cartographic data from “Open 
Street Map” (OSM) [101]119. In this way it is possible to reconstruct segments of the real road 
network for the simulation. In the context of this work the approach was applied in order to 
respectively extract a segment of the German motorway BAB6 and a crossing in the city of 
Homburg/Saar, Germany. These two road networks were used for the simulation of the 
algorithms under different traffic conditions (traffic densities). In the following these single 
scenarios shall be shortly introduced. 
 
Motorway 
For the simulation of the motorway scenarios the section of BAB6 between the 
junction “Bruchmühlbach/Miesau” and the interchange “Landstuhl West” (BAB6/BAB62) 
was imported. Figure 43 and Figure 44 show this section respectively in the OSM map 
representation and the visualisation of SUMO (“SUMO-GUI”). The location of the simulated 
roadside station can also be seen in the snapshot of SUMO-GUI. However in addition to the 
active roadside station, which respectively operated according to the discussed algorithms, 
also passive “measurement stations” were deployed. In the motorway scenarios respectively 
three of these “measurement stations” were aligned along the motorway segment in the 
upstream and downstream direction of the roadside station (relative distances of 
“measurement stations” to roadside station: 100m, 300m and 700m). As the name indicates 
the “measurement stations” remained silent throughout the entire simulation. The goal of 
these stations was to count the number of “overheard” (received) messages, which were 
exchanged between the vehicles and the roadside station under test. This measure is 
considered as a metric to compare the spatial reusability of the discussed algorithms. 
 
                                                 
119 Open Street Map Data is available according to the Open Database Licence - © OpenStreetMap contributors 
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Figure 43: Motorway Scenario - BAB 6 between junction "Bruchmühlbach/Miesau" and interchange 
"Landstuhl West" (Germany) - © OpenStreetMap contributors 
 
Figure 44: Motorway Scenario - BAB 6 between junction "Bruchmühlbach/Miesau" and interchange 
"Landstuhl West" (Germany) - SUMO 
Due to the fact that there are severe differences in terms of vehicle density and related vehicle 
speeds the described motorway segment was examined for different traffic demands. 
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Scenario “Motorway 1” 
 
In the first motorway scenario the traffic is more or less freely floating. In order to 
observe the influence of the speed variance of the vehicles two different configurations were 
used. In the first configuration all vehicles passed the roadside station at an average speed of 
about 120km/h. For the second configuration a more complex distribution was selected: 
 
 Free speed (no speed limit) 
 10% Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV/ vmax=80km/h) 
 10% „fast“ vehicles (vmax=200km/h) 
 80% „slow“ vehicles (vmax =130km/h) 
 
In the following these two configurations are summarised under the scenario 
“Motorway 1”. Figure 45 shows a snapshot of SUMO-GUI for the variant with 
inhomogeneous speed profile. Thereby the different vehicle types are colour-coded (fast 
vehicles = red, slow vehicles = green, HGV = blue).  
 
 
 
Figure 45: Simulation Scenario - "Motorway 1" – Snapshot at 280s, simulation time 
 
Figure 46 shows the traffic flow and –density of the considered scenario 
(inhomogeneous speed distribution). These values were derived from measurements of 
simulated detector loops, which were located close to the roadside station on both lanes of the 
carriageway. Between 0s and 200s the traffic density close to the roadside station increases. 
Such “ramp-up-phase” is normal for a simulation since the single vehicles need to be 
sequentially injected into the road network. Moreover the number of vehicles, which are 
emitted on the considered motorway segment, is limited, which leads to a “ramp-down-phase” 
between 600s and 800s. However, between 200s and 600s the traffic flow is in average about 
1700 vehicles per hour at an average speed of about 120km/h which to fits the expected 
empirical figures (Figure 20). Therefore it can be expected that during this period the 
simulated traffic scenario satisfies the characteristics of a realistic German motorway with 
two lanes per carriageway. 
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Figure 46: Simulation Scenario - "Motorway 1" - 80% 130kph, 10% 80kph, 10% 200kph - free 
 
Scenario “Motorway 2” 
 
In the second scenario a traffic jam on the selected motorway section is simulated. This 
scenario is referred to as “Motorway 2”. Figure 47 shows the evolvement of the traffic jam in 
the single snapshots of SUMO-GUI for different simulation times. In order to artificially 
generate a traffic jam the maximal speed of a road edge in the upstream direction of the 
roadside station was set to 5 km/h (road edge is coloured orange in Figure 47). 
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Figure 47: Simulation Scenario - "Motorway 2" – Snapshots at 200s, 300s and 600s simulation time 
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Figure 48 depicts hwo the traffic jam evolves between 200s and 600s simulation time. From 
600s onwards the congestion is fully developed at a density of about 200-250 vehicles per km 
at an average speed of about 7km/h. These are also typical values as they can be measured for 
traffic jams in reality. 
 
 
Figure 48: Simulation Scenario - "Motorway 2" - 80% 130kph, 10% 80kph, 10% 200kph - traffic jam 
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Scenario “City” 
 
Figure 49 shows the applied city scenario, which corresponds to the crossing of L119 
“Richard-Wagner- Straße” and B423“Bexbacher Straße” in Homburg/Saar, Germany. This 
scenario is in the following referred to as “city”. In the graphic the single vehicles are 
coloured according to their respective destination. In this case the total number of simulated 
vehicles was equally distributed over all possible source-destination constellations. In this 
way the crossing is loaded with an artificially high demand120. At the intersection the traffic is 
regulated by a traffic light system with fixed cycle control. 
 
 
Figure 49: Simulation Scenario - "City" – Snapshots at 140s simulation time 
In the present simulation the roadside station was located on a traffic refuge in the 
middle of the intersection. Like for the motorway scenarios passive “measurement stations” 
were additionally deployed in all simulation runs in order to compare the degree of spatial 
reuse of the discussed algorithms. In total twelve “measurement stations” were placed at 
different distances around the intersection in northern, eastern, southern and western direction 
(respectively at 50m, 100m and 200m). 
                                                 
120 this is considered to be the most critical scenario for the investigated algorithms 
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5.2.3 Limitations of Simulation 
By nature it is hard to reconstruct the reality to 100% in the simulation. This is 
particularly true for such complex environment where the characteristics of the vehicular 
communication channel and related protocols need to be represented with the same quality 
like the properties of traffic flow. Before this background some simplifying assumptions were 
also made for the simulations, which were conducted in the context of this work. In the 
following these simplifications and their qualitative influence on the generated results shall be 
shortly summarised. 
According to the ETSI standards there will be several channels for future V2I 
communication. This means that besides the so-called “Control Channel” (CCH) there will 
be additional “Service Channels” (SCH). The principle is that roadside stations may assign 
their applications to different SCHs. In order to inform the incoming vehicles about available 
applications the roadside stations continuously transmit the so-called Service Announcements 
on the CCH. Upon the reception of a Service Announcement the vehicles may use their 
second transceiver in order to tune to one of the announced SCHs and to exchange 
corresponding data with the roadside station. According to this concept the CCH is only used 
for the exchange of CAM, Service Announcements and high prioritised, safety-related hazard 
messages. The exchange of other data, like e.g. the fragmented message payload of the 
simulated applications, will be usually moved to the SCHs. But at the time when the 
simulations were conducted the multi-channel/multi-transceiver concept was not now 
implemented. Therefore in the simulations only the CCH could be used for the exchange of 
all data formats. For the observed algorithms themselves there is no big difference. They 
could be directly applied to a multi-channel environment without any modification. The 
difference is that due to the continuous transmission of CAM, the CCH has already a high 
base-load, which is not necessarily the case for the SCHs. This means that the situation for 
applications on SCHs is in principle not that critical as it was in the simulation. However the 
base-load caused by CAM on the CCH can be compared to “foreign” payload traffic, which is 
related to neighbour roadside stations that use the same SCH. Since the effective use of the 
single SCHs is one of the major goals of the proposed algorithms, the base-load caused by 
CAM is actually necessary to represent the data traffic, which is related to multiple 
surrounding Roadside stations. Nevertheless this specific difference must be clearly outlined 
in order to correctly interpret the discussed results. This is particularly the case for the 
absolute values of the following metrics: 
 total number of channel collisions 
 number of lost packets 
 required re-transmissions (for the extended adaptive algorithm) 
It is assumed that the corresponding results are worse in the simulation than for a real scenario 
if the selected SCH is exclusively used by only a single roadside station. But the results 
represent a scenario with multiple neighboured roadside stations, which are using the same 
SCH, probably quite well. Moreover the absolute values of the single metrics are less 
important for the assessment of the proposed mechanisms than their relative ratio in the 
different simulation scenarios. 
Another aspect concerns the application of the so-called “measurement stations”, 
which were additionally added to the simulation in order to deduce a metric for the channel 
reuse of the discussed algorithms. In the context of this work channel reuse basically means 
that two communication nodes are that far apart that they can simultaneously transmit data 
without having reciprocal interference at any intermediate location. Accordingly for all 
possible receiver locations the signal of maximally one of the transmitting nodes may be 
sensed, while the signal of the other node is below the noise floor. In this context the original 
idea was to determine a kind of “channel reuse distance” (relative to the roadside station) in 
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which the overwhelming majority (e.g. 99%) of all transmitted signals121 are below the noise 
floor. Moreover for each distance to the roadside station the time in which the signal level is 
above the noise floor could be defined as the “channel allocation time”. Both measures are 
considered to be a perfect metric for the channel re-use of the discussed algorithms. However 
the implementation of such observers is comparably complex. For simplification purposes the 
amount of packets received by so-called “measurement stations” was therefore used as an 
indicator for the channel load over distance. In the simulation the “measurement stations” 
were represented by passive roadside station objects, which remained completely silent 
throughout the entire simulation. These “silent listeners” were located at defined distances 
around the active “roadside station Under Test”, which respectively hosted the discussed 
algorithms. In this way it was possible to count the number of successfully received packets at 
certain distances without influencing the simulation results. Naturally one can neither deduce 
the “channel re-use distance” nor the “channel allocation time” from the number of 
messages, which were received by a “measurement station”. But it is also obvious that the 
number of received messages for a certain distance is related to the “channel allocation time”. 
The fewer packets are received at a certain location the smaller the “channel allocation time” 
and also the “channel re-use distance”. Therefore the number of received packets is not at all 
a measurement value for these two metrics but it is still an indicator, which is considered to be 
sufficient in order to qualitatively compare the discussed algorithms in terms of their channel 
reuse. 
5.2.4 Simulation of Multi-Cast Message Distribution (“Downlink Scenario”) 
Based on the practical investigations conducted in the context of the AKTIV project 
(paragraphs 4.3.1, 5.1) the downlink algorithm described in paragraph 4.3.2 was designed. 
This protocol was evaluated and compared to the popular periodic retransmission scheme122 
by means of simulation. For this numerous test runs with the previously introduced motorway 
configurations were executed. 
However the principle simulation scenario remained constant. In all simulation runs 
the roadside station needed to transfer a single message consisting of 100 packets (message 
fragments) to the incoming vehicles. Thereby the adaptive algorithm only reserved 50% of the 
available bandwidth (=3MBit/s) since it was assumed that the rest should be reserved for 
uplink data traffic. 
In order to compare the reliability of the considered algorithms the packet delivery rate 
was evaluated. For the effectiveness of the algorithms the packet delivery redundancy was 
observed. In the following the corresponding results shall be discussed. 
 
Scenario “Motorway 1”123 
For the motorway scenario with fluent traffic the simulation time was set to 700s. According 
to the commonly applied retransmission period of one second, the periodic algorithm sends in 
total exactly 70000 packets during this time. Figure 50 visualises the amount of messages, 
which could be saved by the adaptive approach. It sends about 85% less packets for a 
requested redundancy of one (n=1) and still about 55% less packets for a requested 
redundancy of two (n=2). This is a tremendous economisation of required bandwidth, which 
comes even more into effect if multiple different roadside station applications intend to 
distribute their information to the incoming vehicles. Moreover it is advisable to save as much 
bandwidth as possible for the uplink data traffic, because there the number of messages per 
                                                 
121 transmitted signals of all simulated stations (roadside station and Vehicle Stations) 
122 all message fragments are periodically repeated according to a fix configured value (e.g. 1Hz) 
123 inhomogeneous speed profile (refer to paragraph 5.2.2) 
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application is even multiplied by the number of passing vehicles. However the degree of 
effectiveness naturally needs to be discussed in relation to the delivery rate of the respective 
algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 50: Downlink - motorway, free - Number of transmitted packets for adaptive and periodic message 
distribution 
Figure 51 depicts result parameters of the adaptive algorithm for different transmit power 
values and requested redundancies. First of all there is the average retransmission period (blue 
line/secondary axis). Moreover there is the total number of lost packets, which is calculated as 
the sum of all message fragments that were missed at all vehicles (delivery rate). And finally 
there is also the average number with which each fragment was redundantly received by the 
passing vehicles (delivery redundancy). So for 0dBm/ n=1, 347 of 25800 fragments got lost 
and each fragment was in average received 2,5times. 
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Figure 51: Downlink - motorway, free - Repeat period and number of lost fragments vs. avg number of 
redundant fragments 
  In terms of the retransmission period the following basic relations can be observed. 
Low transmission power values obviously improve the “spatial channel reuse” but naturally 
also decrease the ZoRC, which means that the corresponding residence times of the vehicles 
also decrease. Therefore with decreasing transmission power the adaptive algorithm needs to 
decrease the retransmission period in order to keep the requested redundancy. So for low 
roadside station distances the channel is even more loaded while for mid- and far ranges the 
channel is released. Therefore depending from the singular collocation of the roadside stations 
it could be even better to use higher transmission powers because the number of 
retransmissions is reduced. This basic trade-off is common for all possible downlink scenarios 
and must be kept in mind for the dedicated location planning of roadside stations and their 
respective configuration. 
  Of course the retransmission period also depends from the requested redundancy. 
Example: 
For 20dBm a ZoRC diameter of 456m was calculated under the given channel conditions. If 
the vehicles travel at an average speed of 118km/h the average travel time is about 14s. This 
exactly corresponds to the adjusted retransmission period for a requested redundancy of one 
(n=1). For n=2 instead the repeat period halves because the incoming vehicles shall 
potentially receive the message twice. However for a transmit power value of only10dBm the 
ZoRC diameter shrinks to156m, which corresponds to a vehicle travel time of 4,75s 
(v=118km/h). 
The graphic proves that the proposed adaptive algorithm generally performs well for 
all observed configurations. In the worst case the delivery rate is 98,66% (0dBm/n=1). 
However for three of the considered scenarios the delivery rate is even 100% (10dBm/n=1, 
0dBm/n=2, 20dBm/n=2)! An interesting effect is that even though the transmission power is 
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increased from 10dBm to 20dBm for a requested redundancy of one (n=1) the delivery rate 
slightly reduces from 100% to 99,98%. This means that increasing the power value does not 
necessarily improve the delivery rate! This remarkable phenomenon increasingly appears in 
uplink scenarios. Therefore it is further discussed in that context. 
  Finally it can be observed that the effective (measured) average packet redundancy is 
about twice the requested redundancy. The reason for that is that the requested redundancy is 
directly derived from the ZoRC size. Despite of the fact that the theoretical delivery 
probability is below the configured threshold (i.e. 99%) the vehicles naturally also receive 
packets outside of this area. However, the fact that a small number of packets is still lost 
shows that at least under the existing simulation constraints such “additional” redundancy 
appears reasonable. Generally the configured requested redundancy should be two (n=2) for 
very “delivery-sensitive” applications. 
  Figure 52 shows the data of the single “measurement stations” from which the spatial 
progression of the channel allocation can be estimated (spatial reuse of the algorithm). 
Thereby on the horizontal axis the distance of the respective measurement station is given. 
Moreover it can be seen if the corresponding measurement station was located in the 
upstream- or downstream traffic direction relative to the roadside station. 
 
 
Figure 52: Downlink - motorway, free- Spatial progression of channel allocation for n=1 
  For a transmission power of 0dBm it can be observed that at 100m only about 28% of 
the transmitted packets were received by the corresponding measurement stations. This is not 
surprising since this distance is almost five times the radius of the calculated ZoRC. Almost 
all packets are received by the measurement stations at 100m for a transmit power of 10dBm. 
But at 300m the number of received packets is already drastically reduced. For 20dBm almost 
all packets are even received by measurement stations at 300m. 
  However, the interesting aspect is that the data of the measurement stations clearly 
confirms the previously introduced thesis concerning the trade-off between the area in which 
the channel is allocated and the required bandwidth. For lower transmission powers the area 
in which the channel is allocated is smaller than for higher transmission powers. But the 
required bandwidth within the respective coverage area increases with decreasing 
transmission power. So there is the choice between relatively high bandwidth consumption 
for a short range and low bandwidth consumption for a larger range. As already discussed 
there is no general optimal solution. The first option is probably better if many roadside 
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stations are more or less equally spread over a relatively large area. The second option might 
be better if many roadside stations are punctually concentrated on a relatively small area. 
  From the following graphic the impact of the requested redundancy on the spatial 
progression of the channel allocation can be derived. As it is intuatively expected the number 
of packets received by the measurement stations proportinally increases with increasing 
number of retransmissions (= increased redundancy). 
 
Figure 53: Downlink - motorway, free - Spatial progression of channel allocation for n=2 
  Figure 54 shows the spatial progression of the channel allocation for the simulation 
scenarios in which the adaptive algorithm achieved 100% delivery rate. These figures can be 
used to compare the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive algorithm with the effectiveness 
of the commonly applied periodic approach. The following exemplary calculation shall clarify 
this relation. Let’s consider the data of the two measurement stations at 100m distance to the 
roadside station for 10dBm transmission power and a requested redundancy of one (n=1). 
According to the simulation in average 11048 data packets have been received at the 
measurement stations in 100m distance to the roadside station. For the periodic algorithm 
(1Hz) 67797 packets can be proportionally estimated for the same distance. If a bandwidth of 
3MBit/s is reserved for the downlink scenario the total capacity for 700s simulation time is 
175000 packets. Accordingly a periodic algorithm would consume about 39% of the available 
bandwidth just for a single application with 100 message fragments. The adaptive solution 
only consumes about 6% of the available capacity. So in this example the adaptive algorithm 
outperforms the periodic approach in terms of effectiveness by about factor six! This ratio 
becomes even bigger if the transmission power is increased because the number of 
transmitted packets remains the same for the periodic algorithm while the repeat period is 
increased for the adaptive approach (increased transmission power => larger ZoRC sizes => 
longer ZoRC travel times => fewer repetitions required for a constant requested redundancy). 
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Figure 54: Downlink - motorway, free - Spatial progression of channel allocation for "zero-loss-
configurations" 
Scenario “Motorway 2”124 
 
  This simulation setup represents a typical traffic jam scenario. If it is about the 
effectiveness of V2X protocols this traffic situation is probably the most relevant. Due to the 
fact that the vehicle density is very high the channel is by nature constantly threatened by 
congestion. The channel is at least saturated very quickly if many stations transmit their data 
in an uncoordinated way. If this state is reached the previously discussed channel congestion 
control measures come into effect (refer to paragraph 3.3.4, [61]). Related mechanisms 
prevent the channel from collapse but this comes at the cost of degraded system performance 
(i.e. globally reduced transmission power, reduced retransmission- and data rates, etc.). 
Therefore it is reasonable to proactively use the available resources in an efficient way so that 
the restrictive channel congestion control measures only come into effect where it is 
unavoidable. 
  In the presently discussed example the simulation time was 2500s. Although the same 
motorway segment like in the previous setup was considered, the simulation time needed to 
be drastically increased because in a traffic jam scenario it naturally takes a longer time for 
the vehicles to pass the roadside station. The following graphic depicts the number of packets 
transmitted by the adaptive algorithm (green bars) in relation to the number of packets 
transmitted by a periodic approach (1Hz repetition rate, red bars). The drastic saving of 
bandwidth for the adaptive solution is obvious. In all considered scenarios the adaptive 
mechanism reduces the required bandwidth by over 90% compared to the periodic algorithm. 
 
                                                 
124 inhomogeneous speed profile (refer to paragraph 5.2.2) 
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Figure 55: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Number of transmitted packets for adaptive and periodic 
message distribution 
  However, like for the evaluation of the previous scenario the efficiency of the 
discussed approaches is only one aspect, which always needs to be seen in relation to the 
corresponding delivery rates. Besides the retransmission period, which again depends from 
the selected transmission power, the delivery- and average redundancy rates are depicted in 
Figure 56. Even in the worst case (20dBm/n=1/p=99%), the delivery rate of the adaptive 
algorithm is still 96,37%, which is a good performance. In three scenarios the adaptive 
protocol could even achieve the perfect delivery rate of 100% (10dBm/n=2/p=99%, 
20dBm/n=2/p=99%, 0dBm/n=4/p=99%). Several conclusions can be derived from the 
presented results. 
  For small transmission power values and small ZoRC sizes (=high requested delivery 
probability) a delivery rate of 100% can only be achieved if a relatively high redundancy is 
requested (n=4). This leads to a relatively high number of total retransmissions and as a result 
to a comparably high channel load close to the roadside station125. The total number of 
retransmissions can be reduced by increasing the ZoRC size for which there are two options: 
One possibility is to increase the transmit power, which leads to the undesired effect that the 
channel is loaded in a larger area around the roadside station. The second possibility is to 
decrease the requested delivery probability. If in the currently selected example the requested 
delivery probability is reduced from 99% to 75% the delivery rate slightly drops from 100% 
to 99,89%. If additionally the requested redundancy is increased from four to five, a delivery 
rate of almost 100% can be achieved (99,95%). If now the two configurations are compared 
in terms of efficiency (total transmitted packets) one can see that the configuration 
0dBm/75%/n=5 performs better than the configuration 0dBm/99%/n=4. From this example 
one can see that the challenge to find an optimal configuration is not as simple as it seems. 
Configurations with high delivery probabilities and low requested redundancies are not 
                                                 
125 But even in this configuration the channel load of the adaptive algorithm is much smaller than the channel 
load caused by the periodic algorithm. 
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necessarily more efficient than configurations with reduced delivery probability and increased 
requested redundancy. This is an interesting finding, which needs to be considered if the 
configuration for a specific roadside station location is selected. 
  The average redundancy of received message fragments (packets) is about four times 
the requested redundancy. Like also already discussed in the previous paragraph this is due to 
the fact that packets are naturally also received outside the ZoRC. However, the fact that for 
some configurations a small number of message fragments are still lost shows that at least 
under the existing simulation constraints such redundancy appears reasonable. 
 
 
Figure 56: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Repeat period and number of lost fragments vs. avg. 
number of redundant fragments 
  Like in the previous example it can be observed that an increase of transmission power 
does not always come along with an improved delivery rate. For the scenario n=1/p=99% the 
number of lost packets increases significantly although the transmission power is increased 
from 10dBm to 20dBm. Moreover the average redundancy of received fragments is 
drastically reduced. The configuration with 20dBm performs even worse than the 
configuration with 0dBm. It is a trivial fact that due to the high vehicle density and the 
increased transmission power a high number of communication nodes needs to share the 
channel. Before this background it is assumed that the increased packet loss is caused by the 
so-called “hidden station problem”. Naturally the probability for potential collisions is 
drastically increased in this particular scenario. Therefore the theory is that an increased 
amount of data data packets of the roadside station collide with the CAMs of distant vehicles 
(inside the ZoRC). Since the observed symptoms increasingly appear in the uplink scenarios 
this theory is further discussed in the corresponding paragraph. 
  In Figure 57 and Figure 58 the spatial progression of the channel allocation of the 
roadside station is depicted (respectively for a requested redundancy of n=1 and n=2). Again 
the trade-off between local channel load and degree of spatial channel reusability becomes 
obvious. As discussed before the optimal configuration finally depends from the local density 
of the roadside stations. If the roadside stations are located very closely it might be even 
better to select higher transmission power values, because this reduces the number of 
retransmissions and therefore releases the channel for very close distances. One could say that 
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by increasing the transmission power the channel load is “distributed” over a larger area. If 
the roadside stations are more distant low transmission power values might be better, because 
the channel is only allocated for a comparably short range. Another example is when the 
roadside station also hosts uplink applications. In this case the channel close to the roadside 
station will be increasingly required for the uplink data traffic. Also in this case it might be 
better to select higher transmission power values for the adaptive downlink algorithm, 
because this saves bandwidth in the area close to the roadside station. 
 
 
Figure 57: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for n=1 
 
Figure 58: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for n=2 
  Compared to the scenario “Motorway 1” (free flowing traffic) it becomes obvious that 
much less packets were transmitted. Even for a requested redundancy of n=2 the number of 
packets transmitted in the traffic jam scenario is only about 67% of the number transmitted in 
the “open” scenario with a requested redundancy of only n=1. This basically means that 
although the requested redundancy in the traffic jam scenario is twice than the one in the 
“open” scenario still much less packets are sent. 
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Figure 59, Figure 60, Figure 61 respectively illustrate the influence of the requested delivery 
redundancy and the requested delivery probability on the spatial progression of the channel 
allocation of the roadside station. As expected the number of packets received at the 
measurement stations decreases when the requested delivery probability is decreased 126 . 
However, it can be an option to reduce the requested delivery probability and to increase the 
requested redundancy in order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm without significant 
reduction of delivery rate. 
 
 
Figure 59: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for n=4 
 
 
Figure 60: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for n=4; rx-
prob=75% 
 
                                                 
126 This is due to the increase of ZoRC size 
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Figure 61: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for n=5; rx-
prob=75% 
Figure 62 summarises the spatial progression of the channel allocation for the configurations 
with perfect delivery rate (100%). None of these setups requires significant amounts of data 
capacity; neither for close roadside station distances nor for far distances. Therefore the 
proposed algorithm can be generally considered to be both, extremely reliable and efficient.  
 
 
Figure 62: Downlink - motorway, Traffic Jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for "zero-loss-
configurations" 
Comparison of the Proposed Downlink Algorithm in the two considered Scenarios 
(“Motorway 1” vs. “Motorway 2”) 
 
As expected the proposed algorithm lowers the retransmission rate exactly in the critical 
scenarios. This is due to the natural coincidence that the average speed of the incoming 
vehicles is always inverse to the traffic density. In summary this means that the proposed 
adaptive algorithm requires less bandwidth with increasing traffic density. Figure 63 shows 
the repeat periods for the configurations where 100% delivery rate could be achieved (for 
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both motorway scenarios). A direct comparison is possible for the configuration 
20dBm/n=2/p=99%. Here the retransmission rate of the adaptive algorithm in the traffic jam 
scenario (“Motorway 2”) is only about five percent of the retransmission rate in the free 
flowing traffic scenario (“Motorway 1”). But also for the other configurations it becomes 
very clear that the proposed solution increasingly saves bandwidth with increasing vehicle 
density. Even if the requested redundancy is doubled the retransmission rate is still much 
lower in the traffic jam scenario than in the free flowing traffic scenario. 
 
 
Figure 63: Downlink - motorway, Comparison of repeat periods of "zero-loss-configurations" for 
different scenarios 
  The difference in the retransmission rate between the two scenarios has naturally also 
an effect on the spatial reusability of the proposed algorithm. For the previously discussed 
configuration (20dBm/n=2/p=99%) the number of packets received at the measurement 
stations at 100m shall be exemplarily examined. In the traffic jam scenario the adaptive 
algorithm transmitted in total 1400 packets over a simulation time of 2500s. The two 
measurement stations at 100m distance to the roadside station received in average 1395 
packets. This corresponds to about 0,2% of the total channel capacity, which is reserved for 
downlink traffic (3MBit/s). In the free flowing traffic scenario the adaptive algorithm 
transmitted in total 7300 packets over a simulation time of only 700s. The two measurement 
stations at 100m distance to the roadside station received in average 7298 packets. This 
corresponds to about 4,2% of the total channel capacity, which is reserved for the downlink 
algorithm. So also the channel reusability of the algorithm drastically improves in critical 
traffic scenarios. However in both scenarios the adaptive algorithm requires far less 
bandwidth than a periodic approach. For the latter it can be expected that about 40% of the 
reserved downlink bandwidth is consumed in either scenario. Such consumption rate is very 
greedy if one considers that it is caused by only a single downlink application with a single 
message consisting of (only) 100 fragments. This simple comparison proves both: the 
necessity of an economic algorithm in general and its overwhelming potential compared to 
the currently applied periodic mechanisms. 
  The high efficiency of the proposed algorithm potentially also allows a high density of 
roadside stations. In the context of this work it could not exactly be observed how close 
collocated roadside stations can be for certain error rates. However it is assumed that it should 
be sufficient if neighboured roadside stations are separated twice the ZoRC radius. In this 
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constellation both roadside stations can still sense the channel to be allocated by the 
respective other roadside station (Carrier Sense Threshold much smaller than Decoding 
Threshold). This minimises the risk for channel collisions in the middle. 
In general channel collisions remain a serious problem, at least under the simulated conditions. 
Naturally many data packets transmitted by the roadside station were colliding with CAMs of 
distant vehicle stations, which would not have been the case if one of the Service Channels 
would have been used instead of the Control Channel. However, the data traffic caused by 
CAM can also be considered as “foreign” data traffic on a particular Service Channel, which 
is related to neighbour roadside stations. Therefore the negative influence of the CAMs on the 
simulation is not that unreal, in particular if it is the goal to reuse the available Service 
Channels as much as possible. 
  Finally the two considered scenarios also show that the optimal configuration of an 
adaptive algorithm for message multi-cast distribution on roadside stations is not as simple as 
it seems. Depending from the constellation of neighboured roadside stations, the amount of 
downlink data, the expected bandwidth consumption of uplink data traffic and naturally also 
the local channel characteristics, different configurations may perform best. Therefore the 
optimal configuration of the adaptive algorithm in different scenarios is also an interesting 
aspect for future research. 
5.2.5 Simulation of Vehicle Data Uplink 
As it can be seen from the previous paragraph the proposed adaptive algorithm for the 
message distribution on roadside stations is highly robust and efficient, which enables a high 
number of supported applications and high roadside station densities. In the present passage 
the so-called uplink scenario, in which the vehicles intend to transfer data to the roadside 
station, will be observed. This case is even more bandwidth critical, since there is not only a 
single transmitter. There are potentially many senders with potentially multiple applications. 
Until the German research project AKTIV [7] only single, self-contained packets were 
transmitted by V2I applications. This rather sparse amount of data did not satisfy the 
requirements of the newly upcoming applications. It was assumed that in a typical V2I 
scenario much more than just one packet (per application) could be reliably transmitted from 
a vehicle to a roadside station. This is obvious if one just evaluates the amount of redundant 
information, which is received on the roadside station from the passing vehicles. But 
numerous questions remained open: 
 How many packets (message fragments) can be reliably transferred while the vehicles 
cross the “coverage area” of the roadside station? 
 What would happen if all passing vehicles send multiple packets (message fragments) 
in an uncoordinated way (performance anomaly, channel collisions, etc.)? 
 What would happen if a single message fragment gets lost? For commonly known 
message fragmentation approaches this would mean that the entire message could not 
be evaluated on receiver side. In this context also application-based message 
fragmentation mechanisms were discussed, which split the message in semantically 
self-contained units, which can be independently processed on receiver side. The idea 
was that each single fragment enriches the knowledge and improves the performance 
on the receiver side. However such complex approaches never satisfied the 
requirements of the applications. 
 How often does a single packet need to be repeated in order to ensure the delivery at 
the roadside station? How to minimise the repetitions in order to ensure an efficient 
use of bandwidth and to avoid channel saturation? 
 How can the established basic V2V communication principles be used in order to 
ensure an efficient and reliable V2I communication scenario 
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All these questions motivated the design of the adaptive algorithms proposed in paragraph 4.4. 
These protocols have been implemented and compared to a simple cyclic approach in which 
the vehicles continuously repeat all packets (message fragments) for as long as they receive 
the CAMs of the roadside station. For this evaluation extensive simulations were conducted. 
More than 120 singular simulation runs spread over four different traffic scenarios were 
evaluated. In the following the results of the evaluation shall be summarised. 
 
Scenario “Motorway 1” (homogeneous speed profile127) 
 
This scenario was selected in order to prove the principle correctness of the 
assumption that the proposed adaptive algorithms outperform currently applied periodic 
approaches in terms of bandwidth efficiency while message delivery is ensured. The influence 
of the characteristics of traffic (different traffic densities and inhomogeneous speed profiles) 
is part of the subsequent sections. 
Figure 64 shows the number of total- and redundantly transmitted packets (on vehicle 
side) as well as the number of lost packets (on roadside station side) respectively for 20 and 
100 packets per vehicle. The bar graph clearly illustrates the severe difference in terms of 
bandwidth consumption. The basic adaptive algorithm (Active Selection) consumes only 
about 13,5% of the bandwidth of the periodic approach and achieves a delivery rate of 94,5%. 
The extended adaptive algorithm (Active Selection + Implicit Acknowledge) consumes about 
14% of the bandwidth of the periodic protocol but even achieves 100% delivery rate. This 
means that 86% of the bandwidth consumed by the periodic algorithm could be saved. 
Moreover it must be noted that despite of the extremely high redundancy, the periodic 
algorithm did not achieve 100% delivery rate (100pkts/veh.). 
 
 
Figure 64: Uplink - motorway 1 / uniform speed profile - number of total transmitted, redundant 
transmitted and lost packets 
                                                 
127 refer to paragraph 5.2.2 
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Figure 65 shows the influence of the transmission power on the number of redundantly 
transmitted packets for the discussed algorithm variations. In the corresponding simulations 
the roadside station and the Vehicle Stations always operated at the same transmission 
power128. Accordingly for the periodic algorithm an increase in transmission power leads to 
an increase of redundantly transmitted packets (message fragments). This is due to the 
following trivial relation: With increased transmission power the CAMs of the roadside 
stations can be received at larger distances. This increases the duration in which the vehicles 
repeatedly send their packets. 
By definition there are no redundant retransmissions for the basic adaptive algorithm. 
This is different for the extended adaptive approach. Here the graphic clearly shows that the 
required retransmissions decrease with increasing transmission power values. 
 
 
Figure 65: Uplink - motorway 1 / uniform speed profile - number of redundant transmitted packets VS. 
tx-power 
At a first glance the basic adaptive approach is naturally more effective than the 
extended adaptive protocol. However like for the downlink scenario the effectiveness of 
applied algorithms always needs to be discussed in relation to the respective delivery 
reliability (refer to Figure 66). In terms of this second aspect the extended adaptive algorithm 
achieves 100% delivery rate in all scenarios, which is never reached by the basic variant. 
Moreover the number of packets lost by the basic adaptive algorithm almost equals the 
number of packets redundantly transmitted by the extended version. This proves that the 
                                                 
128 Asymmetric transmission power on Roadside- and Vehicle Station was not considered in the context of this 
work.  
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extended adaptive algorithm minimises the redundancy to what is actually required in order to 
achieve 100% delivery rate (only lost packets are requested by the roadside station for re-
transmission). In fact the number of redundantly transmitted packets of the extended approach 
is even slightly lower than number of lost packets of the basic version. 
The periodic protocol performs well in terms of delivery rate for comparably low 
numbers of packets. For higher traffic volumes the delivery rate quickly degrades to the worst 
of all algorithms (at least for higher transmission powers). This is a remarkable result. 
Although the redundancy is extraordinary high packets are still lost!? Moreover it is very 
interesting that the number of lost packets increases with increasing transmission power. So 
like for the downlink scenarios the wide spread estimation that increasing the transmission 
power improves the overall performance turns out to be wrong. The reason for the increased 
loss will be discussed in the context of the next scenario. 
 
 
Figure 66: Uplink - motorway 1 / uniform speed profile - number of lost packets VS. tx-power 
Scenario “Motorway 1” (inhomogeneous speed profile129) 
 
While the scenario with the artificially homogeneous speed profile was intended to prove the 
basic validity of the assumptions related to the proposed adaptive algorithms, the present 
scenario shall clarify the influence of the characteristics of real traffic. At a first glance the 
results depicted in Figure 67 look pretty much the same than the results discussed for the 
homogeneous speed profile. However, at a closer look it turns out that for the periodic- and 
the extended adaptive algorithm in total more packets have been transmitted and that more 
packets were lost. Only the basic adaptive algorithm can reach the same performance like in 
the previous scenario. 
Although the delivery rate of the extended adaptive algorithm is still extraordinary 
high (99,95%), the reason for this minimal degradation shall be discussed. The evaluation of 
the log files reveals that during fourteen Service Announcement Cycles the requested Service 
Announcement Period to ZoRC Travel Time ratio (SAP/ZTT)130 could not be achieved. As a 
consequence no Service Announcement was sent for these cycles. This caused the observed 
                                                 
129 refer to paragraph 5.2.2 
130 refer to paragraphs 4.4.1 and 0 
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loss of the fourteen packets for the configuration with the extended adaptive algorithm. This 
hypothesis is proved by Figure 68. The undesired Service Announcement Cycle errors can be 
eliminated if the requested SAP/ZTT ratio is simply increased. The adjustment of SAP/ZTT 
ratio directly leads to 100% delivery rate. Another simple measure to ensure the originally 
requested SAP/ZTT ratio is to increase the ZoRC, which leads to a linear increase of ZTT. 
The same effect can be generated if the requested delivery probability is decreased from 99% 
to 75%. However due to the reduced delivery probability the number of required re-
transmissions naturally increases. But this example shows that a configuration with high 
requested delivery rate performs not a priori better than a configuration with lower delivery 
probability. In fact it can be observed that the configuration with the lower delivery 
probability achieves 100% delivery rate which is not achieved by the configuration with the 
maximal delivery probability. 
The lesson learned from this observation is that the requested SAP/ZTT ratio should 
not be configured as a fixed value. Instead it should be adapted by the algorithm according to 
the current traffic scenario in order to avoid potentially omitted Service Announcement 
Cycles. Thereby it must be considered that a minimum temporal resolution of SAP must be 
ensured. Naturally it may not happen that vehicles pass the entire ZoRC without receiving a 
single Service Announcement. Therefore in extreme scenarios the adaptation (reduction) of 
requested delivery probability may be a good option. Finally there is always the possibility to 
slightly increase the tx-power. In any case the algorithm should send Service Announcements 
even if requested SAP/ZTT cannot be achieved. In the simulation this was refused in order to 
exactly reveal such influences. All these adaptive extensions should be considered for a final 
implementation of the proposed approaches and may be subject for further investigations. 
 
 
Figure 67: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - number of total transmitted, redundant 
transmitted and lost packets 
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Figure 68: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - number of total transmitted, redundant 
transmitted and lost packets for different SAP-ZTT ratios 
In Figure 69 the number of redundantly transmitted packets (message fragments) is 
depicted for configurations with different transmission power values. The progression of the 
curves is very similar to the ones of the scenario with homogenous speed profile. As expected 
in this scenario the number of redundantly transmitted packets also increases with increasing 
transmission power values for the periodic algorithm. The curve for the extended adaptive 
algorithm falls with increasing transmission power, which could also be observed in the 
previous traffic scenario. 
However, due to the existence of slow vehicles (HGV) in this scenario the simulation 
time needed to be slightly increased from 700s to 800s in order to ensure that all vehicles 
passed the roadside station during a simulation run. Therefore the absolute numbers of the 
periodic algorithm are also slightly increased compared to the previous scenario. 
Instead, for the adaptive approach the increased simulation time has no influence on 
the number of transmitted packets. Since the number of vehicles was identical in the two 
traffic scenarios the figures can be directly compared. Here it can be seen that in the present 
scenario the number of redundantly transmitted packets slightly decreased. It is assumed that 
the reason for this is in the different traffic densities of the two scenarios. If the speed profile 
of the vehicles is homogenous it means that the traffic is more compact (more dense), which 
obviously results in an increased number of lost packets that need to be retransmitted. 
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Figure 69: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - number of redundant transmitted packets VS. 
tx-power 
Figure 70 proves that the basic- and in particular the extended adaptive algorithm, outperform 
the periodic approach in terms of delivery rate. The variable speed profile of the passing 
vehicles does obviously not degrade their basic performance. However, like in the previous 
scenario the SAP/ZTT ratio131 needs to be considered. For 0dBm the requested SAP/ZTT 
needed to be adapted in order to achieve the 100% delivery rate132. This was not necessary if 
the transmission power was increased. The related increase of ZoRC corresponds to an 
increased ZTT. Therefore the requested SAP/ZTT could be achieved in all Service 
Announcement Cycles. But if the transmission power is increased the influence on the spatial 
reuse must not be forgotten. 
 
 
                                                 
131 refer to paragraphs 4.4.1 and 0 
132  the requested SAP/ZTT could not be achieved in some Service Announcement Cycles => No Service 
Announcement sent by the extended Adaptive Algorithm 
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Figure 70: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - number of lost packets VS. tx-power 
As already discussed in the previous scenario there are basically two possibilities to adapt the 
size of ZoRC. Figure 71 shows different ZoRC radiuses for the respective transmission power 
values. 
 
Figure 71: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - ZoRC radiuses VS. tx-power for different 
delivery probabilities 
The second option to adapt the size of ZoRC is to change the requested delivery probability. 
The lower this parameter the bigger the size of ZoRC. However it is also clear that lower 
requested delivery probability may have an impact on the delivery rate of the basic adaptive 
protocol. And for the extended adaptive protocol a reduced requested delivery probability 
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results in an increased number of retransmissions. These assumptions are proved by the 
curves depicted in Figure 72. It can be seen that the basic adaptive algorithm increasingly 
loses packets with decreasing requested delivery probability. As expected the extended 
algorithm never missed any message fragment. But it can also be seen that the number of 
retransmissions, which were required in order to keep 100% delivery rate increases from 1003 
(for 99% requested delivery probability) to 7649 (for 50% requested delivery probability). 
 
 
Figure 72: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - number of lost and redundant packets VS. 
Requested delivery probability 
Figure 73 reveals that basic- and extended adaptive algorithm outperform the periodic 
approach also in terms of the spatial reusability of the channel (for equal tx-powers). The 
basic version of the adaptive algorithm is slightly better than the extended version. This is 
natural since the 100% delivery rate of the extended version comes at the cost of systematic 
retransmissions, which are categorically excluded for the basic version. 
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Figure 73: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - Spatial progression of channel allocation for 
0dBm and 99% delivery probability 
Figure 74 shows the spatial progression of the channel allocation of the adaptive algorithms 
for different transmission power values. It is clear that more packets are received by the 
different measurement stations if the transmission is increased. However it is also evident that 
far less packets are received for the adaptive approaches than for the periodic mechanism. 
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Figure 74: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - Spatial progression of channel allocation for 
99% delivery probability and varaying tx-power values 
Figure 75 shows the influence of decreased requested delivery probability on the 
spatial re-use of the proposed algorithms. Although the transmission power remained constant 
for all considered simulation runs it can be observed that more packets were received by the 
measurement stations for reduced requested delivery probabilities. This is also natural since 
the ZoRC size is increased with decreasing requested delivery probability. This means that the 
vehicles are allowed to transmit at greater distances to the roadside station, which of course 
has a negative influence on the spatial channel reuse. 
But Figure 74 and Figure 75 reveal another interesting characteristic of large ZoRC 
sizes. It becomes obvious that the area in the upstream direction of the roadside station is 
more loaded than the area in the downstream direction. The vehicles are assigned to send their 
information as soon as they enter the ZoRC. For large ZoRC sizes the vehicles largely 
successfully transmitted their message fragments before they approach distant downstream 
areas where they remain silent. Since for the basic adaptive algorithm retransmissions are 
generally omitted this effect is even more visible. 
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Figure 75: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - Spatial progression of channel allocation for 20 
dBm and varying delivery probability 
In numerous simulations runs (also for the downlink cases) it has been observed that 
increased transmission power may have negative influence on the performance of all 
considered approaches. More packets were lost for the periodic- and also the basic adaptive 
algorithm. For the extended adaptive protocol more retransmissions were required for 
increased transmission power levels in order to keep the desired 100% delivery rate. The 
reason for this unexpected behaviour is shown in Figure 76. Here the actual severity of the so-
called “hidden station problem”, which is involved with the applied CSMA/CA access 
scheme, becomes evident. As a result many packets collide (interfere) on the channel and 
cannot be correctly received by intermediate stations. Figure 76 shows the number of packets, 
which collided on the channel at the location of the roadside station. Therefore the 
corresponding figures have a direct correlation to the number of lost packets and required 
retransmissions. Naturally the effect increases with increasing transmission power values 
since the channel needs to be shared by an increased number of vehicles. Also the adaptive 
protocols are affected by this problematic. However, as it can be seen the collision rate of the 
adaptive algorithms is much lower than for the periodic mechanism because the number of 
total transmitted packets is drastically minimised. 
In the context of this work the channel access scheme is not in the focus. Therefore it 
was actually not at all planned to investigate the number of channel collisions. However the 
increased number of packet losses for increased transmission powers required further 
investigations in this area. This shows the relevance of the negative influences of the “hidden 
station problem”. 
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Figure 76: Uplink - motorway 1 / variable speed profile - channel collisions at the roadside station under 
test for varying tx-power values 
Scenario “Motorway 2” (traffic jam) 
 
Uplink communication in a traffic jam is probably the most relevant scenario in the 
context of this work. Many stations need to share the channel in order to transfer information 
to a single receiver station at a fixed location. Therefore the channel is potentially threatened 
from congestion and the efficiency of applied protocols becomes of highest importance. 
The following graphic depicts the number of total- and redundant transmitted packets 
as well as the packet loss for the three different algorithm variants. It can be seen that in the 
traffic jam scenario the number of transmitted packets is tremendously high for the periodic 
algorithm. This is due to the fact that all packets (message sequences) are repeated as long as 
the vehicles receive CAMs from the roadside station. By nature, in a traffic jam vehicles are 
close (high vehicle density) and move slowly, which means that the duration in which they 
reside inside the “coverage area” of the roadside station is comparably high. However it is 
very interesting to see that despite the very high redundancy still 1425 packets are lost. In 
contrast to this, the basic adaptive algorithm outperforms this result by almost factor four 
without a single redundant retransmission. And the extended adaptive algorithm only requires 
361 retransmissions in order to achieve the perfect result (i.e. 100% delivery rate). 
In comparison to the previously discussed scenarios the gain of the proposed adaptive 
algorithms has even increased. This means that the performance of the adaptive approaches 
increases with increasing criticality of the scenario (bandwidth criticality). Summing up one 
could say: “It performs best when it is required the most”. 
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Figure 77: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - number of total transmitted, redundant transmitted and 
lost packets 
Figure 78 proves that the previously discussed observation is independent from the selected 
transmission power. In all simulation runs the extended adaptive algorithm requires only 
about 0,1‰ of the redundancy of the periodic alternative in order achieve 100% delivery rate. 
Thereby this delivery rate was never achieved by periodic algorithm. 
 
 
Figure 78: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - number of redundant transmitted packets VS. tx-power 
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Figure 78 reveals another interesting finding concerning the periodic algorithm. The number 
of redundant transmissions does not increase with increasing transmission power. The reason 
for this becomes obvious from Figure 79 and Figure 80. For the periodic algorithm the 
increase of transmission power has obviously two opposing effects: 
 
1. The redundancy is basically increased. Due to their increased residence time in the 
“coverage” of the roadside station the vehicles repeat the message fragments more often. 
2. On the other hand the number of channel collisions also drastically increases. 
 
The increase of channel collisions leads to the effect that many CAMs transmitted by the 
roadside station are not received by the passing vehicles. But according to the principle of the 
periodic algorithm the message fragments are only repeated as long as CAMs are 
continuously received from the roadside station. 
In this context, the intermediate increase in packet loss for the periodic algorithm at 
10dBm is another interesting observation. When increasing the transmission power from 
0dBm to 10dBm the increased loss caused by collisions can obviously not be compensated by 
the increased redundancy. For further increases of the transmission power the number of lost 
packets actually reduces again. However in this context the special channel reuse needs to be 
considered. For high transmission power values a large area around the roadside station is 
heavily loaded by only a single uplink application. 
This is also the first and the only scenario where the delivery rate of the basic adaptive 
algorithm is partly worse than the delivery rate of the periodic approach (i.e. only for high 
transmission power values). For the basic adaptive algorithm each packet is only transmitted 
once. Under the increased number of channel collisions, which are involved with high 
transmission power values, redundancy is mandatory in order to achieve satisfying delivery 
rates. 
The extended adaptive algorithm achieves 100% delivery rate. Thereby it can be 
observed that the number of required retransmissions is generally low and does even not 
increase with increasing transmission power.  
 
 
Figure 79: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - number of lost packets VS. tx-power 
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Figure 80 depicts the absolute number of channel collisions for the algorithms under 
investigation. As expected, due to the high vehicle density the impact of channel collisions is 
much higher than for open highway scenarios. This graphic clearly illustrates why the 
extended adaptive algorithm outperforms the periodic algorithm in terms of delivery rate 
although its redundancy is much lower. With the adaptive approach only about 3,6% of the 
channel collisions, which were observed for the periodic mechanism are encountered. 
 
 
Figure 80: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - channel collisions at the roadside station under test for 
0dBm / requested delivery probability 99% 
In Figure 81 the relation between the configured delivery probability and the packet 
loss (number of retransmissions) is given. As expected with decreasing requested delivery 
probability the number of lost packets increases for the basic adaptive algorithm. This is not 
the case for the extended adaptive algorithm. It can achieve 100% delivery rate for any 
considered delivery probability. However it has to be considered that the decrease of 
requested delivery probability comes at the cost of an increased number of retransmissions. 
Moreover the spatial channel reuse is less optimal since a smaller delivery probability 
involves a larger ZoRC, which means that the incoming vehicles start earlier to transmit their 
packets. This increases the channel load particularly for the upstream area of the roadside 
station. 
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Figure 81: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - number of lost and redundant packets VS. Requested 
delivery probability 
Figure 82 and Figure 83 prove the significant benefit of proposed adaptive algorithms 
compared to the periodic approach in terms of spatial channel reuse. Thereby it is important to 
note that the channel load caused by the periodic algorithm dramatically increases in a traffic 
jam. In contrast to this the adaptive approaches cause even less channel load (i.e. [B/s]) in this 
most critical scenario. This means that the advantage of the adaptive algorithms even 
increases if the scenario becomes more critical. The reason for this is simple: The vehicles 
remain silent as soon as all packets have been successfully transmitted. Instead, the periodic 
algorithm never stops to repeat the entire message sequence until the “coverage area” of the 
roadside station is left. In a traffic jam scenario this is a relatively long time span. 
Like in the previously discussed scenarios an asymmetric spatial channel allocation 
can be observed. The channel in upstream direction of the roadside station is more loaded 
than for the downstream direction. This is a typical characteristic of the adaptive algorithms. 
The majority of message fragments have already been successfully transmitted when the 
vehicle reach the location of the roadside station. Following, fewer packets need to be 
transmitted in the downstream area. Naturally this characteristic is more prevalent at low 
vehicle speeds and comparably high transmission powers (large ZoRC). 
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Figure 82: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for 99% delivery 
probability and 0dBm tx-power 
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Figure 83: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - Spatial progression of channel allocation for 99% delivery 
probability and 20dBm tx-power 
For the open motorway scenarios the maximal requested SAP/ZTT133 ratio turned out 
to be a critical configuration parameter. The relatively high speeds involved very short ZoRC 
Travel Times for small ZoRC sizes. Therefore the requested SAP/ZTT ratio could not be 
granted for every processing cycle. However this issue is rather unproblematic, since it can be 
compensated by either increasing the transmission power or decreasing the requested delivery 
probability, which increases the ZoRC and accordingly also the travel times. Another 
possibility to overcome this issue is to increase the Service Announcement Period. These 
parameters could be easily adjusted in these critical scenarios.  
A similar configuration problem also arises for the traffic jam scenario. Here the 
SAP/ZTT is no problem at all since vehicles are moving very slow (about 7km/h in the 
present simulations). Therefore the ZoRC Travel Times are comparably huge. Instead, in this 
scenario the number of packets which is allowed for each vehicle may become a problem. The 
vehicles are very dense, which means that inside the ZoRC the bandwidth needs to be shared 
among many stations. Therefore for short Service Announcement Periods it may happen that 
the available channel capacity between two successive Service Announcements is not 
sufficient in order to allocate only a single packet to each vehicle inside the ZoRC. Like in the 
previous scenarios the simulation was configured not to send a Service Announcement for 
such “erroneous” Service Announcement Cycles. Naturally this led to the effect that the 
vehicles did not send any packet during these cycles. 
In Figure 84 and Figure 85 it can be seen that this was not a problem for a configured 
transmission power of 0dBm. In this case the size of the ZoRC is obviously small enough, so 
                                                 
133 Service Announcement Period 
ZoRC Travel Time 
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that the available channel capacity (between two successive Service Announcement Cycles) 
could always be successfully shared among the relevant vehicles (vehicles which resided in 
ZoRC). For a transmission power of 10dBm the basic adaptive algorithm had already 700 
faulty Service Announcement Cycles. This means that the algorithm was not available for 
about 70s of the simulated time. For 20dBm this effect drastically increased. While the 
number of processed vehicles slightly increased from 0 dBm to 10dBm now only about a 
quarter of the vehicles of these scenarios were processed at all. This time the algorithm was 
not available for about 1454s, which is almost 86% of the entire simulation time. 
However this negative effect can easily be compensated if the Service Announcement Period 
is increased. This is uncritical for traffic jam scenarios since the vehicles are moving 
comparably slow, which means that the requested SAP/ZTT ratio is uncritical. Accordingly 
the simulation runs were repeated with increased SAPs. For a transmission power of 10dBm a 
SAP of 200ms was sufficient to achieve 100% availability of the basic adaptive algorithm 
(20dBm=> 250ms, 26dBm=>500ms). For the extended adaptive algorithm 200ms are 
sufficient to ensure 100% availability for transmission powers of even up to 26dBm. The 
difference is that for the basic adaptive algorithm each message fragment is only sent once. 
This means that the number of vehicles for which single packets are permanently missing is 
continuously increasing. This is not the case for the extended adaptive approach. Due to the 
selective retransmission of previously missed packets the number of vehicles, which need to 
share the bandwidth is much lower134. 
 
Note: 
It can be furthermore observed that the number of “processed” vehicles increases with 
increasing transmission power. The reason for this is that not all 258 simulated 
vehicles completely passed the Roadside station during the simulation time. So for 
small ZoRC sizes135 not all vehicles reach the ZoRC. Naturally the increase of the 
simulation time would ensure that all simulated vehicles may pass the roadside station 
but it can be assumed that the results would not bring any additional findings. Due to 
the long extraordinary duration of only a single simulation run it was therefore decided 
not to repeat the entire simulation sequence.  
 
Note: 
All previously discussed simulation results were of course derived from simulation 
runs where the respective algorithm was 100% available (no corrupted SA cycles). 
 
                                                 
134 For each single vehicle all message fragments are successively received. These vehicles are not considered 
for further service announcement cycles. 
135 which refer to small transmission power values 
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Figure 84: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - Influence of configured Service Announcement Period on 
the performance of basic adaptive algorithm 
 
 
Figure 85: Uplink - motorway 2 / traffic jam - Influence of configured Service Announcement Period on 
the performance of extended adaptive algorithm 
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Scenario “City” 
 
Preliminary Remarks  
 
For sake of simplicity it was assumed that the roadside station is placed at a traffic 
refuge in the middle of the intersection, which is of course the optimal position. For scenarios 
where this is not possible it has to be considered that the ZoRC area is not congruent with the 
crossing area136. Naturally this would need to be considered for the calculation of the ZoRC 
travel times of the single vehicles. Moreover the proposed algorithms could easily be 
extended in order to consider the turn indicators of neighboured vehicles and their movement 
vector in order to derive their respective tuning direction and to estimate their travel times 
more precisely. A similar question arises from scenarios with relatively large ZoRCs, which 
cover curvy roads. In this case the path length of the vehicles across ZoRC does not 
necessarily equal the ZoRC diameter, which is used in order to calculate the ZTT. However 
such detailed improvements are out of the scope of this work and therefore potential for future 
studies. It can be assumed that such adaptations only improve the performance of the 
algorithms. 
In principle the considered city scenario is pretty similar to a traffic jam. The vehicle 
density is comparably high and the average speed is rather low. However the basic difference 
is that at the intersection between 50% and 75% of the vehicles are standing still while the 
others move137.  Accordingly for the calculation of the average speed theoretically only the 
moving vehicles should be considered138. Since vehicles generally move relatively slow at 
intersections related thresholds need to be also rather low (e.g. 2km/h). But this may be 
problematic because of the reduced accuracy of reported CAM information at low vehicle 
speeds. However in this study the data (speed) of all vehicles in the Neighbourhood Table 
was used by the roadside station for further calculations. This is considered to be sufficient for 
a qualitative assessment of the discussed algorithms. Like for the exact calculation of ZoRC 
travel distances it is assumed that such extensions to the algorithms would only improve their 
performance. 
Due to the increased fading intensity139 higher transmission powers are required in 
order to achieve similar ZoRC sizes. Accordingly 10dBm is required in order to cover the 
entire crossing (ZoRC radius = 27m). From this example the impact of the fading intensity 
becomes obvious. In the motorway scenarios only 0dBm was required in order to cover a 
similar ZoRC. 
Like in the traffic jam scenario for certain configurations errored Service 
Announcement Cycles were observed, in which the bandwidth was not sufficient in order to 
grant a single packet to each vehicle inside the ZoRC. However these errors could be easily 
eliminated by increasing the configured Service Announcement Period. Due to the low speeds 
this is unproblematic and the requested SAP/ZTT ratio could still be reached. 
 
Discussion 
 
Figure 86 principlely confirms the results that were already discussed for the motorway 
scenarios. When the scenarios are compared it must not be forgotten that the motorway 
simulations were conducted at lower transmission powers. However like discussed before the 
involved ZoRC areas are almost identical because of the different fading intensities. 
                                                 
136 Centre points of ZoRC and crossing do not match 
137 only a part of the vehicles have green light 
138 consider only vehicles whose speed exceed a certain value 
139 m=1 for city scenario (m=2 for motorway scenarios) 
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Moreover the number of simulated vehicles is slightly different. The following observations 
are anyway qualitatively valid. 
In general it can be seen that the proposed adaptive algorithms outperform the 
commonly applied periodic approach also in this scenario. Again the periodic algorithm has 
the highest loss rates, although its redundancy is disproportionately high. Compared to the 
basic adaptive algorithm the extended version achieves its 100% delivery rate at the cost of 
only a small number of selective retransmissions. 
In the following a more detailed comparison with the other simulation scenarios shall 
be given. First of all the periodic algorithm transmits more packets than in the open motorway 
scenario but less than in the traffic jam scenario. This observation was expected because the 
number of transmitted packets directly depends from the residence time of the vehicles in the 
“coverage area”140 of the roadside station. Naturally this value is smaller on open highways 
and higher for traffic jam scenarios. An interesting deviation is that more packets are lost in 
the city scenario. The traffic densities are comparable and the problems caused by packet 
collisions are also similar. The difference is that due to the higher residence times the 
redundancy is higher in the traffic jam scenario, which leads to a lower packet loss rate. 
Instead, for the adaptive protocols the residence time of the vehicles is not relevant. 
Here the number of total transmitted packets majorly only depends from the number of 
vehicles and the respective size of uplink messages (=number of message fragments). 
However, here it is worth noting that the delivery rate of the basic adaptive algorithm is also a 
little lower than in the other scenarios. The extended adaptive algorithm repeatedly achieves 
100% delivery rate with average redundancy (number of retransmissions). 
 
 
Figure 86: Uplink - city crossing - number of total transmitted, redundant transmitted and lost packets 
                                                 
140 area in which CAMs are continuously received from the roadside station 
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Figure 87 depicts the spatial progression of the channel load for the respective algorithms. As 
in the motorway scenarios passive “measurement stations” were placed around the roadside 
station under test in order to evaluate the number of received messages at defined distances. 
Although this metric does not at all represent the exact quantity of the channel allocation141 it 
is considered as an indicator, which still allows qualitative assumptions. The efforts for more 
accurate extensions to the simulation environment were not commensurate. But the number of 
received messages at defined measurement locations is considered as a sufficient to 
qualitatively compare the (relative) channel allocation of the considered mechanisms. 
For this reason respectively four measurement stations were placed relative to the 
roadside station in northern, western, southern and eastern direction at distances of 50m, 
100m and 200m. 
 
The following graphic shows that the channel reuse is much better for the proposed 
adaptive algorithms. But it also turned out that the channel allocation of the adaptive 
protocols does not significantly decrease with increasing distance (at least for the selected 
distances of the measurement stations). However in this context it should be noted that an 
average number of 20000 packets at 50m distance is still not very critical for a simulation 
time of 1000s. This corresponds to about 8% of the entire channel capacity for a data rate of 
6MBit/s of which the half is effectively reserved for the uplink data traffic142. This means that 
the adaptive protocols only consume about 10% of the bandwidth of the periodic approach. 
Although the periodic algorithm does not consume the entire bandwidth143 it must not be 
forgotten that only a single application on a single roadside station was simulated. Particularly 
for city scenarios it must be considered that the density of roadside stations with various up- 
and downlink applications may be much higher. 
 
                                                 
141 e.g. carrier sense threshold is smaller than receive threshold, which is the power required for a successful 
packet reception 
142 effective bandwidth reserved for uplink: 3MBit/s 
143 about 80% of available uplink capacity 
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Figure 87: Uplink - city crossing - Spatial progression of channel allocation for 99% delivery probability 
and 10dBm tx-power 
Although the situation already drastically improved for the adaptive protocols the 
results presented in Figure 87 were the motivation to consider options for decreasing the 
transmission power in order to further improve the spatial reusability. However when only the 
transmission power is reduced the ZoRC size shrinks below a critical value. If the 
transmission power is e.g. reduced to 0dBm it corresponds to a ZoRC radius of about 9m. 
This means that the ZoRC hardly covers the entire crossing area even if the roadside station is 
placed exactly in the centre of the crossing on a traffic refuge (as it is simplifying assumed for 
the simulated scenario). The risk that numerous vehicles completely miss the ZoRC when 
they turn in certain directions is drastically increased. Therefore it is especially important for 
the city scenario to consider the ZoRC size when the transmission power is minimised. So if 
the requested delivery probability is also reduced it means that the ZoRC size can be kept 
constant. Figure 88 illustrates the corresponding relation. When the requested delivery 
probability is reduced from 99% to 75% the ZoRC radius can be increased from 27m to 158m 
if the transmission power remains constant (10dBm). But it can also be seen that this causes 
an increased packet loss for the basic adaptive algorithm (from about 10% to about 37%) and 
an increased rate of retransmissions required for the extended adaptive algorithm to keep the  
delivery rate up to 100%. So the reduction of delivery probability may not be a good option 
for basic adaptive algorithm if the corresponding application cannot bear a packet loss of 
about 10%. But it is of course an option for the extended adaptive algorithm because the 
magnitude of redundant retransmissions is still uncritical for the available channel capacity. 
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Figure 88: Uplink - city crossing - number of lost packets and redundant transmissions VS. delivery 
probability (ZoRC-size) 
Figure 89 summarises the results of the attempt to increase the spatial reusability of 
the extended adaptive algorithm by decreasing the transmission power and the requested 
delivery probability. It can be seen that the reduction to 0dbm/75% shows the desired result. 
Although the required retransmissions are drastically increased compared to the original 
scenario (10dBm/99%) the algorithm still achieves 100% delivery rate. If the transmission 
power is further reduced it does not pay off anymore. In this case even the extended adaptive 
algorithm does not achieve 100% delivery rate, which is untypical due to the selective 
retransmission of previously missed packets. 
Moreover it can be observed that for low transmission powers some of the vehicles 
were entirely missed, which means that they did not transmitted a single packet because they 
were never assigned by the roadside station (-4dBm => 3 vehicles = 1,3% / -
3dBm=>1vehicle=0,4%). Although the ZoRC size principlely covers the entire crossing it 
became too small. In this case the processing of the average speed of ALL vehicles inside the 
neighbourhood table for the calculation of the ZoRC travel time is not accurate enough. The 
ZoRC travel time is equally assumed for all vehicles but for such small ZoRC size the actual 
travel times may significantly vary according to the turning direction of the respective 
vehicles. A vehicle, which turns right has much smaller residence time than a vehicle which 
crosses the entire ZoRC area while it drives straight over the crossing. Due to these relative 
high deviations the consideration of only a single average travel time is not appropriate under 
these extreme conditions144. Therefore the assignment of the single vehicles to different 
driving directions and the calculation of the respective average travel times might be also a 
subject for future investigation. In this case the lowest of the calculated average ZoRC travel 
times would naturally trigger the adaptive algorithms. For motorway scenarios all vehicles 
have the same or at least very similar paths across the ZoRC, which is very often close to the 
                                                 
144 very low transmission power, multiple turning directions and inhomogeneous speed profile 
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diameter of the ZoRC. Therefore such behaviour is not observed for these scenarios and the 
processing of a single average ZoRC travel time is sufficient. 
  Although the loss rates are still very small it has to be recognised that this time even 
the extended adaptive algorithm does not always satisfy the requirement of sensitive 
applications, which require 100% delivery (in the special configuration with minimal 
transmission power and reduced delivery probability). On the other hand it should also be 
noted that the extended adaptive algorithm at -4dBm has still a small loss rate compared to the 
periodic algorithm at 10dBm. However when the goal is 100% delivery rate than 0dBm/75% 
is the only configuration with reduced delivery probability, which satisfies this requirement. 
 
 
Figure 89: Uplink - city crossing - packet redundancy and -delivery for reduced requested delivery 
probability and different tx power values 
Since the transmission power has been reduced it can be expected that the spatial reuse has 
been improved at least for far distances. For close distances it has to be considered that a 
reduced transmission power comes at the cost of increased number of retransmissions. 
However the increased bandwidth consumption for close distances is still uncritical for the 
available channel capacity. 
Figure 90 shows the basic success of the experiment to improve the spatial reuse by 
reducing transmission power at the cost of reduced delivery probability. Due to the fact that 
from the experiments with reduced transmission power only the configuration with 0dBm and 
75% delivery probability was achieving 100% delivery rate it is the only one, which is further 
evaluated in this context. It is very obvious that compared to the original scenario 
(10dBm/99%) the channel load significantly reduced over space: 
 50m: 20% reduction 
 100m: 41% reduction 
 200m: 97% reduction 
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As expected the measure increasingly pays off with increasing distance. Close distances are 
less critical in terms of special channel reuse. But even for close distances the channel load 
was reduced although the reduction of transmission power and delivery probability comes at 
the cost of increased retransmissions. This result was not necessarily expected. 
 
 
Figure 90: Uplink - city crossing - Spatial progression of extended adaptive algorithm for different 
combinations of tx-power and requested delivery probability 
Like for the other scenarios the number of channel collisions is severe for the periodic 
algorithm. The collisions, which are involved with CSMA/CA channel access method, can be 
significantly reduced if the adaptive algorithms are applied. As expected the absolute number 
of channel collisions is for all algorithms between the numbers, which were observed for the 
open motorway scenario and the traffic jam. This is due to the fact that besides the algorithm 
the residence time and the vehicle density are predominant for the number of channel 
collisions. 
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Figure 91: Uplink - city crossing - channel collisions at the roadside station under test for 10dBm / 
requested delivery probability 99% 
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5.3 Summary 
In this chapter majorly the simulation results of the newly introduced uplink- and 
downlink protocols were discussed and compared to the simulation performance of the 
commonly applied periodic approaches. In the beginning the relevant findings of the German 
national research project AKTIV [7] are additionally summarised. 
In AKTIV the real world behaviour of a very basic algorithm for message multicast 
distribution on roadside stations (downlink scenario) could be observed by means of test dives. 
For this ten roadside stations were permanently integrated with existing roadside 
infrastructure over a time span of over one year. Furthermore 15 test vehicles were equipped, 
which regularly moved through the test area. For the comparison of an optimised adaptive 
approach with a conventional periodic algorithm dedicated test runs with the entire vehicle 
fleet were additionally conducted. In this way over 1500 vehicle contacts145 with different 
speed profiles could be generated only during these controlled test runs. In order to compare 
the performance respectively four roadside stations were running the adaptive- and the 
periodic algorithm. The result confirms the expectation that the new concept overwhelmingly 
outperforms the currently applied strategy. In average the adaptive algorithm saves between 
65% and 85% of the bandwidth of its periodic counterpart. Thereby delivery rates between 
96% and 99% are still achieved (even 100% delivery rate was achieved for test cases with 
homogeneous speed profile). This means that an intelligent adaptive solution can save huge 
amounts of bandwidth while high message delivery rates can still be achieved. 
These promising results of a relatively simple adaptive solution finally motivated the 
investigation for more sophisticated derivates, which e.g. additionally consider channel 
characteristics and related message delivery probabilities. The performance of these refined 
concepts has been evaluated by means of simulation. In order to reconstruct realistic 
conditions an environment was applied, which integrates traffic- and communication 
simulation at runtime. Selected segments from the real road network were imported from map 
data. These were the basis for numerous simulation runs with different traffic loads. Thereby 
the simulated traffic demand followed empirically validated distributions of fast- and slow 
vehicles as well as so-called Heavy Goods Vehicles. The single traffic scenarios can be 
reproduced to a 100% so that a comparison between the observed algorithms becomes 
possible. 
  In the observed downlink scenarios the roadside station was supposed to distribute a 
fragmented message consisting of 100 packets to all incoming vehicles. In a typical motorway 
scenario with free flowing traffic between 55% and 85% of the bandwidth consumed by the 
periodic approach could be saved. This approximately fits the practical observations from the 
AKTIV project. For a traffic jam scenario even 90% of the bandwidth could be saved. This 
means that the adaptive protocol increasingly saves bandwidth with increasing traffic density. 
  Also in terms of the channel reusability the proposed algorithm outperforms the 
periodic approach by up to factor six146.  The reduced frequency, with which packets are 
repeated by the adaptive approach, is the reason for this. The transmission power is another 
possibility in order to additionally release the channel over space: The adaptive approach can 
reliably transfer the data at relatively low transmission power values. In contrast to this the 
periodic algorithm is commonly applied with full transmission power. However, the channel 
release for far roadside station distances comes at the cost of a slightly increased channel load 
for mid and short distances. The reason for this is that the adaptive protocol needs to increase 
the repeat interval for smaller ZoRC sizes, which are involving with reduced transmission 
                                                 
145 „vehicle contact“ = scenario in which a single vehicle passes a roadside station independent from the fact 
whether messages are successfully submitted or not 
146 for equal transmission power values 
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power values. This basic trade-off is common for all possible downlink scenarios and should 
be kept in mind for the dedicated location planning of roadside stations and their respective 
configuration. 
  However, the most crucial aspect is probably that also the delivery rates for the 
adaptive approach could be drastically improved to values between 98% and 100%. An 
interesting note from these simulations is that an increase in transmission power does not 
necessarily improve the delivery rate. Although the delivery rates are consistently high it is 
therefore recommended to consider a redundancy of two for very “delivery sensitive” 
applications. Another interesting finding is that configurations with high delivery probabilities 
and low requested redundancies are not necessarily more efficient than configurations with 
reduced delivery probability and increased requested redundancy. So selecting the optimal 
configuration for the adaptive algorithm is not as simple as it might appear at a first glance. 
 
  Also the adaptive protocols for vehicle data uplink are compared to a simple cyclic 
approach according to which the vehicles simply continuously repeat the packets as long as 
they receive CAMs from the roadside station147. For the motorway scenario the basic adaptive 
protocol only consumed 13,5% of the periodic approach and achieved in average a delivery 
rate of 95%. The extended adaptive algorithm even achieves 100% delivery rate at the cost of 
only marginally increased bandwidth consumption (14% of the cyclic approach). The number 
of packets, which were lost for the basic adaptive algorithm, equals the number of fragments, 
which have been retransmitted by the extended version. This basically means that the 
extended adaptive protocol only re-transmits the packets, which were lost during previous 
Service Announcement periods. Accordingly it is proved that the extended adaptive protocol 
actually only generates the redundancy, which is required in order to reliably ship the 
message. 
  The periodic protocol performs also well in terms of delivery rates but only for small 
messages (low number of message fragments/data packets). For increased number of message 
fragments the delivery rate quickly degrades to the worst of all algorithms. This is particularly 
true if high transmission power values are applied, which is currently the approach in many 
research activities. This is a very remarkable result, which was not expected. Actually it was 
assumed that the tremendous redundancy of the continuous periodic repetition at least ensures 
perfect delivery rates but the opposite turned out. Another interesting observation is that the 
number of lost packets even increases if the transmit power is increased.  So like for the 
downlink scenarios the common assessment, that increasing the transmission power improves 
the overall performance, turns out to be wrong. 
  In terms of the different traffic scenarios one can say that the extended adaptive 
algorithm needs to re-transmit more packets for inhomogeneous speed profiles. However, in 
relation to the vehicle speed it needs to be ensured that the algorithm is correctly configured at 
any time. For free flowing traffic the Service Announcement Period to ZoRC Travel Time 
ratio may be a problematic parameter. For comparably small ZoRC sizes and relatively high 
vehicle speeds it may happen that the requested ratio is not met anymore. In this case the 
ZoRC size should be dynamically adapted by the algorithm itself. The easiest way is to 
simply increase the transmission power, which comes at the cost of an increased channel load 
over space (reduced special channel reusability). Another option is to further decrease the 
Service Announcement Period. Furthermore a third option could be derived from the 
simulation results. The reduction of the requested delivery probability also involves an 
increased ZoRC size. Due to the increased packet loss this is naturally only an option for the 
extended adaptive protocol. Although more packet re-transmissions are required such 
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configurations finally also ensure 100% delivery rates, which is not achieved for malicious 
configurations with high requested delivery probabilities. 
  The traffic jam scenario reveals that, like for the proposed downlink protocol, the 
adaptive solutions for vehicle data uplink increasingly save bandwidth with increasing 
bandwidth critically (high density of communication nodes). Accordingly the extended 
adaptive algorithm only requires about 0,1‰ of the redundancy of the periodic option. 
Thereby 100% delivery rate is reliably achieved by the extended adaptive protocol, which was 
never achieved by the periodic version. The number of required re-transmissions of the 
extended adaptive algorithm is generally low. In contrast to this the channel load caused by 
the periodic approach even dramatically increases in this scenario. This means that it performs 
increasingly worse in critical scenarios. 
  Another interesting observation of the traffic jam scenario is the asymmetric channel 
allocation over space. The channel in upstream direction of the roadside station turned out to 
be more loaded than for the downstream area. The reason for this is rather simple. The 
majority of message fragments have already been successfully transmitted even before the 
vehicles pass the location of the roadside station. So in the further course the vehicles remain 
silent while they are travelling through the downstream area. This is a typical characteristic of 
the adaptive algorithms and it is even common for all uplink scenarios. But naturally due to 
the low vehicle speeds this effect becomes increasingly obvious in traffic jam scenarios. 
However also for the traffic jam scenario the algorithm needs to be properly configured. As 
the case may be the high vehicle density involves that many vehicles may reside inside the 
ZoRC. The adaptive algorithms on the roadside station repeatedly share and assign the 
bandwidth, which is available in between two successive Service Announcements. If the 
Service Announcement periods are rather small it may happen that this bandwidth is not 
sufficient for each assigned vehicle to transmit only a single packet. However, this is not a big 
problem. In this case the adaptive mechanism may simply increase the Service 
Announcement period. In contrast to the scenario with the free flowing traffic the Service 
Announcement period to ZoRC Travel Time is unproblematic because of the slow vehicle 
speeds. 
  On the city crossing the adaptive algorithms behave similar to the traffic jam scenario. 
This is natural for a strongly requested crossing because relatively high vehicle densities are 
mixed with relatively slow vehicle speeds. In terms of the reduction of the bandwidth 
consumption, message delivery rates and spatial channel reusability the adaptive approaches 
outperform their periodic counterpart once more. Particularly the bandwidth consumption and 
the spatial channel reuse of the periodic approach turn out to be very critical for urban 
scenarios for which high roadside station densities can be expected. 
   
  In all scenarios the number of channel collisions is very severe for the periodic 
algorithms. The number of these collisions, which are involved with the CSMA/CA channel 
access method, can be significantly reduced by the proposed adaptive solutions. It has been 
generally observed that increased transmission power values may have negative influence on 
the performance of all observed approaches. So channel collisions, which are caused by the 
so-called “hidden station problem”, are a very principle problem that should be carefully 
analysed also for other communication scenarios. However, for the V2I scenarios, which are 
in the focus of this work, the number of the channel collisions could be pushed to an uncritical 
level that generally allows high densities of roadside station applications. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 
  In the previous chapters new protocols for the active bandwidth management in V2I 
communication scenarios have been observed. The presented algorithms dynamically assign 
the available channel capacity to uplink- and downlink applications. Thereby the effective 
needs of the locally available V2I applications are considered. Moreover the fundamentals of 
traffic theory have been considered in order to derive realistic figures for the density and 
speed of the vehicles (=network density/network dynamics). 
  The new mechanisms have been integrated into the standardised Station Reference 
Architecture. The Facility Layer is the right place because it allows an overview of all 
application requirements. In turn possible bandwidth limitations can be directly 
communicated back to the applications. Instead of directly sending their V2I data traffic via 
the “Communication Client” in an uncoordinated way, the applications register at the newly 
introduced facility for the “Adaptive Management of Delay Tolerant Data Traffic”. From here 
the “Communication Client” and “Service Announcement” facilities can be centrally accessed 
for all registered V2I applications. In this way the existing facilities and underlying protocols 
are used like before and do not need to be adapted. The lightweight “signalling protocol” for 
the management of uplink data traffic can be simply piggybacked to the existing “Service 
Announcements”. In this way one of the major goals is achieved, namely the easy integration 
of newly introduced mechanisms into the existing Station Reference Architecture that is 
largely characterised by the requirements of decentralised V2V communication.  
  The results, which are extensively discussed in the previous chapter, prove that the 
proposed algorithms overwhelmingly outperform the currently applied periodic approaches in 
terms of bandwidth efficiency. Even the comparably simple mechanism for message multicast 
distribution (downlink), which was observed in the context of the German AKTIV project, 
could already reduce the bandwidth consumption by about 85%. Thereby the delivery rate of 
distributed packets did not significantly sink. The more sophisticated algorithms, which have 
been introduced in paragraphs 4.3 and 4.4, perform better than the cyclic strategies even in 
terms of communication reliability (message delivery rate). This is one of the surprising 
results. Generally it is anticipated that due to the enormous redundancy the periodic 
approaches at least achieve perfect delivery rates. This is not the case, especially in the 
scenarios with high traffic densities. Based on the observations it is assumed that the “hidden 
station problem” is the reason for this performance degradation. Naturally this phenomenon is 
also relevant for the newly presented protocols. Related implications are discussed later. In 
terms of bandwidth efficiency it could be furthermore documented that the proposed solutions 
even perform inverse to the criticality of the current traffic scenario. This means that the 
algorithm increasingly saves bandwidth with increasing traffic density148. Accordingly the 
advantage compared to commonly used approaches is maximal in the most relevant scenarios. 
In this context the importance of traffic theory becomes obvious. 
  Another achievement of the new approach is that now applications can base on a 
certain “quality of service”. The corresponding metric is the message delivery probability, 
which is one of the configuration parameters for the applied algorithms. Moreover the new 
facility adaptively assigns a certain number of data packets to each application for which the 
configured delivery probability is granted. This is a huge progress compared to the current 
situation, where the V2I applications may send an arbitrary number of data packets without 
any knowledge concerning the delivery rate. The naive implicit assumption is that all 
fragments will be successfully delivered if they are continuously repeated while the vehicle is 
passing the roadside station. However the results prove that the contrary is the case, at least 
for high traffic densities, which is of most importance in this context. 
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  Moreover the novel approach minimises the transmit power in order to increase the 
spatial reuse of the channel. This aspect is hardly addressed by previous work. Based on a 
probabilistic channel model for each transmit power value a corresponding range around the 
roadside station can be calculated for which the requested delivery probability is achieved 
(“Zone of Robust Communication”). The investigations prove that even low transmit power 
values and related small ZoRC are sufficient in order to ensure the reliable exchange of 
relatively high amounts of data. This is an important contribution because it enables high 
densities of roadside stations, which is potentially the case for urban areas. However at this 
point there is room for improvement. In the present investigations the transmit power and the 
requested delivery probability (ZoRC size) were initially configured as fixed parameters. So 
for the respective traffic scenarios also the number of packets, which can be sent by the 
application(s) were implicitly pre-defined. This was absolutely sufficient in order to prove the 
performance of the proposed algorithms. But in reality the applications should naturally not 
be limited by fix configurations of lower system facilities. The other way around the lower 
system facilities should adaptively configure to what is required in order to satisfy the 
application’s needs. Mapped to the present case this means that the proposed solutions should 
adaptively configure the transmit power in order to transfer a certain number of packets with a 
certain delivery probability, which is both defined by the applications. Nevertheless the lower 
system facilities should still ensure that the available bandwidth for uplink and downlink data 
traffic is still kept and as the case may be limit the application’s demand. Thereby the local 
density of neighboured roadside station systems and related channel load must also be 
considered. Summing up all the different aspects and influences such reasonable adaptation is 
probably more complex than it appears at a first glance. So there is obviously room for future 
research. 
  Related to the limitation of applications there is also another interesting question, 
which is currently not answered. In this context the implications of previous research on 
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) are strongly supported. Accordingly applications must be 
able to adapt to the current limitations of the challenged network. More specifically 
applications must be able to include semantically self-contained information149 into a variable 
number of packets150, which may be limited by the underlying system facilities if this is 
required. It makes no sense if an application stolidly sends x+1 data packets if only x can be 
successfully transmitted. The result would be that the data cannot be processed at receiver 
side. This means furthermore that even the successfully transmitted information was finally 
only wasting the scarce bandwidth. Therefore it is predicted that the attempt to run unchanged 
internet applications over the VANET will grandiosely fail. The consequence is that 
regardless of the performance of lower communication layers also application designers need 
to face the challenged conditions of the vehicular environment. Due to the afore mentioned 
reasons it is assumed that sequential packet fragmentation of huge data streams on lower 
communication  layers will simply not work. Instead the information needs to be fragmented 
on a semantically level. This can only be achieved on application level. Related questions are 
not trivial and absolutely deserve of dedicated investigation. 
  Another important observation from the conducted simulations is the relevance of the 
so-called “hidden station problem” 151 . The magnitude of related channel collisions is 
particularly severe for the widely used periodic approaches. Despite of the immense 
redundancy the number of lost data packets can obviously not be compensated. In some 
simulation scenarios it could be observed that even the basic algorithm for uplink data traffic 
had better message delivery rates than its periodic counterpart although it did not retransmit 
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only a single packet (no redundancy). Before this background it becomes clear why the 
increase of transmit power may be even disadvantageous. The intuitive assessment is that an 
increase of transmit power should actually improve the system’s performance in terms of 
message delivery rates. However the simulation results prove that under certain conditions 
such increase may have severe negative consequences152 . The “hidden station problem” 
obviously exceeds the increased channel-based delivery probability. Although the magnitude 
of these undesired effects was much lower for the proposed adaptive algorithms the following 
general statements can be derived:  
 roadside stations should actively use the Service Channels according to local 
conditions. Intelligent mechanisms for the assignment of Service Channels in 
scenarios with high roadside station density are another interesting aspect to be 
observed in the future. 
 Nevertheless even in high roadside station densities multiple applications can 
commonly use a single channel. Due to the high spatial channel reuse of the proposed 
protocols the bandwidth often needs to be only locally shared between the “ego-
applications”153. This enables a huge application capacity even for urban scenarios. 
The approaches, which are introduced in the context of this work, are based on a probabilistic 
channel model. It is obvious that the performance of the introduced algorithms vitally depends 
from a proper configuration. More specifically this means that the parameterisation of the 
applied channel model must reflect the reality as much as possible. For many (uncritical) 
scenarios an empirically based estimation for the corresponding parameters may be sufficient. 
This may be e.g. the case for a motorway environment with less influence on signal 
propagation. Also for scenarios in which a small ZoRC is sufficient for the installed 
applications an estimated configuration may be valid. However for more complex urban 
environments some extra efforts might be required in order to determine the optimal location 
of the roadside station and to find a proper configuration of the applied algorithms. First 
possibilities related to corresponding measurement drives were already discussed in paragraph 
4.2.3. Nevertheless more refined concepts for such measurement campaigns are necessary, 
especially concerning the determination of the fading parameters. 
  Another general aspect for a refinement of the newly introduced concepts concerns the 
estimation of the residence times of the single vehicles within the “Zone of Robust 
Communication”. This may help to improve the performance of the algorithms, particularly in 
intersection scenarios. In this specific case the vehicles may have different destinations and 
related differences concerning their respective residence times. Moreover in an intersection 
scenario only a part of the vehicles are actually moving. The others are standing at the red 
light or need to give way. Therefore it might make sense to only consider the currently 
moving vehicles and to derive multiple residence times for the relevant destination options. 
Respectively the shortest residence time would then be used to trigger the sending behaviour 
of the algorithms in the described way. Additional information sources may help to estimate 
the driving direction of single vehicles. The status of the turn indicators, which is regularly 
reported by the vehicles in their broadcasted cooperative awareness messages, may be a 
useful parameter. Moreover the lane information, which may be assigned to vehicles in some 
scenarios, can be an additional information source for this.  
  In the current work the available bandwidth is equally distributed between uplink and 
downlink applications. More sophisticated variants may also consider asymmetric bandwidth 
distributions. In this sense the entire downlink capacity might be e.g. used for uplink data 
traffic as long as no downlink application is registered. Especially for the assignment of the 
allowed number of packets per vehicle there is room for improvement. Currently the available 
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uplink capacity is equally shared among all vehicles, which reside inside the “Zone of Robust 
Communication”. This includes also scenarios in which a part of the vehicles already 
successfully transmitted all message fragments, which means that there are no more packets 
to be sent. In this case the “free” capacity of those vehicles could be dynamically distributed 
among the residual vehicles. 
  After these general conclusions and proposals for improvement some aspects shall 
also be considered, which are more specific for the two basic V2I communication scenarios 
(uplink/downlink). 
  Related to message multi-cast distribution (downlink) the following interesting facts 
have been found. It is hard to find a configuration, which generally grants best performance. 
An example for this is the fact that configurations with high delivery probability and low 
requested redundancy are not necessarily more efficient than configurations with reduced 
delivery probability and increased redundancy. For the latter case the increased redundancy is 
compensated by the increased ZoRC size, which leads to increased ZoRC Travel Times and 
correspondingly reduced repeat intervals. As a consequence some investigations might make 
sense in order to find out whether it is reasonable to continuously compare different 
configuration options in order to adaptively apply the best. Thereby even the dedicated local 
distribution of roadside stations (density of roadside stations) may be an aspect to be 
considered. An increased transmit power (increased ZoRC size) basically means that the 
channel close the roadside station is released at the cost of an increased channel load for 
distant areas. Metaphorically spoken it is like “distributing the channel load over a bigger 
area”. If one now considers an exemplary scenario where multiple roadside stations are 
punctually concentrated on a very small area it might be even better to use higher 
transmission powers. 
  For the uplink case an increased ZoRC size always leads to a (slight) degradation of 
the spatial channel reuse. Thereby it is even irrelevant whether the increased ZoRC is 
achieved by reduced delivery probability or by increased transmit power. This is due to the 
fact that in either case more distant vehicles will be assigned to send their information. 
However, in the uplink scenario increased ZoRC sizes do not positively influence the number 
of messages, which need to be repeated. The uplink scenario is far more complex than the 
downlink variant. As a consequence also the configuration is generally more complex. The 
parameters need to be carefully selected in order to ensure proper performance in all traffic 
scenarios. This is particularly true for the Service Announcement Period154 (SAP). It is easy to 
comprehend that the algorithm entirely fails if the SAP is bigger than the average travel time 
of the vehicles through the Zone of Robust Communication (ZoRC Travel Time = ZTT). In 
this undesired case the vehicles would cross the ZoRC without receiving any Service 
Announcement. As a consequence they will never be assigned by the roadside station in order 
to transmit only a single data packet. In contrast to this it is desirable155 to ensure that the 
vehicles receive multiple Service Announcements during their residence inside the ZoRC. 
This request is represented by the SAP to ZTT ratio (SAP/ZTT). Since the ZTT depends from 
the current traffic scenario the SAP needs to be continuously adapted in order to exactly hit 
the requested ratio. This was not the case for the simulation, where the SAP was configured as 
a fixed parameter. Naturally it was observed weather the desired SAP/ZTT could be achieved, 
which was not the case for all traffic scenarios. In the latter cases the algorithm was 
configured to stop sending Service Announcements. Another aspect related to the 
parameterisation of the SAP concerns the distribution of the available bandwidth among the 
vehicles, which reside inside the ZoRC. This becomes relevant in traffic jam scenarios, where 
the vehicle density is extraordinary high. As a consequence the bandwidth capacity, which is 
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available in-between two successive Service Announcements, also needs to be shared among 
an increased number of vehicles. Now depending from the size of the ZoRC and the selected 
SAP it may happen that the available capacity is not sufficient in order to allow the relevant 
vehicles to only transmit a single data packet. Also in this scenario the algorithm entirely fails 
if the SAP is configured as a fixed parameter. The required measure is simple and straight 
forward. One just has to increase the SAP and everything is fine again. Thereby the requested 
SAP/ZTT is not critical since also the ZTT is drastically increased for dense traffic scenarios. 
Another measure for both scenarios is to adapt the ZTT. This can be either achieved by 
adjusting the delivery probability or the transmit power. However these measures should be 
carefully applied since they may respectively have negative influences on the delivery rate or 
the spatial channel reuse. Therefore the dynamic adjustment of the SAP is the preferred 
solution. 
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Annex I. Summary in English 
 
The principle goal of the work at hand is to improve the effectiveness and reliability of 
Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication (V2I). Thereby the focus is clearly on the European 
VANET156 system and the corresponding “Station Reference Architecture”, which is specified 
by the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI). Because of the history of 
related research activities the entire system is characterised by the requirements of 
decentralised Vehicle to Vehicle Communication (V2V). V2I applications gained of 
importance at a later point in time. As a consequence one of the major goals is that the 
proposed solutions can be integrated into the existing protocol suite with minimal efforts. 
But as a starting point also relevant contributions of foreign research activities have been 
evaluated. Very important aspects have been discussed in different contexts. Many basic 
conclusions of the research on Interplanetary Networks, or on its terrestrial relative Delay 
Tolerant Networks, can be directly derived. Moreover the use of probabilistic channel models 
in order to estimate the delivery probability of single communication opportunities is another 
important principle, which is also applied in the context of this work. However none of the 
proposed solutions entirely answers all relevant questions: 
 How many message fragments can be reliably sent (uplink/downlink) under different 
channel conditions? 
 What if single packet fragments get lost? 
 What is the influence of the network density on these limits? By nature the basics of 
traffic theory need to be considered in order to derive realistic vehicle densities and 
related speeds. 
 What is the optimal timing/interval for vehicles and roadside stations to transmit their 
information? 
 What transmit power is required? How can the channel effectively be used? What if 
multiple roadside stations are closely collocated, each requesting data from the passing 
vehicles (urban scenario)? 
Moreover the existing solutions do not explicitly address the harmonisation with the before 
mentioned European Station Reference Architecture. As a consequence these concepts cannot 
be easily integrated if they are mapped to the relevant V2I scenarios. 
In order to address the introduced questions two different algorithms are proposed, 
which respectively steer the exchange uplink- and downlink data traffic. Thereby the term 
uplink refers to scenarios, in which vehicles intend to deliver a certain amount of data to a 
conditionally met roadside station that is capable of processing the corresponding type of data. 
The inverse scenario in which the roadside station continuously distributes information to a 
group of incoming vehicles is referred to as downlink. Due to the highly different 
requirements of these two communication scenarios it makes sense to organise the interaction 
between vehicles and roadside stations by separate algorithms. Moreover most applications 
are exclusively based on only one of these communication scenarios. Uplink- and downlink 
data traffic are at least independently exchanged. 
In principle the introduced protocols actively share the bandwidth between all uplink 
and downlink applications. Thereby the roadside station is the only instance, which has the 
possibility to centrally process all relevant parameters. So it finally adapts the sending 
behaviour of itself and of the incoming vehicles accordingly. The corresponding algorithms 
on Roadside- and Vehicle Station are exclusively interacting based on existing facilities of the 
standardised architecture. The “signalling information”, which is needed in order to trigger 
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the sending behaviour of the vehicles, is simply piggybacked by the Service Announcements 
that are regularly sent by the roadside station. 
The newly introduced approach is based on a probabilistic channel model, which 
allows deriving a delivery probability for a certain amount of data packets. This can be used 
by applications as a kind of “quality of service” metric. Up to now the applications were 
neither aware of the delivery probability of transmitted data packets nor of contextual limits.  
In order to improve the spatial channel reuse the transmit power is proactively 
minimised. Summing up one can state that the proposed solutions dynamically adapt to the 
current traffic scenario and the applications’ needs. Thereby the local channel conditions are 
considered as well. 
The results clearly show that the introduced protocols overwhelmingly outperform the 
currently applied periodic approaches in terms of effectiveness. For the downlink scenario the 
newly proposed algorithm saves between 45% and 90% of the bandwidth, which is required 
by the approaches that are usually applied today. In terms of channel reusability the adaptive 
approach outperforms the established solution by almost factor six. The adaptive protocols for 
uplink data traffic only use 15% of the bandwidth of the currently applied cyclic approach. In 
the traffic jam scenarios, which are most critical, it even only consumes about 1‰ of the 
bandwidth that is consumed by its periodic counterpart. 
Thereby at least the same level of communication reliability is reached. The proposed 
downlink algorithm achieves delivery rates between 98% and 100%. The adaptive uplink 
protocols reach delivery rates between 95% for the basic version and 100% for the extended 
approach. In very dense traffic, which is probably the most relevant scenario, the adaptive 
approaches are even better in terms of message delivery than their periodic counterparts. This 
is an astonishing result since it is intuitively assumed that the extraordinary high redundancy 
of periodic approaches must at least grant perfect message delivery rates. However it was 
observed that the well-known “hidden station problem” particularly harms the performance of 
the currently applied periodic approaches. The number of corresponding channel collisions 
obviously even exceeds the immense redundancy. 
Naturally there is always room for improvement. In the current stage many parameters 
were configured as fixed values. This is absolutely valid to prove of the applied concept. 
However, if the algorithms are ever implemented for future use, even the parameterisation 
should become more flexible. There are particular parameters, which need to be balanced in 
order to grant a proper performance. Since they are depending from the current traffic 
scenario they should be automatically adapted. Another big topic concerns the application 
design. Regardless of the performance of the lower communication layers also the application 
programmers need to face the challenged conditions of the vehicular environment. It can be 
e.g. definitively assumed that sequential packet fragmentation of huge data streams on the 
lower communication layers will simply fail. The reason for this is that the currently available 
resources will not always allow successfully transferring all packet fragments. As a 
consequence some of the fragments will get lost and due to the fact that regular applications 
cannot process incomplete data even the successfully transmitted packets are finally only a 
waste of bandwidth. Therefore the information needs to be fragmented on a semantically level. 
This can only be achieved on application level. Related questions are not trivial and 
absolutely deserve of more dedicated investigation. 
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Annex II. Terms & Definitions 
This annex clarifies the important terms, which are persistently used throughout the 
entire document. Moreover the meaning of the most important abbreviations is also resolved. 
Moreover abbreviations are additionally either explained in the text or in corresponding 
footnotes. 
 
CAM According to the European standardisation of vehicular 
communication each node needs to repeatedly broadcast the 
“cooperative awareness message” (CAM) on the Control 
Channel. It is principlely required in order to disclose the 
presence of all stations to its potential neighbours. Thereby it 
contains general status information of the respective 
communication node. Consequently the message contents are 
partly different for Vehicle- and roadside stations. For the 
vehicles there are dedicated rules, which adapt the repetition 
rate according to the gradient of speed and direction. The 
CAM interval of roadside stations is usually constant. 
DENM The “Decentralised Environmental Notification Message” is 
an event message, which means that it is not regularly sent. It 
refers to certain road incidents such as traffic accidents and is 
usually used by the applications in order to distribute related 
warning messages. 
Control Channel (CCH) 
Service Channel (SCH) 
Service Announcement 
(SA) 
A remarkable characteristic of the European VANET 
communication system is that certain channels are exclusively 
linked to different groups of applications. In this context the 
Control Channel may only be used for the transmission of 
CAM and safety related information (DENM). Moreover the 
Control Channel may be used by roadside stations in order to 
send Service Announcements. Other applications are required 
to use one of the different Service Channels. The reason for 
the limitation of the Control Channel is twofold: 
 Safety-related data is naturally of highest priority and 
must not be delayed by other payload traffic 
 The continuous exchange of CAM, which is also 
safety-relevant, already causes a remarkable channel 
load. If all applications were allowed to access the 
Control Channel it could be hardly prevented from 
congestion, which is not acceptable for safety related 
applications. 
One approach for the use of the different channels foresees 
two transceivers of which one is permanently tuned to the 
Control Channel. This means that the information, which is 
sent on the Control Channel, is definitively received by all 
communication neighbours. In order to use one of the Service 
Channels the roadside station advertises related information in 
Service Announcements, which are also sent on the Control 
channel. Incoming vehicles may decide to tune their second 
transceiver to one of the announced Service Channels in order 
to exchange corresponding data. 
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Delivery Rate Ratio of successfully received data packets to the number of 
totally transmitted data packets 
Delivery Probability 
(Receive Probability) 
Theoretic probability with which a data packet is successfully 
transmitted for a given sender-receiver constellation. This 
probability is derived from a probabilistic channel model. 
Service Announcement 
Period (SAP) /  
Service Announcement 
Cycle 
The duration in between two successive Service 
Announcements is referred to as Service Announcement 
Period. This is one of the parameters, which is actively 
adapted by the proposed protocols. All activities, which may 
be executed during two successive Service Announcements, 
are referring to the same Service Announcement Cycle. 
Spatial Channel Reuse/ 
Spatial Progression of the 
Channel Allocation 
The Spatial Channel Reuse in an important metric in the 
context of the observed mechanisms. In this context the 
fundamental goal is to minimise the transmit power. This also 
minimises the minimal distance to neighboured roadside 
stations, which is required in order to simultaneously use the 
same channel without reciprocal interference. The smaller this 
minimal distance the higher the Spatial Channel reuse. 
In the same context the Spatial Progression of the Channel 
Allocation can be measured. It basically represents the degree 
of the channel allocation over the distance to the location of a 
roadside station under test. 
VANET The term Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network comprises all aspects of 
the communication of vehicles among themselves and 
between vehicles and roadside infrastructure (roadside 
stations). 
V2V/V2I/V2X The abbreviations respectively have the following meaning: 
 Vehicle to Vehicle Communication. In the context of 
this document this is excluding the communication 
between vehicles and roadside infrastructure (roadside 
stations) 
 Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication. In the 
context of this is excluding the communication 
between vehicles. 
 Vehicle to X Communication. This abbreviation 
includes both communication scenarios (V2V/V2I).
Uplink and Downlink 
Communication 
These terms exclusively refer to V2I communication 
scenarios. Thereby the term uplink comprises all 
communication scenarios in which vehicles transmit data to 
the roadside infrastructure (roadside stations). In turn the term 
downlink refers to the scenarios in which the roadside 
infrastructure (roadside stations) distribute information to the 
passing vehicles. 
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Zone of Robust 
Communication (ZoRC) 
As already indicated the proposed protocols are based on a 
probabilistic channel model, which basically allows estimating 
a certain delivery probability for each sender-receiver 
distance. The other way around a maximal range can be 
derived for which a predefined delivery probability is 
achieved. Since for most communication scenarios the natural 
goal is to achieve maximal delivery probability the 
corresponding area is named Zone of Robust Communication. 
ZoRC Travel Time (ZTT) This term refers to the average duration which is required for 
the vehicles to cross the Zone of Robust communication of the 
roadside station. 
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Annex III. Abbreviations 
 
ABS Anti-Lock Breaking System 
ACCC Application Communication Channel Client 
ACK Acknowledge 
AHSRA Advanced Cruise-Assist Highway System Research 
Association 
AKTIV Adaptive und kooperative Technologien für den intelligenten 
Verkehr 
API Application Programming Interface 
APP Application Layer 
AQ Autobahnquerschnitt (motorway segment) 
ARIB Association of Radio Industries and Businesses 
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One 
BAB Bundesautobahn (german motorway) 
BSS Basic Service Set 
C2C-CC Car-to-Car Communication Consortium 
CAM Cooperative Awareness Message 
CCU Communication and Control Unit 
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function 
CMC Configuration Management Client 
CR Coding Rate 
CSI Channel State Information 
CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance 
CTS Clear to Send 
DCAITI Daimler Centre for Automotive Information Technology 
DCC Decentralised Congestion Control 
DCF Distributed Coordination Function 
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Annex VI. XSD Files Defining the Configuration of the 
Simulated Algorithms 
Configuration of roadside station Algorithm 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"> 
 
    <xs:element name="irsConfig"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
            <xs:sequence>             
                <xs:element name="txPower" type="xs:integer"/> 
                 <xs:element name="rxThresh" type="xs:integer"/> 
                <xs:element name="dataRate" type="xs:integer"/> 
                <xs:element name="frequency" type="xs:decimal"/> 
                <xs:element ref="threeLogDistanceParams"/> 
                <xs:element name="nakagamiMFactor" type="xs:decimal"/> 
                <xs:element name="ivsCAMInterval" type="xs:integer"/> 
 
                <xs:element name="rxProp"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
                            <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
                            <xs:maxInclusive value="100"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:element> 
                 
                <xs:element name="serviceAnnInterval" type="xs:integer"/> 
                 
                <xs:element name="isActiveSelection" type="xs:boolean"/> 
                 
                <xs:element name="ivsCamToZoRCTravelTimeRatio" type="xs:integer"/> 
                 
                <xs:element name="reqSaIntervallToZorCTravelTimeRatio" type="xs:integer"/> 
                 
                <xs:element name="vehiclePacketSize" type="xs:integer"/> 
             
            </xs:sequence> 
        </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
     
    <xs:element name="threeLogDistanceParams">              
        <xs:complexType> 
            <xs:sequence> 
                <xs:element name="n0" type="xs:decimal"/> 
                <xs:element name="n1" type="xs:decimal"/> 
                <xs:element name="n2" type="xs:decimal"/> 
                 
                <xs:element name="d0" type="xs:decimal"/> 
                <xs:element name="d1" type="xs:decimal"/> 
                <xs:element name="d2" type="xs:decimal"/> 
            </xs:sequence> 
        </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
     
</xs:schema> 
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Configuration of the Vehicle Station 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"> 
 
    <xs:element name="ivsConfig"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
            <xs:sequence> 
             
                <xs:element name="noOfDataPackets" type="xs:integer"/> 
                <xs:element name="timerCallIntervall" type="xs:integer"/> 
                <xs:element name="packetSize" type="xs:integer"/> 
                <xs:element name="bandwidth" type="xs:integer"/> 
                <xs:element name="implicitAcknowledge" type="xs:boolean"/> 
                <xs:element name="activeSelection" type="xs:boolean"/> 
                <xs:element name="repeatIntervall" type="xs:integer"/> 
                <xs:element name="serviceAnnInterval" type="xs:integer"/> 
             
            </xs:sequence> 
        </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
     
</xs:schema> 
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Annex VII. Test Plots - Nakagami-m Fading Model 
 
Gamma Distribution Plots 
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Nakagami-m Fading PDF 
(In accordance with [85]) 
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Nakagami-m Fading PDF 
(In accordance with [51]) 
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Nakagami-m Fading CDF 
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